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feature fÍ1m

with special

barriers.

Índustry from

reference to

This thesis examines

ABSTRACT

the development

the late 1960s

efforts made to

of the Canadian

to the present

overcome entry

This thesis begins with a general review of the film

industry, includíng experience outside Canada. Following

thís is a review of the general theory of entry barriers and

the íclentífication of their relevance to the film industry.

Canadian difficultíes in feature film productÍon are then

idenLified and the public policies adopted since 1968 are

described and discussed. Finally po1Ícy alternatives are

analysed.

Through this study several important barrier factors

hindering Canadian feature film production are identifÍed.

0n the production side , a general lack of financial

resources and skilled producers are primary causes. 0n the

market side, foreign competition, a sma11 domestic market,

and i-naccessibility to distribution facilities play critical

roles. The distribution problern is further aggravated by

the vertícal- structure of the the industry.

Since 1968 Lwo major public po1-ícies u¡ere adopted to

help develop a film production industry. They were the

establishment of the Canadian Fí1m Development Corporation



and the adoption of tax incentive through a 100 percent

capital cost allowance for film production. As a result
barriers in the production side r¡/ere largely removed.

Seed-money f or ner^r produc tions Í/as made available through

the cFDc and the tax incentive spurred a vigorous response

from the private sector to provide production finance.

Unfortunately, fltârket access remaíns a critÍca1

concern. Canarlian pictures experience great difficulties in
getting to cinemas through the exi-sting distribution and

exhibition system. Even though there are more and more

examples of success, most of the new productÍons end up as

financía1 failures.

fn conclusion, public polici-es have achieved

success in the production area. Eut to develop

feature film industry, the distribution barrier

a

remarkable

has

nature

to be

policy

and the

structure.

policies

between

has to be

dealt with more effectively. Possible public

alternatives ínclude distribution through television

redesign of the exhibition and distribution

Fina11y, the philosophy and dírection of public

should be redefined. A more workable balance

national-cu1tural values and commercial viability

achieved.
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t

In the field of documentary and educational film

production, CanadÍan producers, with the National Film Board

as the best example, have demonstrated a tradition of

excellence and productiveness. The numerous awards and

accolades accorded to the NFB bear witness to that

evaluation. However, the feature film situatÍon is

completely different. The Canadian cinemas continue to be

deluged wíth foreign film products. Canadian-produced

feature films, especía11y English-language ones, are

conspicuous by their absence. This is true even with the

existence of a federal film agency, the Canadian Film

Development Corporation (CFDC). This phenomenon raises

questions about the viability of a truly Canadian feature

film industry that would employ Canadian talent and would

reflect Canadian cultural values.

The primary object of this paper is to examine the

development of the Canadian feature film industry in the

decade since the establíshment of the CFDC Ín 1968. One of

the main objectíves of this examination is to identify the

barriers which have been preventing feature film production

activities in Canada. Then the examination of the industry

will be focused on the efforts, both in the public and the

private sectors, made in the period under review to overcome

these barriers in an attempt to create a truly Canadian

feature film industry.
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As a basÍs for understanding the Canadian film

production, however , it is essential to gain a broader

perspective on the feature fí1n índustry. A review of the

industry in general will therefore be done in a chapter

which includes surveys of the fí1m índustry in both the

UnÍted States and Great Britain. The reason for using the

film industry experience in these Lwo countries is that they

share a common language with Canada and export films to

Canada. The review should provide ínsights on the

possibilities of increased Canadian feature film output.

To see the possíb1e factors hindering CanadÍan entry

into feature film production, general analysis is

necessary. This is provided in a chapter devoted to a

survey on current economic literature on the theory of

entry. Subsequently, usÍng the American film industry I s

experience, these theoretical tools are used to illustrate

the entry barrier aspects of the feature film production ín

general. Idith this knowledge in hand, Canadian difficulties

in this industry will be highlighted.

Having identified the Canadian difficulties, a chapter

is used to examine and evaluate Canadian efforts, since

1968, to create a feature film industry. Enphasis will be

put on attempts to overcome the various barrÍers to entry.

Through this examination, it is hoped to provide insight on

the current standing of the industry and to improve

understandíng of the developments in the decade reviewed.



i+

Relevant conclusions will

on the future develoPment

then be provided and comments made

of the industry.
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An Overview of the Feature Film T n dustrv
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To facilitate understanding of the development of the

Canadían feature film production industry, a general

examination on Lhe industry will be nade in this chapter.

Topics wí11 include the economÍc and social ímportance of

the industry as well as its structural organizatíon.

International experíence will be drawn on for ínsÍghts.

I ¡ ECONOMIC ASPECTS

The overall imporlance of the film índustry is not as

great as the glamour of the Índustry míght suggest. A

comparison of the industryrs revenue with the total personal

expenditure on consumer goods and services in Canada wí11

shed some light. This is shown Ín Table 2-7.

Table 2-L

Theatrical Receipts and Total Personal Expendítures

Canada

Year Receipts
($ Million)

Personal Expendíture
on Goods & Servlces

( $ Millton)

Percent
of

To ta1

1970
197 7

L97 2
r97 3
797 4
797 5

L2B.
n.a

7

0
6
7
4

50,327
55,616
62 ,2OB
7L,278
83, 388
97,108

o.26

o .23
o.2r
o.2r
0.22

140 .
150.
L75.
2II.

Source:
1 Statistics Canada,

Accounts, 13-201.
2. Statistics Canada,

Distributors 63-2

National Income and Expenditure

Motíon Picture Theatres and Film

n.a. Not available.



The fact that the film

to the overall Gross

United States where

7

contributes only marginally

ProducL is also true in the

a fu1ly developed film

in L975, the $2.5 billion

only O.26 7, of total U. S.
1

industry

Nat i onal

there is

industry. Statistics

theatríca1 admissÍon

personal consumpLion

show that

receipts is

expenditures.

Audience CharacterÍstics

One of the unique characteristics of the moLion picture

is its capricious audience taste for Íts product. fn a

certain year, one genre of films may be preferred to the

other. However, the trend may be completely-reversed in the

next year. It is this that make the producerts job of

predicting future market preference for a certai-n type of

film difficult.

Fortunately for the índustry, the general make-up of

the audience is relativel-y c1ear. The industry has

generally been termed as appealing mostly to the youth

market. ft Ís noted that with íncreasing âBê, people tend
2

to frequent the theatres 1ess. Indeed, according to a

survey done by the 0pinion Research Corporation in the

United States, it was found that three-quarters of the

people attending movÍes are between the ages of twelve and

See Internati-onal Motion Picture Almanac , I979.1

2. Axel
Crowell

Madsen,The New HolLl¡Lood
Co., 1975), p.58.

(New York : Thomas Y
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tr.{enty-nine. And some nine-tenths of the admission receípts

come f rom f requent moviegoers. I^lhi1e education had f ormerly

been found to be an insignificant factor in influencÍng

movíe attendance habits, it is no\¡I known that two-thírds of

the people wÍth college educatíon often attend movies.

Audience Decline

One important development Ín the film industry over the

year^s \¡¡as the gradual loss of movie patrons. This Í/as an

international phenomenon. In Canada, attendance dropped

from 236.6 mí11íon in 1950 to about 90.4 million in I974'

which marked a 6L.8i( decrease. The British ci.nema also
3

experíenced the same kínd of decline. In the United

States, the decline Ï/as more marked. It dropped from the

all-time high of 82 rnill-íon patrons a week in 1946 to

somewhat less than 46 mí11ion per week in 1955. Actua11y,

during the same period potential moviegoers had risen by 15
4

mí11ion. Since then attendance kept droppÍng to a week1y

total of 21 rnillion in the 1960s and then stabilized
5

somewhere around 15 million Ín L970.

3. See
of the

tfDeveloping Britísh Fí1mstt in the March B, L969 íssue
Economists.

4. U. S. , Congress, Senate, Report on the MotÍon Picture
Dístribution Trade Practíces, 82nd
p.27 

"

5. Axel Madsen,op. cit., p.I62.

Cong. , Znd sess. , 1956,
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Competitíon l,rlithout

There are several explanation for thís steady decline

in movie attendance. Changing social habits are one.

Actuall-y the decrease is not due to the fact that fewer

individuals are going to cinenas. Rather, fewer people are

going as often as before. This change can be understood in

the 1Íght of ne!r¡ kinds of recreational activities available

sínce the end of the Second World In/ar. The industry no!ü has

to compete with such entertainments as sports, travelling,

concerts and LelevisÍon. I4lith so many alternatives, it is

not surprising that movies occupy a much smaller share

within a specLrun of leisure time activities.

Among conpetitors from the outside, televísion Ís

viewed as one of the most serious. But while television has

been viewed as a threat to the industry, ít has also become

a potential market for filn productions. Thís results from

the fact that television has come to realize that it can do

much better with popular feature fí1ms being shown on the
6

networks. 0n the other hand film companies have also

discovered the potential of this ner¡r sma11-screen machine as

a revenue generating resource. Thís all started ín 1967

rn¡hen the National- Broadcasting Company in the United States

began to put on motion pictures in their príme tíme

6 . Robert Cranda11, ttThe Post-l'rlar Perf ormance of ihe MoLion
I975, p.65-67 .Pícture f ndustrytt, Antitrust Bu11etin, Spríng



programmÍng. By 1967 ,

paying peak rentals of $1

released productions.

the networks r,ùere reported

million for a showing of

fn Canada, for example, revenue for

televÍsion in fact constitutes some 3OZ of

sources received by distributors in 1968.

television has risen about 16% from that in

fi lm

all

Thi s

10

to be

recently

CompetitÍon l,r/ithín

There are several aspects of conpetitÍon withÍn the

industry. In Lhe retaí1 market, príce competitÍon between

cinemas does not seem to play an important role in

attractÍng audiences. This may be consistent with the fact

that by 1930 the film Índustry in the U.S. had already

developed into a mature oligopolistic índustry. For mutual

benefít, the few major film companies stressed other

competítive methods than pricing. Apparently this is sti11

the common po1Ícy in the industry Loday. However, one may

also observe that the relative insignificance of price

competition may also be due to the show-business nature of

the índustry and also the posítion of the industry in the

general- business environment today.

In terms of the final output, product differentiatíon

7. Canadian Fí1m Development Corporation,
Deve 1o pment

rentals from

the rental

revenue from
7

7967 .

Annual Report,
Corporation Ís1967 -7 0 , p.6. (Canadian Film

hereafter cÍted as CFDC)
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is a norm rather than exception primarily because it is an

entertainment industry. The product simply cannot be

standardized. Thus in the production branch of the

industry, to promote product dífferentiatÍon competition,

producers stríve to rpackaget a productÍon with brand name

aclors and directors. Large advertisíng expense ís often

íncurred when production has barel-y begun. In any case,

with the assumption that advertising plays an important role

on the success or failure of a picture, promotion campaigns

become an important undertaking. Very often advertising is

done ín trade journals, neÌrrspapers, national magazines and

television

fnput for Production

There are several important inpuL factors

needed in film producLion. They are the movie

creatÍve and technical talents, fínancing

distributing facil-ities and producer expertise.

into an

needed for

Lhat are

script,

capi tal ,

actual movie,

the job. Very

The most fundamental factor for a feature film is the

basic story from which a script could be deríved for

filming. Its source may be a popular novel, a stage hÍt or

an origínal screenplay. However, to use these underlying

properties, producers must first acquire the motion picture

rights to these 1Íterary materials.

fn order to turn a script

creative and techníca1 talents are
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often, the qualÍty of a picture is determined by the quality

of artistic talents and technÍcal crer{¡s Ít can gather.

Creative talents include such people as screen actors, fil-m

directors, art directors and edíting directors. Certalnl-y

all these artists wíth their unique ski11 and talent

contribute sígnifÍcantly to the flnal qualíty of the movie.

The technical creï¡ on the other hand incl-ude categories such

as the management unit, photographic unit, stagehands and

decorators. These specialized and ski11ful crehrs are needed

for an efficíent production operatÍon and for minimizíng the

cost and uncertainty ín production activíties.

At the same timer âccess to financing capíta1- is an

important factor in film production. Since the making of a

film is an expensive business undertakÍng, it involves

tremendous capital outlay before the producer can see any

returns from the pÍcture. Especially due to the fact that

film production has to be al-1 or nothíng, it is essentÍa1

for a producer to secure enough fínancial backing before he

starts production.

Closely related to financirg, a producerts access Lo

the distríbution system often determines wheLher he gets hÍs

film made or not. The reason for this is that in thís

industry wÍthout any distribution guarantee it ís almost

impossible to get financing from the financial

institutions. Since an opportunity for distribution would

promise some return on the picture, the distribution



guarant ee

involvecl in

is one way for

film production

13

banks to reduce the risk factor

financing.

Final1y, it should

film involves a

that because the makÍng of

business complexitíes and

production experience are

be

1ot

noted

of

and

a

subtleties,
required of

much creativity

a film producer.

RÍsks and Uncertainties

Even though risks and uncertainties

characteristics of business undertakÍngs,

uncertainty however is relatively higher

industry.

Also unlike other industries, where

made in various quantities and put to

production of a feature fÍlm has to be all

Because of a need for fresh subject matter for every

nev¡ fi1m, film producers are forced to make continuing

projections of what film genre might appeal to the public

best in the near future. This projection process is further

hindered by the time-1ag problem between when a feature film

is fírst launched into producLion and the time when it will

finally be released; thÍs 1ag may run between one and two

years. Thus by the time the movie Ís released, the box

office trend may have changed. tr{hen thís happens, it can

cause fÍnancial disaster for the producer invol-ved.

are common

the degree of

ín the film

produc ts can be

a market test,

or nothing and be



paid f ully in advance. Inlhen a f ilm is successf u1-, ít

yiel-d a tremendous profít to the producers. However,

a f i1m i-s a f 1-op it can also bring f inancial disaster.

fí1m production can actually be compared to the

exploration industry where rÍsk is a big factor.

IÏ. STRUCTURE OF THE TNDUSTRY

1l+

can

when

Thus

oi1

the film industry, it can be classified

: productj-on, dÍstributÍon and exhÍbÍtíon.

In studying

into three stage

Prod uc t íon

At the early stage of the film industry are the

productíon activitíes. The main functÍon of this branch is

the actual production undertakÍngs which include the

shootíng of fi1ms, editing and the rnaking negative copy to

be duplicated into nunerous positive prínts for

distributíon. To make Lhe negatíve print, producers have to

pu11 together a group of talents such as directors, star

performers, writers and technical personnel. For the role

he plays a proclucer ís commonly referred to as a t packager t .

Dístríbution

Next to productíon is distríbutíon. Distributors, by

signing a conLract agreement with producers, often

post-production exploitation of films. Thus

dÍstributorrs main functions is the marketing of

finished product on the whol-esale leve1. These

one

films

hand 1e

of the

âs a

activitíes
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include the physical distrlbution of films to the cÍnemas.

SÍnce the practice of outright sales has been abandoned in

the early days of the industryrs development, some of the

essentíal jobs of distríbution units include making of

prints, arrangement for playdates and de1Ívery of fílns to

exhibÍtors. Fínal1y distributors are also responsible for

collecting the film rentals fron the exhibitors. Usua11y,

ín return for such servíces, they receive a certain

percentage of the gross return from the producers. This fee

is termed as t dístrÍbution fee I .

0n the other hand, success of a film depends to a

certain extent on proper promotion. Publicity and

advertÍsing campaigns are therefore important undertakings

in the industry. However, mounting a vigorous advertÍsíng

campaign requires huge capital outlays. It also demands

special ski11 in the promotion activities in the industry.

The common practice ín the fílm production is once again to

l-eave these activities to the distríbutors. The

dÍstributors usually advance mosL of the promotion expenses

and recoup such costs later.

Finally it should be noted that the distributors also

play a prominent role in film fÍnancing itself. fn Lhe

fírst place, to back up a film production , aLl the

dÍsLrÍbutor has to do is to agree to distribute the proposed

fil-m product. By agreeing to dÍstríbute such a film,

distributors Ín effect help the prospective producer in



getting often-needed

also quite often put

ín return for the

film.
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bank fÍnancing. Secondl-y dístributors

up the required capital for a project

exclusive right of distributing that

ExhibÍtion

In the l-ower spectrum of the industry 1ies the

exhibition branch. It is at thÍs stage that the film

industry final-1y comes into contact with the publíc. Indeed

it is the retaí1 outlet of the film products.

Scattered all over the country, theatre operators have

to decide what particular preference the people in their

dístrict will have. Accordingly they have Lo make the

appropriate booking of the films. In this regard, one of

the main concerns of exhibitors is a constant suppl-y of film

products. They have to see that a flow of different films

is secured throughout a year in order to attract patrons.

Cinemas in the United States are mostly operated by smal1
I

businessmen. This Ís also the case with Canada.

ïntegration in the Motion Picture Industrv

The rnotion picture industry has been noted for its

tendency to integrate, both vertíca11y and horizontally.

For example, untí1 L948, there vrere f ive rna jor companies in

B. U.S., Congress, Senaterop. cit., p.2.
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the United States outstanding for their fully-integrated

operation in the industry. The five major conpanies ïIere

Loews (MGM), I'ilarner BroLhers, Paramount, TwentÍeth Century

Fox and RKO. In I9l+8, the U.S. Supreme Court ordered the

divorce of production-distríbution activities from

exhibitÍon in the industry. In Canada the industry is

domínated by tr+o major cÍrcuits of theatre companies, the

Odeon Theatres Company and the Famous Players Company. These

th¡o companies hold two-thirds of the Canadian cinemas. At

the same tÍne, Famous Players is owned by a big dístribution

concern, Paramount Inc. Added to this is the fact that the

seven largest distributÍng companies operating in Canada are

branch offices of American film companies whÍch are stil-1

financing film productions ín the United States. Thus the

film concerns in Canada have a more subtle vertical-1y-

integrated operatíon that is not readily obvious.

One argumenL for the tendency toward integration is the

atLempt by the industry to reduce risks and uncertaintíes.

As has been observed, Lhe production end of this índustry ís

risky and expensive. The final demand is vo1ati1e. Success

of a film depends on a proper promotion. Few producers

would be happy to leave their products to distributors who

might be too busy or too uninterested to give careful

attention to the product. At the same tíme it woul-d

certainly be disastrous if a producer, once having fínished

a negative print, finds that he could not get access to any



market outlets. Thus as a result of

to reduce uncalled for risks and to

distribution operatfon, there is

forward. This explains in part why

between production and distribution

producer r s perspective.
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the producerrs desire

ensure an effÍcÍent

pressure to Íntegrate

at 1east some link

is desirable from the

0n the other hand, the tendency to integrate also

results from the desire of exhibitors in the lower end of

the Índustry to secure a constant supply of film products.

To safeguard themselves fron the shortage of quality films,

ít is quite natural for the exhibitors to attempt

integratÍng backward in order to produce films for

themselves. In thÍs regard, the motíve here Ís noL very

much different from oí1 refineries going back to crude oí1

production and steel mi1ls securing iron ore supplies. This

explaÍns partly why the First National CircuÍt ' a

combination of theatre companies, in L9L7 went into picture

production. It also helps to explain why after the complete

vertical integration in film industry has been declared

i11egal, exhibitors have agaín attempted to go into picture
9

productÍon.

Another prominent feature in the exhibition branch of

the industry ís the prevalent horizontal combination among

9 . Simon hlhitney,
Picture Industryto,
p .493 .

ffVertical
Amer ican

disíntegration in
Economíc Review

the Motion
May 1955,
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theatres. In a vray the combÍnations are a means by which

exhibitors can protect theÍr ovi¡n interests in bargaining

with the powerful productíon companies. The history in the

American film industry proved that by forming a large

CircuÍt of theatres, exhibitors could enhance their posítion
10

in dealing with the producers. As a resulL of their

theatre-chains, large exhibitors attain a position that

gives more bargaining porrer in securing film supplies and at

a relatively better price than those who stay Índependent

and sma11. Thus this horizontal integration Ís an attempt

to achieve pecuniary benefits of a large scale operaLion.

In view of the characteristics of the fil-m industry, Ít

seems that mergers, especÍally vertical onesr [ây carry some

real economíc advantages. At least they can help to

guarantee producers a marketing outlet. The exhibitors

would also be benefited in theír assured suppl-y of fÍlm

products. However, one serious question still- remains ín as

much as such Íntegrations could be Ínstrumental for exi.sting

companies in the film industry to attaín and abuse Lheir

market povüer.

As experíence has shownr vêrtical integration in the

UnÍted States film industry has proved to be a primary means

by which rnajor companies have achieved market control. 0n1y

10. MÍehae1
(Berkeley:

Conant, Antitrust in the Motíon Píeture fndustry
UniversÍty of Ca1ífornia Press, 1960), pp.23-24"
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some of these

producers beento prospective

TIT. SOCIAL IMPLICATION

A perennial controversy surrounding the fílm industry

is the question of whether films are entertaÍnment or art.

Especially in America the distinction between entertainment
11

and art is much exaggerated. 0bvÍously the fí1m industry

is one that lÍes in an area which spans a specLrum between

entertainment and art.

not be of

of view,

not been for

the

thecontroversy would

possibilities of externalities.

0n Lhe one hand, working under a Pure

entertainment-business philosophy the operation of the film

industry could be l-eft to the private sector of the

economy. This is the case in the UnÍted States. The

producers wil-1 undertake the production process under the

motivation of prospective financial gains while at the same

time havíng to bear the risks invol-ved in Lhe operation. In

other words, film producers become enterprisers Ín an

entertainment industry. 0bviously this is a predominant

1 1. Peter Harcourt,
publicatíons, 7977),

Movies and Mythologies,(Toronto : CBC
pp.75-77.
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aLtitude toward film making among U.S. producers. In Canada

some industry peopl-e also hold the same view.

0n the other hand, it is noted that films are al-so a

communicati.on nedium from which ideas could be put forth to

the public. Even Lhough entertainment films are not a

medium for formal education, nevertheless, they certainly

provide audíences with vital experience and emotional as

well as intel-l-ectual stimulation. It Ís thus argued that

entertainment films could also be an effective tool for

pronoting national unity and help to foster a natÍonts

culture. For the country as a who1e, benefíts deríved from

film production and consumption might prove to be more than

the benefits accrued to private individuals alone.

At the same time the tendency to transcend natíona1

boundarÍes as a result of their unique graphic languages

makes films an important tool for promoting international

understanding of a nationrs culture. Good films woulrl also

enhance international respect for a countryrs art and ensure

goodwi11. If a country values the friendship and peaceful

encounters with others this too would certainly be an

important íntangible benefit.

Furthermore, provÍdecl that a country could command iLs

essential factors of production, film could be an ideal-

export item, since its finished product only consísts of a

few cans of film occupying negligíble transportation space.
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Thus films would add to the export base of a country and

contrÍbute to its balance of payments posítion íf fílm

industry achieves international success.

There may be other indirect benefits for the country as

a whole such as providing employment opportunities to its

talents and technicians. But the aforementioned

characteristics of the Índustry should have indicated the

possible exÍstence of significant but intangible social-

benefits. Left to the working of a free market enterprÍse

mechanism, an optimal social 1evel of film production might

noL be achieved. Thís is because the Índirect benefits

ínvolved would certainly be díscarded by the private

Ínvestors ín their profit seeking calculations.

Following this line of thinking a case for government
L2

support of film producti.on can therefore be nade. 0n1y

frorn such a perspective does one understand the exÍstence of

conscious efforts by the British government and some

Buropean governments such as those in France, Germany and

L2. The position of the British government on film maLters
coul-d not be demonstrated better than by the following
quotes : ttThe request which follows for a substantÍal
measure of government support is based on the view that thís
should be forthcomÍng only for täsks which the prívate
sector is either unable or unwÍ11ing to perf orm. I,rle

believe, moreover, that a positÍve and constructive policy
which wíll operate in the national interest should not be
based exclusíve1y on considerations of commercial
profitabí1ity, but on the benefits to be derived by the
communíty as a whole. tt See Report of the Prime ltf inisLer I s
hlorking Party, op. cit. , p.10.
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Italy to help their own film industry. ThÍs consideration

rnay also be relevant ín a Canadian context since Canada is

searching for naLional identity and is also involved ín

efforts to develop a feature film production industry. A

clear understanding of this externality problem may help to

generate a more coherent policy toward fí1m production, once

the government could choose Lheir stand on the value of

these fí1m maLters.



Cha ter 3

Barriers to Entry and the Fílm Industry
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Before rr¡e proceed to dÍscuss and document the efforts
to promote the canadian feature fÍln production industry,
some understanding of the concept of entry and the factors

behind entry into nanufacturing industries in general and

the film production industry in particular is desírab1e. rn

this chapLer ï¡e will make a survey of the economic

literature on the theoretíca1 discussion of entry. The

sources of barriers to entry will be Ínvestígated and an

attempt wÍ1l be made to apply some of these theories to the

film production industry. Efforts rvi11 be nade to identify

the relatíve importance of the barrier factors in the film
industry.

I. DETERMINANTS OF ENTRY CONDITTONS IN MANUFACTURING

I NDUSTR IES

Economic theories have identifÍed several factors that
work for or against ne!/ entry into manufacturing

Índustries. These factors can be classified into structural
aspects of the industry and the conduct of firms within such

an Índustry.

Structurally, these factors are economies of scale,
product differentiaLion considerations and absolute cost

advantages " 0n Lhe market conduct side, factors that
contrÍbute to raising the height of barriers to entry
Ínclude strategies of prieíng, desire to restrict
competition, degree of integratÍon and outright lega1
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restriction.

A. Structural Barriers Lo Entry

Economies of scale

One of the common factors deterring new entranLs to an

industry can be the exÍstence of large scale economies

within that industry. I4lith economíes of scale as a f irm

expands íts operaLion, it realízes substantía1 unit cost

savings. This is possible because as a firmrs output volume

grows, many of Íts production functions can be done by

specialízed units and by specía1 machines. Thus it is

possible that with a higher volume of output ' a lower
I

average cost per unit could be achieved.

But econornic Lheory also states that a firm could not

keep on achÍeving lower costs by expandíng indefínitely.

ThÍs is because beyond a certain point, some forces of large

scale diseconomies and díminishing returns in productíon

might set in. This could be a result of problems in

managerial coordínatÍon in a large production process and

may also be due to difficul-ties in harmonÍous coordination

between branch operaLions. Such i-s the reasoning behind the

concept of U-shaped cost curves.

1. F.M. Schererrïndustrial Market Structure and Economic
Per fo rmance , (ChÍcago: Rand McNally College Publishing Co. ,
1970) ,p.72; See also Joe
York : John l,r/íley and Son,

Bain, ïndustrial Organi ztion , (New

cited as Bain, 0rganizatfon.
1968) , pp.1 46-L57, (hereafter
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Hor+ever, empiríca1 studies reveal- that the long run

average cost curve for firms would commonly look like the

one ín Figure 3-1 " This means Lhat as a firm expands

productÍve capacÍty, it will achÍeve a lower per unit cost

of ouLput up to a certain point. Beyond that, further

íncreases in fÍrm síze may neÍther lncrease nor decrease

unit costs. Thus there may be a range of optimal productÍon

size for a fírm. trrlithin this range, the poínt where the

smallest scale of the firm could attain the lowest cost is
2

termed as the minimum optimal scale of the fírm.

I4lÍth the concept of economies of scale, it Ís possible

to show Lhe negative effect of large scale operation on nel¡

entrants. Two irnportant effects have been identifÍed. They

are the t percentage effect I and the I absolute capital

requirement effect t .

i. Percentage Effect

The percentage effect could be expl-ained with the

Figure 3-1 again. Suppose the total outpuL of an ÍndusLry

is 0M at the going price. At the same time r suPpose

substantial economies exist in this industry, then to

achieve a minÍmum optimal- scale a firm has to establish

itself at a size producing 0B amount of the product. If

2 " Joe Bain, Barriers to New CompetÍtíon, (Cambridge,
Mass:Harvard University Press, 1956)'
as Bain, Bargle_tg. )

p.53, ( hereafter cited
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this is true, then the markeL demand may be satÍsfied

optimal sca1e.
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by two

Gi ven

exísting

a marked

into the

following

or three firms operatÍng under the

thís condition, the narket can be preempted by the

firms and potentlal entrants would suffer

disadvantage. I f a neul f irm h¡ere to break

industry, Ít 'might be confronted with the

alternaLives.

Firstly, to gain tolerance from the existing firms, a

nerìr f irm could choose to enter with a small enough scale so

that as a result of enLry and the increased outPut, there is

no obvÍous influence on the prlce and output of the existing

firms. But then the nel¡ firm would be operatÍng ín a

sub-optimal 1eve1 and suffer a marked disadvantage of higher

costs than that of the establ-ished firns. Alternately, the

firm could choose to enter at a more optimal sca1e,

resulting in a depressed price 1n the industry as output

lncreases. Consequently, the post-entry price would be

lower than that of the pre-entry 1eve1-. The nev'¡ f irm might

norrr f ind thaL the industry is no longer prof itable.

Fina1ly, if a firm ís to enter wíth a near optirnal sca1e, it

has to face the probable reactÍon by the exísting firms to
3

its new appearance. The reaction could take two forms.

One, the existing firm might tol-erate íts exÍstence by

cutting back its output to 1et the neq¡ fírm have a share of

3. rbid", pp.54-55.
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established firms and the

a suboptimal scale. 0r

neh¡ entrant, would
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a case, both the

be working under

fÍrm might react

by retaliationnegatively Lo the emergence

through price cutting.

the existing

of the new fírn

These are the difficulties the percentage effects of

scale economíes could create for a nehrcomer. ïn sum, it

might be saÍrl that the greater the output a single firm with

minimum optimal scale would supply, the harder it would be

f or a ne\¡/ f irm to start out at an ef f icient 1eve1. A1so,

the steeper the rise in the cost curve as a result of

reduction below the optimal scal-e of operation, the nore

difficul-t for a nelr firm to start at a suboptÍmal sma11

scale in order to establish itself.

ii. Absolute Capital Requirement Effect

0n the other hand, the absolute capital requiremenL

effecLs refers to the fact that as a result of large scale

operation, difficulties are created for some sma1l new

entrants in raising the requíred capÍta1 investment.

Generally it has to do with the problem of imperfect capital-

markets. But for the study of its effect as a barrier to

entry, nost studies group ít under the separate heading of

absolute cost advantage consideration. This will be

díscussed in a later section.
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Product DifferentÍa tion

Product differentiation refers to the possible

differences perceived by consulners of some commodities that

might basically be the same. 0f course this perceived

dífference could be real or subjective. The essence of such

a differentiatíon, however, is that the consumer might tie

theÍr preference for one brand of a product to the

dÍsadvantage of others. Thus, for example, when pricíng a

product such as toothpaster or cigarettes, the consumer may

have a stronger preference for producer Ats to that of Brs

even though they are actually producing a substÍtute

product. In this hray the demand for the output A would

becorne less elastic than it r^rou1d otherwise be without

differentiation. A producer whose output has a stronger

consumer allegiance could thus gain some jurisdíction over

the prices of this product and has more incentive to raise

rather than lower the price. Thus as long as a product Ís

dífferentiable, it seems worthwhÍ1e for producers to promote

some kínd of product differentiatÍon.

Product differentiation Ís promoted by producers

through such means as package designs and superÍor

auxilliary services. By such means producers hope to create

a much sought-af ter .brand name of their or¡rn. 0bvíous1y, to

create such a name and the allegiance of consumers, heavy

advertÍsing and sales promotion activities are effective
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a result,

productionare ofLen added to the

Several ímportant consequences arise. FÍrst1y, as a

result of buyerts preference, prÍces need not be ídentlcal

among producers selling the same competing products.

Secondly, substantial cosLs ín undertaking product

improvisation, advertisíng and promotion are incurred for

the producers. These costs cannot be avoided if a producer

is to secure a fair share of the market. Thirdl-y, given the

desíre to maíntain a signÍficant share of the market,

producers may be encouraged to change their organization in

order to gÍve more force to promotÍon actívities. An

examples would be the urge to vertical Íntegration in order

Ëo secure a reliabl-e distributive facility. Finally,

because of the disparity in pricing, se1-1ing outlays, and

buyer preference among differenl producers' ít is possibl-e

that in a competítive situation, different producers could
4

gain significantly different shares of the market.

tools and have become

additional promotj.on costs

and dÍstrÍbution Process.

almost essential-. As

These consequences are good hÍnts

product differentiatíon could play as

In the first p1ace, since the market has

by established sellers wÍth their

to Lhe possible role
5

a barrier to entrY.

been tied up mostly

partÍcu1ar buYer

4 Ibid., p.115.

F.M. Scherer' op. cit., P"341.5
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allegÍance, a new entranl who might be selling a product of

same quality would have to take one or both of the followíng

measures in order to secure some slandfng in the narket. He

either has to se11 hís product at a lower prÍce relatÍve to

those of establíshed firms to establish a demand for his o$/n

product, or if he charges the same price as oLher

established fÍrms do, he may be forced to advertise his

product very much ín excess of the advertising activities

required for an established one. Thus there is a marked

disadvantage in the se1-1-ing outlay of the nevl producers.

This disadvantage may be depicted in Figure 3-2.

In either case, compared to the cost of establ-ished

firns, Ít is obvious thaL the new firm suffers a distÍnct

disadvantage. Moreover, the fact that there is some

Ínteraction between advertÍsing activities and the economies

of scale índeed makes the product dífferenLiatÍon type of
6

barrier to entry even more formidable. It is found that

economíes of scale often exist ín the use of advertising.

This is because a certain saturatíon threshold has to be

reached for best results and because many media offer

discount to hÍgh volume advertisers. Since ít usually takes

some Lirne to establish a brand preference, the advertisÍng

cost advantage enjoyed by the established concerns may prove

6. Ibid. , p.341 ; see al-so hI. SttAdvertÍsing Market StrucLure and
Commonor and T.l,ili1son,

Perf ormancefr, Review of
Economics and Statistics , November 1967, pp. 425-426.
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to be crítical for a smal1 new entrant to survive. Should a

nev¡ firm decide to enter wíth a scale large enough to reap

the benefit from the pecuniary economies of sale promotion,

it may run into another complication of having to meet a

higher capital requit"t"rra. 
T

Such are the possible difficulties a ne!ü firm may have

to face Ín an industry where Ímage differentiation is very

important. To a certain extent, entry may be discouraged

and establÍshed firms could be abl-e to raise price wÍthout

índucing entry. Thís is the lray producL dífferentiatíon

could work as an agent of entry deterrence. However, in

passing ít should be noLed that product differentiation

coul-d work the other lrray too. As long as a new f irm coul-d

of f er some superior ner4r product such as by innovation, it Ís

possible that it could overcome the hígh advertÍsing barrier
8

and be able to establish itself ín the industry. The

hisLory of some AmerÍcan industries offers many such

examples.

Absolute Cost Advantage Consideratíon

Another type of barríer to entry is found in what

been termed as absolute cost advantages enjoyed

established firms. This refers to situations where

has

by

neq¡

7 . Comanor and hlilson, op.

8. F.M" Scherer, op. cit.,

cit. , p.426.

pp.230 , 34L.
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than those of established firms in every

production and distributíon operations.

disadvantage of the new firms could be shown

uni t
scale
9

cost

of

Thi s
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cur ve

theír
cost

3-3.in Figure

It shows that for any 1eve1 of output, the established

firms would be able to produce at a much l-ower cost. Should

there be a significant gap between the unit costs of the old

and the new firms, it would mean the establ-ished fírms vi11

be able to charge a price and reap a profit whíle the neïI

entrants would not be in a position to recover their costs

at such a price. If it is the case' ne!¡ entrants would

certainly be discouraged from enLering.

Some of the potential sources giving rise to this

advantage enjoyed by established firms have been
10

ídentified. They are the conLrol of superÍor production

know-how, factor market imperfection and capíta1 market

ímperfection.

1 Control of Superior Productlon Know-how

Bvery kind of production depends on a certain degree of

technological know-how such as manageríal and producLion

skÍ11. To enter an industry and to compete successfully

with established firms, a neu¡ firm shoul-d command a leve1 of

9 Baín, Barrier , p.I44.

f bid. , pp " 144-It+5.10.
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technology at least as advanced as the old ones. If however

the old firms manage to control some superior production

techntque or equipment and at the same time manage to deny

outsiders theÍr use, either by patent protection or by

secrecy, the new entrant would probably have to operate

relatÍvely less effíciently and suffer some cosl
11

disadvantage.

ii. Factor Market Imperfectlon

0ne of the rnost fundamental requírements of the neI¡¡

entrants to an industry is of course the accessibilíty to

the facLors of production. They have to pu11 together such

factors as labor and ravr materials before they can start the

productíon process, However, these factor markets may not

be perfect and the new firms ín most cases have to pay a

hígher price than the old fírms in order to secure the

needed factors. It is especially true in the case of

getting natural raw materials. fndustries based largely on

natural deposits of metallic or non-meta11ic ores are good

examples" If once the established firms ovrn and control the

superior quality of these materíals, the ner{ f irrns may be

unable to get hold of the resources or have to use some

l-ower grade inputs. Thís market imperfection further

aggravates the cost disadvantage of new firms.

11. Ríchard Caves,American Industry : Structure, Conduct qnd
Per formanc e (Englewood Cliffs: Prentíce Hal-1, L964), p.26.
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iii. Capital Market fmperfection

Ânother major factor that has been perceived to be

important in contrÍbuting to cost disadvanLage of the nev/

firms ís the absolute capital requirement needed for

ínvestment in a ne!ü production. ThÍs comes mainly from the

imperfection in the capital rnarket and from sÍtuations where

a large amount of capital- has to be committed to enter.

Generally this difficulty tends to become more serious when

economies of scale are involved in the producLion

actívÍties.

Firstly, risks are often involved in the business world

and informatíon may noL be perfect. ft is conceivable that

financers would tend to be more cautious about financíng a

ne!/ enterprise than an established one. Thus ít is not

uncommon for a ner.{ prospectÍve producer to be unable to find

a fínancía1 backer. Certain dífficulties are imposed on nevr
L2

entrants in raisíng funds. This disadvantage is deepened

further by the fact that rnajor established firms often gain

access to Ínternal- financing whil-e at the same Lime outside

financing ís available on relatÍve1-y favorable terms. For

the new ones, if they ever secure the needed fínance, it

would probably be Lrue that they would pay a much higher

ínterest rate than would the established firms.

12" Roger
Littl-e Brown

Sherman, The Economics_ of f gllqs qÐ¡,
and Company, L974) , p.239.

(Boston:
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These difficulties to entry would certainly be
13

increased r+hen the scale of operation becomes larger, Ïn

the first place, it would discourage newcomers who otherwíse

may enter if sma11 scale operatÍon is possible. The 1-arge

scale capÍta1 investment simply prevents them from any

experiment. 0n the other hand, Lhe large amount of capÍta1-

needed presumably would raise the effective interest rate

and could added to the problem of fund avaÍlabi11ty. In

both cases, it takes a higher profit incentive before entry

could be índuced.

B. Barriers as a Result of Market Conduct

It should be noted Lhat the factors determining the

relative ease or difficulty in enterÍng a certaín Índustry

as delineated ín the previous section are prirnarily results

of structural organizati-on withín an indusl-ry. Thus those

may well be the consequences of some objective economíc

facts Ín the envlronment producers have to l-ive with. But

not all the problems of entry barriers are necessaril-y a

resulL of objectÍve economic facts. Indeed there are

outstandlng barriers to entry which are of compl-etely

different nature than those we have discussed. These are

barriers as a result of market behavior of established

firms.

13. Bain,BarrieIg, p.I46.
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fn a free market enterpríse system, given the

individual firmsr profit motÍvation, it is conceÍvable that

once the established firms have achieved some kind of

superior posÍtÍon, they will tend to undertake measures to

preserve their advantages. However, such measures in most

cases would result Ín some undue restraínt on trade qnd give

rise to practices of unfaír competition, both for existing

and potential competitíve firms. It ís to these market

conduct aspects that I¡/e would 1íke emphasize in thÍs

section.

fn general these barriers come as a result of existing

Lrade practíces, the consequences of whích are often

ambiguous. Some of the trade practices may have business

justification but also may have restrictíve effects. It

appears that the ultimate effecL will depend on the market
T4

environment upon whích these practices exíst. The

imporLant point to renember is that whíle these measures may

appear innocenL, they can also be a subtle device for market

control.

PrÍcing Strategy

There are some pricing strategies which are employed by

exi s t ing

could be

firms to bolster their ov/n market postion and which

detrirnental both to existÍng rivals and potential

L4. Richard Caves, op. cit . , p.5 1 .



competitors. Examples of these prícing

predatory prícing, price discriminatÍon

of existing firms.

1+z

strategies inclucle

and price restraints

i. Predatory pricíng

PredaLory pricÍng refers to price cutting employed by

some financially powerful firms ín an industry to v¡arn

aggressive rivals or to drive them out of business. LIíth

such a tactlc, the powerful firm would keep on cutting the

price over a period of time to a level where it would no

1-onger be profitable for the rival or sometimes itself to

keep up the production process.

CertaÍn1y thÍs tactic Ís employed with great cost and

targeted at the existing competitors. Ilowever, ít could

also create harmful effects on potential competitors. fn an

industry where coercíve practices are pervasíve, either Ín

the past or present, additional- risks of retalíation by

existing firms are added to prospectíve entrants. A 1ot of

tínes the prospective entrants have to add these risks ínto

their consideration in makÍng a decision on whether or not

to enter. They have to gamble as to what response

established firns would make as a result of their entry.

This i-s especially Lrue íf some large scale of entry is

requíred f or an ef f icient entry. ïn most cases, ne'hr

entrants would either be discouraged or enter only with a

much sub-optimal scale of operation.
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ii. Price Discrimination

Price dÍscrimination may well be defined as the sale or

purchase of different units of goods and services at a prÍce
15

differential- not dlrectly related to cost. There are

several forms ín which it appears. 1. Commodíties of the

same kind are sold at different prices to different

consumers. 2. Different commodities wíth different cost

functions are sold at the same price and 3. Two different

commodities are sold at prices very much deviated from theÍr

costs.

As an anticompetltive force, price díscriminatíon would

have an adverse effecL on the prospect of entry. Firstly,

where there are bíg firms whích can charge very low príces

in some segmented markeLs, even if other barriers to entry

are 1ow, entry would be discouraged as a result of

unprofitable prospects 1n these markets. Secondl-y, tt ís

apparent that price díscrímination could create some strong

se1ler-buyer ties as a resulL of their preferential-

dealings. If price discrímination practices are prevalent,

ties between buyers and sellers would result in entrenchment

of establíshed firms in their market postions. Most

probably the market would be fragmented leaving 1ittle

prof it opportunÍty f or the ner{¡ entrants. Thus price

15. F.M. Scherer,
and D.F. Turner,
University Press,

op. cít.,
Antítrust

p.253. See also Carl
( Cambridge :

Kaysen
Harvard

1959), p.L79.
Po1ícy
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díscrimination could have very discouraging effects on

entry. FÍna11y, if price discrimination can be ernployed in

such a way that the input costs for a larger firms could be

reduced to a 1evel lower than those secured by the smaller

ones, Ít would have the same effect of raising the absolute

cost dÍsadvantage of prospective firms.

Tvins deal. Exclusive De a line and Contract RecuÍrements

Another type of market conduct whích is harmful to the

competítíve forces is the practice of sellers requiring

buyers to refrain from deal-íng wíth other se1lers. These

practices cause market foreclosures by existing firms.

Market foreclosure could be done by

tie-in arrangements, exclusive dealing

requirements. Agaín there always seems to
76

rationale for such practices. But for

iL would suffice to point out Lhat these

create seríous barríers to enLry.

Desree of ïntesrat a o n int he fn d lrs tr v

Another aspect of

such practices as

and conLract

be some econornic

our purpose here,

practices could

could

raÍse the barrier to

market behavíor that

enLry is the degree

by established firms.

of

help to

vertical

integratlon undertaken

16. For a detaÍled discussion on the benefits of such
practices, see B.M. SÍngerrAntitru.st Eco4cr[Lsg(Englewood
Cliffs: PrenlÍce-Ha11, 1968) , Chapter 6.
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Vertical integratíon can be taken as the combination in
T7

one enterprise the functions of cusLomers and supplÍers.

These combínations can take the form of either ? backward

integration t Lo include the production of Íts input

material-s or I forward integration t to Ínclude the

distribution outlets for final products.

0ne conventÍona1 explanatfon for fírmsr tendency to

integrate is the desire to achieve economies of scale in the

whole production undertaking. The source of these economies

may be technical or pecuníary which comes as a result of

avoíding usíng the price mechanisn Ínvol-ved in the

production activities.

One effect of integration Ís to raise difficulties for

potenLial- entranLs. If many existing firms of an industry

undertake vertical inLegration, entry into one horizontal

stage would become very difficult, at least by the extra

amount of capital needed for the related activitÍes Ín order

to conpete successfully" This is essenliall-y the result of

1-arge scale operation and high absolute cost problems.

But Í t should be noted that not all vertíca1

integration is economíca1. Even if vertical Íntegration can

bestow consumer benefit when the market ís not competÍtive,

the fact remains that it can be abused to exploÍt market

17 . Kaysen and Turner, op. cit. , pp. 1 I9-I20.
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por4¡er. This practice is closely related to what Ís termed
18

as tsqueeze operationt. It is based primarily on the fact

Lhat by vertical integration, the ful1y integrated firm

could drive the non-integrated firms into a situation where

they are eíther foreclosed from the source of the fnput

supplies or fron the final market. They could also force a

price-squeeze on non-integrated firms.

In an industry where certain fírms move to integrate

their operation, fear of raw naterial or market foreclosure

may drive others to follow suít. Should smaller fírms find

themselves unable to do so r theír survíval would be

threatened. The same anal-ysis could be applied to potential

competitors. Thus it Ís possÍble that entry ínto vertically

integrated industries would be more diffícu1t than Ínto

those non-integrated ones.

18. Richard Caves, op. cít., p.51.
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0utrisht Leeal Restrictíon

For some industries, the entry into and exit from the

rnarkeL are controll-ed by governmental regulations. Entry

ínto such industrÍes can be restricted. Quite often the

government grants franchises Lo only one or a few entÍtíes.

A classic exanple is utílities busÍness. The most common

rationale behind such restriction has been that of t natural

monopolies t . Actua11y, for these industries, even wíthout

government restrictÍon, the barriers to entry as a result of

economíes of scale are very high. By governnent regulation

and restriction, it is hoped to reconcÍ1e the need of large

scale production with that of public interest. However,

even wíth industries such as transportation and radÍo

communication where some competition seems possible 
'

restrictions are also lmposed.

IT. FACTORS AFFECTING ENTRY INTO FEATURE FILM

PRODUCTION INDUSTRY

Having done a survey on barrí.ers to entry in

manufacturing industry, vre wí11 try ín this sectíon

idenlify some of the factors that would hinder entry

the film productíon industry.

A. Economies of Scale

the

to

ínto

As we have seen ín índustries where econonies of scale

sÍgnificant, certain disadvantages are created forare
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potenLial entrants as a resulL of the rpercentage effect?

and the need for higher amount of capital-.

In the fealure fÍlm

scale do

contrary,

production

because of

one sLudy

not appear to

studíes have

could produce

the unique
19

puts it :

production indusLry, economies of

be a critical- f actor. 0n the

shown that large scale in film

undesirable effects. This Ís

characterístics of the Índustry. As

While there are economies of scale achieved in
some other industry, where product is stand-
dardized, thÍs is not true ín notion pictures.
There are obvious limitations on the numbers of
real-1-y different pictures that can be made by
any one company. The very fact that they are
presumably not alike means that mass production
methods cannot be used with the same neasure of
success as in some other industries.

In other words, ernphasis on the appeal of each f il-m product

renders standardÍzation of film production very difficult.

The net effect is that economies of scale effects mÍght not

work too well in this Índustry.

Especially because Lodayrs film Índustry ís only one of

several- competing recreational industries and its audiencers

Laste is more selective than it has been, each film product

is evaluated according to its o\¡¡n merit. Thus the success

of a film depends much on its productíon effort. ft also

19. Howard Lewis, The Motion Picture fndustry
VanNostrand, 1933), p.97.

(New York:



means that undesírable effects might be

r,rere to be mechanically mass-produced.

consideratÍon that another study on the
20

scale in film índustry has concluded :

hç

experienced if films

It is under this

optimal- production

AvaÍlable data indicate that the minimum optimal
scale of operation Ís the production unít organ-
ízed to produce a síng1e rnotion picture. Since the
production inputs and process of each picture are
unique, the optimal techníca1 unit and the optirnal
manageríal unit both appear to be the production
of a single pÍcture.

As a matter of fact such a conclusion is very much

supported by Hollywood experience. During the heyday of

Hollywood, the American f ilrn industry ü¡as dominated by

several major companies whÍch had control over the

production, distributÍon and exhibition interests. In order

to have a high volume output and also to fu1fi11 the

screentime requirement of theír oI¡In theatres ' these najor

companÍes had attempted large scale production programs.

Their production studios h¡ere organized in assembly line

manner maintaÍning a whole stable of star performers 
'

writers, directors and other artists and technicians. lfith

this type of organization, the major stuclíos each r¡Ias. able

to churn out some forty to fífty picLures annually.

The result was that during the 1920s and 1930s these

major companies produced many 1ow quality films, judged

20. Michael Conant, oP. cit.
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efther by box-office receípts or any other standards. Since
21

thenr rêforms \{ere urged throughout the industry. By Lhe

early 1950s, âs a result of the post-war development of the

industry and as a result of the antiLrust actÍon of the U.S.

Government, the companies in the production branch of the

industry r{ere no longer under pressure to mass-produce Ín

order to meet theatre requirements. This 1ed to the

reduction of production scale of the rnajor companies and the

rise of índependent producers. Usual-1y the new production

units are organized to produce one film and disbanded after

the compleLion of a picLure. Today many independent

companies tend not to own any studío overheads. Instead

they rent studÍo facÍ1íties whenever there is a production

need. This seems to be more effÍcienL because it helps to

cut down overhead costs and at the same time possible

because there are firms speciali zing in the studio

business.

The above díscussion tends to índícate that smal1 scale

operation in terms of output may be more beneficial in Lhe

fil-m producLion índustry. In such a case, the tpercentage

effect I of the economies of scale should not create undue

diffÍculties for potential entrants. ïn fact, studíes have

shown that even in Lhe 1930s , when f ílm compani.es r{ere

organized ín a scale directed to domínate the industry, the

2I. Howard Lewís, op. cit., p.96.



five major companies

output needed ín the

5t

could only produce half of the total-
22

market.

All these consideratíons tend to show that the

econonies of scale per se should not be an important factor

workÍng against the entry of new producers. Markets woul_d

probably not be preempted by the so-ca11ed I percentage

effect I . If there should be diffÍculties for new entranLs

into the film production industry, it may be a result of

other factors.

B. Product Dífferentiation Considerations

ïn connection with product

several observations which can

film industry.

dif f erentiatÍ.on, there are

be made Ín relati-on to the

Economic Committee, The Motion

Firstly, as r^re have noted earlier, the f ilm industry is

an entertainment índustry. Competition takes place not only

wi thin the industry; it comes also f rom wíthout. In/hen

producers decide their movÍes ticket prÍce, emphasis is put

more on consumerst time than money. Príce consideration is

therefore not a very important issue in the industry. The

general phenomenon is that príce may vary according to the

quality of the pictures and the public acceptance. Price

variation is not necessarily related dlrectly to company

22. U. S

Picture
Temporary
Industry:

Na t ional
A Pattern (

194L) .
of Control I,ilashÍngton D.C.,
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brand names in the film industry. ft is simply because

consumer allegiance in this Índustry woul-d probably be nore

to the picture (such as the genre and star names) than to

the production unit. It is especially the case today sÍnce

audíences are more selective in theÍr taste for film

appreciation. Thus very specialized films would also find

audíences.

Secondly, ín Lerns of promotional activities, there

seems Lo be no particular advantage enjoyed by established

producers over ne$/ ones. ït is true that filn promoLion is

alrnost a must for every film if it wants Lo be a success.

The ultinate goal in film promotion is to create twords of

mouth ? whích will se11 a pÍcture. The usual $ray to prornote

a picture Ís by maintaining a publicity department Ín the

company and by heavy advertisement in the medía. This of

course ínvolves an enormous amounl of expense. And it could

be expected that an exÍstÍng major producer may have an edge

over an independent in these actíviLies. But if a newcomer

ever gets a film made, most probably Ít is because he has

already secured some agreement wíth a distribution company.

More often than not this distribution agreenent comes from a

major distributor who has good bargaining pokrer in dealing

wiLh the advertising activities in comparíson wlth other

distributors. Thus, pecuniary econonies ín advertising

conpetition among film producers may not be very important

factor.
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Furtherrnore, it Ís generally recognized that in the

film industry, the outcome of an advertísing campaign is

largely undeterminable. This appears to be more like an
23

exercise in topology. Experíence shows that a rigorous

advertÍsíng campaign can produce picture hÍt such as Funny

Gír1, Last Tango Ín Paris and The Exorcist but Ít can al-so
24

overkil1 a pÍcture such as the GreaL Gatsby. These

examples indícate thaL even though huge advertising

campaigns are necessary for a filmls success, the outcome is

f.ar f rom guaranteed. For thís reason, it rnay be argued that

no differential advantage would be bestowed on a certain

company. Financial results of two different pÍctures coming

from the same producer may be completely different. Thus

the consideration that product dÍfferentÍatÍon vÍa promotion

cosLs coul-d put a nevi¡ producer at a disadvantage may noL be

relevanL in the film industry.

But one adverse effect product differentiation could

impose on prospecLive entrants into the fil-m industry ís the

tremendous upward pressure on the capital requirement for
25

production, since the se11íng cost could be fornÍdab1e.

23. Alex Madsen, op. cít., p.117.

24. See ttBuilding a Dowry for Funny Gír1rr, Business hleek
Sept . 28, 1968; also Alex Madsen, op. cít. , p.1 19.

25. Garth Drabinsky r op. cÍt. , p.149. For a rough
indication of the expensive nature of the ¡nedia advertising
Ín cities such as New York and Toronto where pictures are
usually premíered, see pp. 154-155.



For some pre-opening and first week advertising, it

unusual that promotional- expendítures run between

and $50,000. This adds more risk to the production.

54

is not

$40,000

Finally it should be noted that product differentÍatÍon

in the film industry could actually encourage entries
26

through ínnovatÍon. This Ís possible because of the

highly differentiated and ever changing film product pattern

of the indusLry. Thus even for the establíshed firns, every

production ís a neÌr beginning. The outcome is overshadowed

wÍth uncertaínty; once agaín, success may not be

guaranteed. This f act alone is a great help to the neì¡I

producers. As long as the new producers can offer píctures

that are superior or simply more tailored to the Lastes of

the audiences, their chance of success in the trade is
27

enhancecl. fn the history of the industry, there are many

such stories of success of the nehr producers in gaining

entry by offering innovations both in terms of filn

producíng technique and content.

26. Michael Conant, op. cÍ.t. ,

27. Kenneth Macgowan,
Book , 1965), Chapter

p.37 .

The Screens (New York: DeltaBehind
10.
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C. Absolute Cost ConsideratÍons

Finally, we come to factors affecting fílm entry that

can be 1-oosely termed as absolute cost aspects. These

Ínclude such things as the riskness of the busÍness,

producersr expertise, input for film productions, financing

and dístributing problems,

Riskness of the Business and Producers t Expertise

As it has been said, the fil-m busíness being a

show-business, is very nuch 1íke a gamble. The investment

outlay is huge. But it coul-d bring high rewards as well as

financial- disaster. For a person seekíng normal return,

undertakings ín the film production índustry may not be

appealing. Possibly only peopl-e with creative talent and

urge ¡ or peopl-e who 1íke the glamour of the industry and are

wí1líng to take the gamble might wÍsh to enter.

Even then, for a successful entry, there are certain

condÍtÍons required of a potential producer. In the first

place the producer should have an abilÍty to secure the

right story and the right creative talents such as acLors

and directors for hís projecL. His credíbí1Íty to the

financers that he can make the whole fí1m r.¡ÍthÍn budget is

also required before he wí11 get aqy financial backÍng. In

certain ways film production ís actually a profession that

needs to be masLered. Furthermore, such knowledge of the
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business has to be combined wíth the producerts talent which

has to be a combínation of being an ídealist and a

politicían. Thus, f-ike many other prof essional- services, a

big surge into the industry by neh¡ producers is discouraged

as a result of the professional expertíse involved. This is

a major difficulty ne\4¡ producers have to overcome 1n order

to enler successfully into the industry.

Inputs for Productíon

The basÍc ingredient of a fílm is the script. The main

source for scrípts is novels, stage plays or original screen

p1ays. There seems to be no lack of such suppl-y. However,

the main problem for a producer is to find a script which is

suitable for the movíes and which has international appeal.

The situatlon in thÍs contínent Ís that there is

inflationary pressure on script costs since the very early

days of the fÍlm índustry. It is the result of producers?

struggles to out bid each other for relevant matería1s. The

result of this is a marked íncrease in the absolute cost of

production whÍch contributes to the risky aspect of making a

pícture.

As to creative and technical talents, there seems to be

no lack of these factors ín both the U.S. and Canada. Quite

often the opposite ís true in that access to employmenL for

these talents is l-imited. It should be poínted out,

however, that, formerly, most of these talent and
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technÍcians hrere under contracts with the major studíos and

their availabÍ1ity to an independent producer I,ùas

2B
reslricted. But this is no longer the case today when

most of the talent is freelancing. They are wí11ing to work

for any producers as long as there are suitable proiects.

Thus the availabil-íty of talent should not be a factor

working against entry into film production.

The foregoing statement, however, needs to be

qualífíed. It is Lhe problem of the so ca11ed tbankablef

Lalent that are avaÍlable. The supply of this talent

appears to be very limited. To employ talent which is

riding the tide of success is very expensive. But this

talent is often needed to minimize the uncertain oulcome of

the pic ture. Should glamourous talent be used in the

production, the end result wÍ11 be a much higher budget for

the picture.

In all, the input for the fil-m production would not be

a serious ímpedirnent Lo the entry of film producers. The

factors are open to employment for most producers. The maÍn

problem 1íes in the absolute cost in using these facLors.

The expensÍve naLure of these facLors is exactly the cause

of hÍgh budget cost requÍred of a good quality picture.

Since a sígnificant amount of the budget is spent on the

28. Robert
Americ an

Brady , ttThe Prob lem Monopolytr, Annals of theof
and

r P.
Acad em of Poli ical Social Science No vember
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factor costs, factor inputs help also to raise the absolute

cosL requirement. For example, Lhe average cost for a

picture made in the United States in 1976 uras estimated to
29

be around $4 mi11ion.

Film Financin

The high absolute cost of film making is an important

entry barrier. It Ís primarily due to difficulties new or

unknown film producers have in securing the necessary

operating capital. Because of the high costs, more often

than not producers have to resort to sone form of bank

financing. However, for thís índustry such financial

resources are 1ímíted. The amount of financial resources is

especially 1ÍmÍted for an índependent production. There may

be several- explanations for thÍs.

Firstly, because of the inherent risky nature of the

industry, few commercial banks in the United States have

ever been invol-ved substanLially ín any picture making
30

activities. To do so would requÍre certaÍn business

expertise on the part of the banlcers before they could feel

secure enough to get ínvolved ín these ventures. It ís for

this reason that no more than a dozen banks have 1ent to the

film índustry in the United States. It is also exactly as a

29 " See Int-erqaLional Motion P , 1979.

30. Patrick McGilligan, "Bank Shot'r,
I976, p.20.

Fílm Comment Sept-Oct,
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and
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result of this lack of expertise that

institutíon generally

31. Canada,
Management
( hereafter

and Consulting, Fil-m Stud¡r

other financÍa1
31

ffnancíng.

Secondly, even those banks which have the skil1 and

tradition in the film financing business are stí11 very

cautious in their approach to film finance procedures. The

bankers tend Lo look for securi-ty measures instead of risky

gambles. 0ne r^ray to achieve loan security is to grant loans

only to established fil-m companles which have a track record

of success. 0n1y ín rare occasÍons when a producer could

offer large security in marketable collateral would the

banks finance an Índependent production.

0f course there are also banks whích would finance

independenL production on an Índívidual picture basis. But

even in such a situation the banks would deal mostly with

establ-ished producers. This is because the bankers believe

a producerts past work Ís a better guaranLee than theír

dazzling ideas Ín a ne$¡ project" fnstead of relying on a

producerrs aesthetíc judgement, a bank would check out a

producer t s record bef ore any l-oan is granted. In thís I{ay

funds that would be avaí1ab1e to a potentÍal producer are

l-imited. Consequently, potential entry into the film

production industry ís reduced.

Department of Supply and Services, Bureau of
(0ttawa, I976), p"126,

cited as BMC, Film Study ).
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Fina1ly, the general tendency in the industry to link

financíng activities wÍth distribution guarantees imposes

further undue dífficultÍes onto a prospectíve producer in

gettÍng hÍs production financed. As hras noLed, one of the

basic requiremenLs for a production l-oan is a distríbution

guarantee from certain distríbution outlet. This guaranlee

is usually víewed as a good securÍty for the loan since it

wí11 ínsure a certain return to Lhe production cost. The

unfortunaLe effecL of such a requirement is that it imposes

a hÍgher barrier to enlry into the industry, since potentÍa1

producers could be screened out as a result of fail-ure to

gaín access to establÍshed distribution facilitíes.

Distribution Aspects

As menLioned above, the close tie between financing and

disLribution of a film production results in a higher

barrier to nerir entrants in the f Ílm industry. The adverse

effect of the conjunctÍon of these two functíons on the neÌI

entrant could be made more explicit íf the structure of the

distribution branch of the industry is examined. To begin

with, ít may be restated that a film distribuLor is

prirnarí1y a wholesaler serving as a go-between for the

producers and the exhibitors. This function Ís carried out

by a rnarketing organizatj-on consisting of sales offices

cal1ed rfilm exchangest in the trade" The distributor ís

responsíb1e for the promotion and the arrangenent of playing
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daLes in the theatres. Since the financial return to a

picture can be minÍmized by booking it into as many theatres

as possible, an efficient distríbution of a picture should

cover a large geographical area. fn Arnerica, the beginning

dístrÍbutors have resorted to a system of employing many

loca1 exchanges to handle the selling of fi1ms. But since

the fexchangesr are performing similar promotional- functÍon

for dífferent films, it could be that economíes of scale

míght be achieved Íf a cornpany expands its productíon

sca1e. This consíderatÍon thus l-eads one to believe the

optíma1 scale of film dístribution may be one Èhat 1s built

on a nation-wide basís. Indeed one study has made the
32

fo1lowíng conclusÍon :

The minimum optimal- scale of plant for
of motion pictures seems to be a nation-wide
marketing organization with a system of 1ocal
sale offices. DuplÍcating the same marketÍng
function in 20 to 30 najor centers can be
planned on a national basis. Schedulíng of the
movement of picture and co-ordinatíon of 1oca1
with national advertising is done best by a
naLional distributor.

In the film distribution índustry, there also seems to be a

substantial p1-ant capacÍty in a nation-wide distrÍbution

system. Furthermore, there is an innate pressure on such a

systen to distribute as many films as possible. This ís

because the larger the quantity of films dÍstributed, the

more Ít will he1-p to offset the heavy overhead cost of the

32. Michael Conant, op. cit. , pp. 1 18-1 19.
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systern. These costs Ín the míd-1970s arnounted to three to
33

four mi1líon dollars annually. It has been found that

this national dístribution system can actually be ful1y
34

ulilized by promotíng some 30 to l+O pictures a year.

Even during the heyday of Hollywood, only some four to

five hundred fÍlms v¡ere needed in the market. Sínce the

1950s, Lhe demand of fína1 product in the film market is

further curtailed to less than four hundred pictures a

year. For this reason, it is easy to understand that a

signíficant t percentage effect I of large scale operation is

operating in thís branch of the industry. Lookíng at the

fílm dlstributÍon in the North America, ít is no accident

that in both Canada and the UnÍted States, film distribution

is domínated by a few major concerns. This doninance by

large firms can be shown by the fact thaL Ín 1954, the

domestic rental- of ten top distributors did 97% of the whole
35

market r s busÍnesss. An equivalent percentage share

existed about a decade earlier. In the early 1970s, Lhe

major ten disLributors still control over 907" of the

American market. This is shown in Table 3-1. The market

shares thus left for the minor concerns are very srna11.

Mainly because of the concentratíon exÍsting in

33. Lee Beaupre, ttHow to distribute a fÍ1mrr,
Jul-Aug, I977, p.48.

34. Michael Conant, op. cit. , p.1 19.

35. Tbid., p.118.

Film Comment,
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Table 3-1

Percentage Share of American Distributorst Grosses

Major Film Companies

r97 2 197 r L970Company

Paramount

hlarner Brothers

UnÍted Artists

Co 1 umb ia

Twentieth Century Fox

MGM

Uni versal

I,rIalt DÍsney

National General/
Cinema Center

ABC /Ci nerama

Source

2r .6

L7 .6

15.0

9.r

9.r

6.0

5.0

5.0

3.2

2.7

Variety, as quotetl
Ma jors are Ma jorrr,
t973.

17 .o

9.3

7.4

to.2

11.5

9.3

5.2

8.0

8.0

3.6

in David
Sieht and

Gordon,
S ound

ttl,ilhy the
Au t umn

11.8

5.3

8.7

I4.I

19 .4

3.4

13.1

9.r

8.0

3.0
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distrÍbution, this branch of the industry could be viewed as

the bottleneck of the industry.

Bffect of DistrlbutÍon Concentration on Productíon

Now, should a producer want to enter the f1lm

productíon industryr two alternatíves may be open to him. He

could decide either Lo enter into production while utiliz.lng

the existing dÍstríbutÍon facilities Ín the índustry.

Alternately he can establísh his ok¡n distribution outlet for

his products.

i. Using Existing DistrÍbutfon Facilities

Presumably, it could be Lo the advantage of a neh¡

producer to enter production wíthout establishÍng hÍs ourn

distributíon facilities and utilize the existing

distributors as a sale force. The advantage would be a

lesser capital- outlay. But if a producer should clecide to

use the major dístrÍbutor, he would suffer one obvÍous

disadvantage, whích is the possibility that he mÍght have to

pay a hígher distribution fee than the integrated producti-on

unit of the distribution companies. This is due Lo the

lesser bargaining povrer of the neu¡ ones as a result of theÍr

not yet established credibÍ1ity.

At the same tine because of the need of a dístríbution

guarantee for the financing of a picture and a desÍre to get

the best deal out of the distributor, the neu¡ producers
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rüould be hard pressed to find access to the rnajor

dístributors who would be in a better market posÍtÍon to

promote the píctures. However, to get a distríbutÍon

agreement from these major companies, it is not a matter of

routine. This is ín fact an arena where much controversy in

the Índustry has taken p1ace. The problem is that film

distributÍon is also a high risk business. Even when major

companies promote an independent production, the distributor

would still want to control the quality of the picture.

Since the dÍstributors are responsible for nost of the

advances on the outlay for publicity expenses, they

therefore also share rnuch of the rísks in the project. Thus

they do not necessarí1y accept every proposed projecL that

comes before them. Even for those projects they accept, the

distributors often reserve the right to intervene. This

means that the nelr producers have to rely on the goodwí1l of

the distributor. Thus Ï/e come back again to the adverse

effect of the tie betv¡een distribution and financing and see

the potential regulating porrrer of the distríbutors on entry

into the production f 1e1-d.

iÍ. Buílding 0ners Own Dístribution 0utlets

Possíb1y a ner¡r producer can go into production while

íntegrating a distribution arm with the production

activÍties. This woul-d involve more capital- outlay. But

even if it is assuned that the potentíal producer has a

desire to do so and has access to the extra amount of
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capital, the approach may stil-1 not be viabl-e "

At the very least, both launchÍng and the running of a

distribution unit Ís very costly, if it is to be at the

optimal scale. For example, for what is ca1led a tminor

companyt, the A11ied ArtisLs in the Uníted States has to

spend an annual operational cost of more than $3 mÍllion

just to maintain tr+elve sales offÍces and a number of

executives. It ís estimated that, in the 1970s, to launch a

neÏ¡ distributor the initial- capital outlay needed would
36

certaínly be not less than $5 millíon. Obviously, a

tremendous amount of noney is ínvolved here.

But for such operatfon, the companies need a steady

supply of film products. Thís is needed to offset the high

cost of operatÍon. BuL there seems to be no easy solutíon.

As vre have observed, the tpercentage effectt of an efficient

system of distribution is quite 1arge. I,rlhen several ma jors

are handling some thirty to forty pictures each, annual1y,

both the fí1m supply and the market would be pre-empted very

quíckly. In the past the general lack of fí1m product is

the very reason v¡hy dÍstribution had been foreclosed by the
37

major companíes. Thus because of the concentratlon ín the

dístrÍbution branch, ít made enlry into film production

36. Lee Beaupre, op. cít., p.48.

37. John McDonough
ïndustry: U.S. Vs.
no. 1 , p.398.

and Robert hlÍns1-ow, ttThe
Law

Motion
Revi ew

Pic ture
1949,01igopo1-y tt, Standf ord
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together with a distribution arm a questionable option.

In the Uníted States, there vrere many examples of

futile attempts to enter film production with a distribution

unít. Two instances may suffice for the purpose of example

here. In the 1940sr âtr independent producer, David O.

Selznick, who r^ras known for his pÍcture ttGone I4lith the

Windtr, attempted to distríbute his own films by establÍshing

a distributing arn, the Selznick Releasing 0rganization. At

one point Lhis organízatLon had a staff of 26 in 31 exchange

offices. However, over a period of four years and having

only dístributed half a dozen píctures, the organízation was

drastically reduced and finally closed wÍth arrangements

made again for SelznÍckfs pictures to be distributed by the
38

major companies.

Another example occured in the early 1970s. A producer

Tom Laughlin sel up his oï/n organization to distribute his

fi1ms. According Lo Laughlin himself, hís organization hras

made up of 110 employees, with sÍx offices across the United

States. The overhead v¡as $375,000 a month. That h¡as over $4
39

million a year. However, the outcome of this undertaking

r^ras disastrous. He f ina11y had to abandon the operation and

transfer his fllms to the company he had complaÍned

38. fbíd. , p.398; see also Beaupre, op. cit., p.48.

39. Beverly I,rIal-ker, ItBí11y
July-AugusL, 1977, p.30.

Lee

Jack Vs Hollywoodtr, Film Comment
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earlíer of having mishandled his products, hlarner Brothers.

These Lwo Ínstances are good examples of the

difficulties in establlshing a fÍ1m distribution busíness.

In both cases, it should be noted the producers $rere already

establÍshed in the fílm trade. Even then they could not

avoid fail-ure in their distribution endeavors.

Market Conduct Barriers

As observed earlier, barriers to entry could be a

result of market conduct of the existing firms. fn the

history of the American fÍ1m industry, the practÍces of

existÍng fírms to secure market control appeared to be more

a norm than exception. Thus the film industry had been

noted for lts tendency toward monopoly.

In view of the complexÍties ín the behavioral barri.ers

and the fact that this be1-ongs more to the antitrusL area,

it may be appropriate for us just to highlíght one important

barrier Ín the filn industry that ís related to the action

of the major companies. Thts Ís the attempË at market

control through integratíon.

Soon after the development of moving pictures into an

industry at the end of the last centürT, the industry was

noted for the attempt to control the market by exísting

concerns through patent r{¡ars and interl-ocking arrangements.

The first movie trust, the Motion Picture Patent Company
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(MPPC), was established. By 1910¡ Ínstead of a restoration

of competitive forces, the Índustry witnessed some large

scale economic !üarfare between powerful organizations

attempting to monopolize the notion pícture business. These

battles took the form of both vertical and horizontal

mergers dírected toward the control of the distribution

out lets.

i. Vertical Integration

fn 7912, the on1-y remainíng fllrn exchange outside the

MPPC r¡ras the Fox Fílm company , a company operating both in

distribution and exhÍbítÍon. Finding no film supply from

menbers of the t trust I , Fox reacted by going back Ínto

production. This was one of the earliest vertically
40

integrated companies in the industry. The integration was

complete f rom productíon to exhÍbition. It Ì\¡as obvious that

thÍs integration v¡as necessary for the Fox Company since

this was the only ï¡ay it could secure both the supply of

film products and a market for its film outputs. This

integration thus looked legitimate. However, excuses for

vertical íntegration that took place l-ater appeared to be

dubÍous.

to

In I9L4, out of the need for a new distrÍbution

promote the newl-y developed feature films, the

system

first

40" Benjamin
(New York :

Harnpton, History of the A¡qerican Fí1m Industry
Dover PublicatÍon Inc. , 797O) , p.lO2.
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naLíon-hride film distributor, the Paramount Picture

CorporatÍon was formed. It consisted of eleven state-wide

distributors. The policy of the Paramount was to advance

capital to finance some affiliated independent producers in

order to secure a steady supply of feature films and to

distríbute these products. To promote quality pictures,

Paramountts origÍnal founders believed in the separation of

the three branches of the industry. Thus Paramount held

contracts with affiliated producers for the right to
4I

distribute their films for a term of 25 years. Included

ín such contracts u¡ere two Ímportant feature film producers,

the Famous Players Film Co. Inc., of Adolph Zukor, and the

Jesse L. Lasky Feature Co. Inc.

The years arounF the First trrlorld trr/ar proved to be a

booming period for the film industry. Tremendous growth v/as

experienced and profits r.¡ere high. By 1915, around two

hundred or more producing and distribution firms r¡/ere
42

engaged in the industry. Then in 1976 significant

struc tural changes began. A nev/ Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation v/as incorporated by merging the Famous Players

Co. , the Lasky Theatre Company and twelve smaller
43

producers. And in order to achieve hígher profits, the

4r.

42.

43"

Ibid., p.I52.

Ibid., p.4.

Míchae1 Conant, op. cit. , p.22.
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Famous Players-Lasky CorporatÍon al-so acquÍred 50 percent of

the capital stock of the Paramount Conpany. This merger r4¡as

made to snatch the majority of the profit retained in the

distribution branch of the film business.

Havíng integrated the producLion and dÍstribution

operations, the Fanous Players-Lasky CorporatÍon began to

turn out a 1-arge nunber of fí1ms that could fíl1 an

exhibitor t s screen for a whole year. To sel1 these

products, ?b1ock-bookingt r,¡as instituted. Under this p1an,

the exhibítors r{¡ere required to take the f i lms in I blocks t

if they were to get any films at all.

ii. Horizontal fntegration

As a result of the dominant positÍon of the Fanous

Players-Lasky Corporation posÍtion and íts aggressive po1Ícy

in selling their producLs, hostÍ1ity r¡¡as generated among the

exhÍbitors. They resented having to buy pictures ín blocks

and the fact that they had to suffer economically from the

low qualÍty fÍ1ms. This dÍssatisfaction among the

exhibítors thus led to the formation of a large theatre

circuit.

fn March 1977, 26 leading exhibitors operating qualÍty

theatres in key cities cornbined together to organíze their

or{n distribution channel, the First National Theatre

Círcuit. This organization rùas formed to combat the hígh

prices and se11Íng po1Ícy of the Famous Players-Lasky
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CorporatÍon. Their goal was to buy individual pictures with

free choÍces, depending on the meri-ts of the pictures. The

organízation was in fact used to achÍeve bargainÍng power in

dealing with films. Furthermore in order to secure the

better movíes, the First National also offered financing to

índependent production uníts for the rÍght to distribute
44

their píctures

iíi. Scramble for Theatres

The rise of the First National and íts entry into

financÍng the production of pictures had significant

consequences for the industry. The control by the First

National of some 3400 theatres between I9I9-21, many of

which were important fÍrst run houses in key citíes, posed

serious threats to the larger producer-distributors.

I,r/ithout access to these bigger and bet ter theatres ' the

market for the producers would be Lhreatened. As a result,

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation embarked on a program for

the control of theatres. From early 19Lg onward, this

company pursued a rigorous policy of buying and buildíng

theatres. Some of the purchases Ì{¡ere aimed at the members
45

of the First National. By June 1926, Famous Players had

interests in 368 theatres in the United States.

44.
op.

45.

Uníted
cÍt. ,

States Temporary National Economic CommÍttee,
p.5 .

Benjamin Hampton, op. cit. , chapter 12.
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The Famous Players-Lasky Corporationrs entry into the

exhibítion branch finally meant Lhe compleLe integratÍon of

the three branches of the industry. The net result was that

other major companies Ì/ere forced to undertake the same

ventures. Vertical íntegrati-on became a must for the rival

companies to stay competitíve. Loewt s Inc. , a theatre

operator, for exanple, had to integrate backward by rnerging

with the Metro Corporation to secure its production and film

supplies in L920. Then in 1924, Loewls went further ínto the

productÍon activities by buying two more production

companies, the Goldwyn Picture CorporatÍon and the Louis B.
46

Mayer units. !'lith these purchases, Loew I s became a f u11y

integrated company. The First National v/as also forced to

buy its or¡/n production unit and became an integrated company

known as the Associated First NatÍonal.

iv. 0vera11 Effect of fntegration in the Film fndustry

I4Iith the three branches of the industry being fu1ly

integrated, the indusLry by the late 1920s had developed

inLo a complícated operation. f t I^Ias characterized by heavy

financial requirements.

Unlike the major companíes, most índependent

did not have access to capital financing from Ltla11

Since the cost of undertakÍng the three branches

concerns

Street.

of the

46. See Tíno
University of

Ba1io, The American Fílm Industry
Ilisconsin Press, 7976), p.114.

(Madison:
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industry Ínvolved more capÍtal outlay, many independents

vrere thus forced out of business. Thus, by this time, the

industry underwent a dramatic structural change from a

relatively compeLitive industry to an oligopoly. From then

on the industry rras to be dominated by five major and three
47

mínor companies.

These rnajor companies by working together for their or{rn

interesLs 1n a semi-compulsory cartel fashion were able to

carry out their restrictíve practices and to monopolize the
48

industry. For the next two decades conpetition was

virtually eliminated. In 1948 the sLructure I¡¡as loosened by

a court-ordered divesture of theatres from

production/¿istribution operations.

III CONCLUS TON

In the studies of industrial organization, barriers to

enLry could be cl-assífÍed into twl main categories : those

resultlng from structural elements of an Índustry and those

resulting from markeL conduct of existing firms.

Structural barriers may result from economíes of scale,

product dÍfferentíation and absolute cost advantage

consíderations. In nanufacturing industries, studies have

I+7 . Tino Ba1io, op. cit. r pp .2L3-2L4.

48. Robert Brady, 'rThe
American of Political

Problem of Monopoly rr,Annals of the

254, pp.125-136
and Social ScÍence November 1947,
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found that economies of scale and product differentiation

play a more important role than the absolute cost

advantage. In the area of market practÍces, barriers could

arise as a result of existing firmst pticing strategy, 1egal

measures, exclusíve dealing and the degree of vertical

integration.

Applying these general Lheoretical tools to the study

of the f i1m productlon lndustry 
' 
n¡e have some j-nteresting

observations. FÍrstly, in contrast Lo manufacturíng

industríes, êconomies of scale and product dÍfferentíation

may not be too critícal as barriers to entry into this

servÍce industry. Absolute costs, in terms of restricted

availability of capital to ne!ü or unknown producers as a

result of risk factors in the industry, and inaccessibillty

to distribution, turn out to be the overriding factors Ín

regulatfng entry into Lhe production sector of the

industry.

At the same Lime, usíng the Uníted States experíence as

an exarnple, barriers as a result of market conducL are

important in so far as the degree of verLÍcal integration is

concerned. The tendency Loward nonopol-y has led American

conpaníes Lo undertake compleLe vertical Íntegration from

production to exhibition. In this way the

entry-díscouraging aspect of the dÍstribution stage is

carried backward to the production stage. Al-so vertÍcal-

integration reinforces the difficu1tÍes created by the large



capi tal

1ímíting

vertical

requirement for entry. ïn the U

effect was remedied only when in

integration was ruled i11ega1.

76

S. this entry

7948 complete
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A brief introduction to the characteristics of the fÍlm

industry r{as made in Chapter 2. In this chapter, attention

wÍ1l be focused on the Canadian film industry. The review

r+il1 start out by lookíng at the final market, i. e.

exhibitÍon and distribution in the Canadian feature film

industry, including the characteristics of the industry t s

audience. The types and origins of fÍlm products that are

shown in Canadian theatres wí11 be examíned. Final1y, the

structure of film exhibition and distríbutíon companies in

Canada will also be discussed.

Having looked at the final stage of thís Canadian

industry, a section will be devoted to its early stage, the

production sector of the industry. In this section will be

a survey of the units and agencies that are involved in film

production in both the public and private sectors. Here

will be ídentified the structural elements of the producti.on

units as well as the characteristics of their output.

The chapter will conclude with a look at feature fílm

production from a hÍstoríca1 perspective and ídentify some

of the difficulties for Canadian entry.
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T. THE FINAL MARKET : EXHIBITION AND DISTRIBUTION

fn Canada, movie going appears to be one of the most

popular leisure time habits. At least ten percent of the

expenses spent by an average famí1y on leisure time goods

and services goes to the movÍes. Like most other countries,

the frequency of movie attendance here is also a function of

age and educatíon. Bvidence again bears out the fact that

the film industry Ís operating in a youthful market. Tabl-e

4-I shows the percentage of people in each age bracket in

Canada that atLends movies.

Table 4-I

Estirnated Movie ALtendance ín Canada

By Age Group

15-16

T7 -T9

20-24

2s-34

35-4t+

45-54

s5-64

6s-69

70 and

Source:
Bureau
r97 6,

Age
14 and under

7" of At tendance
52

58

65

63

46

33

26

I7

72

6over

of Management ConsultÍng
P.54, Table 2.

, Film Study,
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From Table 4-I, it Ís evident that people in the younger age

group have a much hÍgher tendency to go for the movíes than

the older groups. General-1y, the strongest attendance

patterns exist between the age 14 and 24. Well over half of

the young people in these age groups attend movies. Frorn

the age group 25-34 onward, the Íncidence of movÍe

attendance decreases as the age increases. The conclusion

that the film Índustry works primarÍ1y for the young thus

seems val-id.

fn

Canad ian

shown in

comparison with other

to see movies appears

Table 4-2 below.

countries, the tendency of

to be moderate. This is

Table 4-2

Comparatíve Average Annual Attendance

Canada and 0ther Countries

Average AttendanceCoun tries
U.S.S.R

United States

Cana da

United Kingdom

Sweden

I9

5

4

3

3

Source :
Bureau of Management Consulting,

I976, p.52.
Film Study
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A. Market and Audience Characteristics

Market Size

For the country as a whole, the average of attending

movies four times a year among Canadians has a significant

effect. ThÍs means that Canada has a very 1Ímited base for

industrÍal support. I{avíng only a population of about

twenty-five rnÍ11Íon, as compared to that of around two

hundred and Lhirty-seven million in the United States and

fifty-four million in the UniLed Kingdon, Canada thus has a

relatively smaller market for Lhe industry than the other

Lwo English-speaking countri-es.

Unfortunately, this sma1l domestic market is further

fragmented into two distinct markets. These are the

English-speaking Canadían film market and the

French-speaking Canadian fÍ1m market. In Quebec, the

French-speaking Canadian filmmakers are pretty successful

with their enterprises sÍnce their films are almost

guaranteed a readily accessible market. This is a result of

the protectÍon they have because of their cultural

difference from the English-speaking conpetitors, especía11y

those from the south. However, outside Quebec, these films

generally cannot do as well ín the resL of the country. 0n

the other hand, with the Quebec market preoccupied with

French language film products, English film products from

other parts of the country also lose some of the demand in
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the natÍona1 market. Indeed, it I{Ias f ound that the English
1

fÍlms made outsíde of Quebec seldom reach the market there.

The net effect of this fragmentatÍon of the national market

is a reduction in profit potentials for an English-speaking

fílm and an increase in the risk factor in its production.

As r¡/e sha11 see 1ater, the sma11 domestíc market in Canada

poses an important problem in the development of a Canadian

fílm production industry.

The Audiences

As h¡e have seen earlier, there was a constant drop of

Canadian audiences ín the theatre attendance in past

decades. This of course is not unique Canadian phenomenon.

The same development has taken place in both the United

States and the United Kingdom. The significance of the drop

Ís the effect on the composition of the audiences. Gone are

the days when movie going vras treated as family

entertainment or as a common social event. I4lith the rising

popularity of television programmíng, ít r¡/as f ound that most

elderly people would rather opt for a quiet night at horne
2

than spending theír tÍrne out in a cínema. In time

television devel-oped into a mass medium takíng over some of

Canadian Fílms Vo1. Vï, nos. 4/5, February/I{arch I975,1

p 3

2. The elderly people over
television more often than the

reportedly viewing
adults. See BMC,

55 is
average

Film Study, p.75 
"
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the role movÍe-theatres had played before. Left behind are

peopl-e with more sel-ective tastes. This he1-ps to explain

the youth orientation of the whole industry.

Table 4-3 shows an historic trend of cinema admissions

and admissÍon receÍpts. The table shov¡s that by 1960 the

industry had an annual admission of about II7.7 million

which r4ras abouL half of the number of admissions in 1950.

The decline was pervasive all through the decade of Lhe

1960s, dropping to about 90 mí1líon by the end of the

decade. Since then admissíons stablízed sornewhat around

that 1eve1. However, when compared to the figure of some

236.6 mÍ11ion attendances in 1950, the 97 .O million

turn-outs in I975 is a dramatic 2307" decrease.

But an even nore remarkable aspect of the film business

in the past decade was that despite the trenendous decline

in attendance, after-tax box offíce receipts had actually

been increasing. Thís is evident from Table 4-4. There were

steady annual increases from early 1960s to the year L975.

The increase ü/as from $69.9 mi11Íon Ín 196I to some $zLL.4

rni 11i on ín I97 5 .

The increase in admission receipts had been possible

only because of a steady rise in admission prices. The

evidence, as one might surmise from Tabl-e 4-3, suggests that

demand for movies has been inelastic. This also fal-1s into

1íne wíth the conclusion that modern day moviegoers are a
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Table 4-3

Canadian Cínema AdmÍssions and ReceÍots

Number of Total
Admission in

Mi11Íon *
Year

1 950
r960
r961
L962
r963
1964
7965
r966
r967
1 968
1969
I970
L97 T

r97 2
797 3
r97 4
r97 5

236 .6
TL7 .7
r07.4
100. B

97.9
101.7
99.9
98.9
97 .6
97 .3
90 .2
92.3

91.8
89.0
90 .4
87.0

Admission ReceÍpts
After-Tax in

$ Million

85.0
72.2
68.9
67 .7
71 .6
78.3
85. 1

94.4
103.6
1r2.7
118.0
r28.7

140.0
1s0.6
172.7
21L.4

Note ; * Include regular theatre and dríve-íns.

Source : Statistics Canada, Motion Picture Theatre
and Film Distributors , nos. 63-207.
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Year

19 60

Table 4-4

After-Tax Admission Receipts in Canada, 1960-74

Constant Dollars

After-Ta.x Receipts
$ /¡¿i 11i on

72.I

72.4

73.4

7 4.8

76.6

79.L

82 .6

8s.9

88.9

92.6

96.9

100.0

L04.9

TLI.7

728 .4

Deflator Prices of Personal Expenditure
in Canada, L97 1=100.

T96T

L962

1963

1964

196s

1966

L967

19 68

1969

197 0

797 r

I97 2

r97 3

797 4

Note:

Source: BMC, Filrn Study, Vo1. I. p.59.
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group having very selective preferences.

Market Trend

Tabl e 4-3 shows a steady increase in the after-tax

receipts from 1960 to L975. These numbers give an annual

growth rate of 8Z ín the Índustry. However accordíng to one
3

government study, the real growth of the industry over

this period was actually 47" if the receipts l¡/ere to be

adjusted into constant dollars (using a deflator with

I970=100). The adjusted figure on admission receipts are

1ísted in Table 4.

As r{re have seen, the data ín Table 4-3 show a steady

drop of paíd admissions in absol-ute numbers. This had been

the trend for the two decades 1950-I970. Ã stabLízed 1eve1

of attendance vlas reached in the earl y 7970s. I,ì/ithout any

radical development in the industry, it is therefore

reasonable to expect only a marginal growth Ín paid

adnissions. In addition ít should be noted that currently

the Índustry is facÍng stiff competitíon wíth the

development of new video equipment. This ner4r technol-ogical

development is fostering a new type of entertainment home

movies. Home movies could mean a further curtailment of the

number of people willíng to attend cinemas. How well the

industry can maíntain its business depends on its adjustment

3. BMC, Film Studv See Volume I. Section 2.5
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to this nevr type of competition.

B. 0rigins of Film Supplies for Theatqes

To substain the industry at the level we have

described, the exhibition and disLribution branches of the

industry had to secure a good number of film products

annual1y. The annual dernand for film by exhibitors may

range, for example, from a 1ow of 623 films in L967 to a

high of 97O in L977. Over the period between 1965 and I977,

an annual average of 728 films \4¡ere actually distributed to

Canadian cinemas.

One outstanding characteristíc of filns shown in Canada

is their original sources. Most of the fílms are noted for

their foreign origin. Tables 4-5 and 4-6 show the source of

film supplies by country of origín. Respectively, Tables

4-5 and 4-6 shor,r the absolute numbers and percentage of

total feature films released in Canada over the pas L

decade. From the two tables, it is apparent that well over

967" of the f ilms r^/ere of f oreign make, primarily comíng f rom

countries such as the United States and wesLern European

countries. Canada contributed a meager amount of about four

percent.

Another important aspecL of film supply which is shown

by Tables 4-5 and 4-6 ís the fact that the United States has

long been the leading supplier of feature films ín the

Canadian market. Between L965 and L975 the United States
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Table 4-5

FÍ1m Supplies in Canadian Cinemas. 1965-1975

B Count r of Ori 1n

Year Total U. S. France Britain ftaly Canada 0thers

L96s 676 284

1966 637 228

1967 623 2r0

1968 649 314

7969 669 2s3

1970 786 29r

T97 L

1972 79L 294

1973 81 1 3s6

1974 901 355

1975 739 315

'ß not Availabl-e.

Source: Compí1ed

T69 4L

rs7 62

148 70

T2T 52

34 16s

90 131

T34 7L

I37 6I

L52 67

r24 52

from StatÍstics

94

108

106

80

9B

131

116

83

57

79

Canada,

I2

11

B

8

10

53

35

33

32

24

76

7I

81

74

109

108

69

T4T

238

L4s

Motion Picture Theatres and Film Distributors
Nos. 63-207 .
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Table 4-6

Film Suoolies in Canadian Cínemas, 7965-1975

Country of 0rigin Ín Percentage

U.S France BritaÍn ïta1y Canada 0thersYear

1965 I+2.O7"

1966 35.8

1967 33.7

1968 48.4

1969 37 .8

1970 37.0

r97t *

1972 37.2

1973 43.9

1974 39.4

197s 42.6

Average 39.8

'l' Not Available.

Source: Derived frorn Table 4-5.

25.07"

24 .6

23.8

18. 6

5.1

11.5

r6.9

t6.9

16.9

16 .8

L7 .9

6.77"

9.7

LT.2

8.0

24.7

16.7

9.0

7.5

7.4

7.0

LO.7

13.02

17 .O

17 .O

12.3

r4.6

L4 .4

14.7

LO.2

6.3

LO.7

13.0

T.87" Lr.27.

11.1

13.0

17 .4

L6.3

13.7

8.7

17 .l+

26.4

L9 .6

r4.9

7

3

2

5

7

1

1

1

1

6

4.4

4.L

3.6

3.2

3.0
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had been enjoying roughly a ten year average of 4oZ of the

Canadian marlcet. These data therefore confirm the

conventional wísdom that Canada is one of the important

foreign markets for the UnÍted States t fílm industry.

Canada had indeed by 1974 become the top market among
4

Hollywoodrs fifteen major foreign markets.

The heavy consumption of foreign film products in

Canada has one signíficant consequence in the heavy film

rental payment to foreign supplíers. Thís causes a large

outflow of Canadian funds. The total film rental paynents

abroad amounted to some $31.3 mi11íon in 1969. By L973 thís

amount has rísen to $40.5 mi1lion. A majoríty of these

payments went to the United States. The amount it receÍved

amounted to almost 967" of the total film rental

remittances. This is shown in Tabl-e 4-7 which gives a

detaí1ed breakdown of Canadian payments for 7969 and I973.

In terms of revenues, Table 4-7 shows the dominance of

the American film industry in the Canadian market. While

Lhe Amerícan films p1-ayed in Canada never exceeded 5O7" of

the total films consumed over the ten-year period L965-L975,

as shown in Tabl-e 4-6, Ít would still- be saf e to deduce that

film rentals going to the United States during these years

would have been over 907. of the total. This statement may

4
I

VarieLy, June 25, I975, as quoted by BMC'
p.65 

"

Film Stud v , Vo1.
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Table 4-7

Canad í an ForeÍsn FÍ1m Rental Pa yment s

1969 and 1973

7969 797 3

United States

E. E. C.

United Kingdom

0t her s

To ta1

Source

($ Mi11íon)

28.9

($ Million)

38. B

0.9

o.4

0.4

0

4

2

0

q

92.3

6.4

1.3

100.0

%

95.8

2.2

1.0

1.0

3L .4 40. s 100.0

BMC, Film Srudv , Vo1. I, Table 7 for
absolute numbers.



be warranLed because the

States during the period

rising trend is shown by

with data in Table 4-7,

the dominant role played

uhe Canadian market.

92

film rentals earned by the United

L963-I973 actually increased. This

the figures in Table 4-8. Together

Table 4-B gives an approxÍmation of

by the American film business in

Structure of Canadian Film Distributors and Exhibítors

i. Numbers of Firms and Employment Patterns.

According to Statistics Canada, in 1975 there v¡ere some

1488 theatres and 85 film distributíng establishments in

Canada. 0f the 14BB theatres, LL73 v/ere regular four-wa11s

and 315 r,ùere drive-ins.

rrrc exhibition and distribution business as a whole

employed L7,IL4 people. The distribution of people employed

r4ras as f o11or^rs : 12,7 86 people in regular theatres , 3250 Ín

drive-ins and B0B in film distributing exchanges. These

figures included both the fu11-tíme and part-time

employees. The salaries thus paíd to all the employees in

the distribution and exhibition end of the film industry

amounted to $56.9 million a year.

Ìnus in terms of numbers of ernployees' and also in

Lerms of salaries paid, the distribution branch requires a

much smaller operatíon scale than the exhibition branch.

Thís conforms to the experi-ence of film industries in other
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Year

Table 4-B

U.S. Gross Revenues in Canadian FÍ1m Market

$ Mi11íon

16.8

2L .2

23.2

26.4

28.r

30.0

27 .7

27 .4

29 .4

38.7

39.2

Source : BMC, Film Study, Vo1. I Table 68.

r963

196/+

196s

7966

L967

1968

r969

197 0

L97 7

197 2

L97 3



countries. Table 4-9 summarizes

clearer picture of the dífference in
between thro sectors of the Índustry.

these data

the scale of

9l+

to gÍve a

operatÍon

ii. Type of Companies

rn canada, companies engaged Ín fílm dístribution and

exhíbition activitÍes can be roughly classified into Lwo

main types. They are the sma11 independent theatre

operators / distributors and the major theatre

circuits / aistributors. The structure of fírms Ín thís

industry can be termed oligopolistic.

(a). Exhíbition

rn theatre operatÍons, there is always a tendency

toward larger circuits of theatres. rn some cases this ís a

result of the companies t desire to achieve a degree of
bargaining power ín their dealings with fílm distrÍbutors or

producers. rn other cases, the holdíng of a large number of

theatres may be a means by which exhÍbitors endeavor to

control the fínal market of the industry.

The tendency toward large circuíts of theatre operation

is sti11 evident today in this canadian industry. Among the

somewhat over a thousand theatresr s€vera1 companies hold

cÍrcuíts of theatres. In 1965 these major circuits operated

over 752 of all theatres in Canada and took in around 752 of
box office receÍpts. The figures for today would 1íke1y be
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(a) Absolute Numbers
Branches No. of

Establishment

Table 4-9

Aggregate Scale of 0peration

Distribution and Exhíbition

I97 s

No. of
Empl o yee s

Exhibition
Distributíon

1,488
B5

10,308
808

11,116 56,903,000

Salaries
PaÍd

$ 48,51 7,000
B,386,000

85.37"
L4.7

Total I,573

(b) Percentage DistrÍbutíon

Exhibítion 94.62
Distribution 5.4

95.37"
4.7

Source: Absolute statistics are from Statistics
Canada, Motíon Picture Theatres and Filrn
Distríbutors, no. 63-207 . Perc ent age
distribution is derived from (a) above.
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5
about 857, of the total-. The remainder of the other

theatres is made up mainly of srna11 independent houses.

Thus in the final market of the canadian film industry the

existence of several major theatre chaÍns again made the

structure more oligopolistÍc. Table 10 lists some of the

most important theatre companies and shows the number of

theatres held under each chain.

Table 4-10

Maior Circuíts of Theatres in Canada

Company Number of Auditoriums

Famous P1-ayers Lt d .

0deon Theatres(Canada) Ltd

CanadÍan Theatres

Theatre Holdíngs

Prairie A1lied

To ta1

Source : BMC, Film Study Vo1. III.

/+03

r23

6s

65

60

816

,

Table 4-10 reveals that out of a list of five theatre
ci.rcuits, there existed two nost inportant theatre chains,

in terms of auditoriums held. They are Famous players Ltd.
and 0deon Theatres (Canada) Ltd. since it is unavoídabl-e to

talk about these two theatre companies when the whole

strucLure of the Canadian filn industry is concerned, it may

5. BMC, Fil-m Studv Vo1. III, p.275.
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be worthwhile here to give a brief look at these two

companÍes.

1. Famous Players Ltd.

Famous Players Limited is one of the oldest theatre

companies in Canada. It originated in the 1920s, the time

when the major Ameri.can film productíon companies hrere

struggling among themselves for theatre outlets. It was

origína1ly owned by an American distributing company, the

Paramount Pictures Corporation (Canada) Ltd. Howeverr âs a

result of the ruling from the Canadian Radio and Television

Commission in 7977, Famous Players was directed to dívest

some of its interest in television and cable companies.

Because of this ruling the structure of Famous Players r4ras

reorgani zed. It changed into a subsidiary company wÍth

48.47" owned by the Canadian Cable Systems and sLZ owned by
6

Paramount.

During the period I965-L975, as a result of shrinking

business conditions, Famous Players adopted a rigorous

policy of consolidating its theatre interests. This

included buying outrÍght, theatres whÍch formerly had

parLnership relatÍons. In the same period it also closed

down a lot of theatres which hrere not economically vÍable,

The buying of theatres included the purchase of the

6. BMC, Film Study pp .27 5-27 6 .
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Unlimited Amusement Corporati-on which had 31 theatres in

1965, the United Century Group which had 33 theatres and the

Consolidated Theatres Group which held several first-run
7

theatres in Montreal. As a result of the purchases, these

ner^r theatres then came under the direct control of the

parent company, Farnous Players Ltd. Films rrrere booked and

managed directly by Famous Players. I^Iith this aggressive

policy Famous Players thus ended up with control of 403

theatre auditoriums in Canada. One of the rnain features of

the film producLs shown in this theatre chain is their

f oreign origin. Almost IOO7. of the product r4rere f rom

raramount Distributions, tr{arner Brothers Distributors and

United Artists. 0ther important supply included pictures

from Universal (one-third of its product) and Twentieth
I

CenLury Fox (two-thirds). fn effect most of the fÍ1ms shown

were products from the United States.

2. 0deon Theatres Ltd.

åven though the 0deon Theatres Ltd. is the

far it

second

has irrlargesL theatre operating

Lomparison to the Famous
Y

of theatres. In 1976

tota1. I'üíth only seven

company in Canada so

Players a markedly

0deon operated

exceptions nearly

smaller holdings

L23 theatres in

all theatres in

7

B

9

pP.276-278.

p.278.

p.280.

Ibid. ,

ïbid.,

rbid. ,
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this chain vüere who11y-owned and operated. Again like the

Famous Players, it is also foreign-owned. It belonged to a

British company, the Rank 0rganízation Ltd.

Actually the 0deon chain has been ín existence since

1947 and since the Second I,/or1d lt/ar ít has been expanding.

Its expansíon kras stopped with the coming of the televÍsíon

which depressed market conditions. It thus remained a

relatively weak competitor to Famous Players. The 0deon

Company also has a special arrangement with major

distributors in securing its film inputs. ' ,n" company is

reportedly playing hundred percent of Columbiats products,

two-thirds of Universalrs and one-third of Twentieth Century

Foxts. Thus the fÍlm products shown Ín this second largest

theatre circuits in Canada are again foreign-oriented.

(b). Distributors

Statistically the number of dístributing firms in

is shown inCanada has been rising in the past decade. This

Table 11. By L975 there urere eighty-three firms
,}

fí1m dÍstributing activiti-es.

However, these firms could be classifíed into two main

categories. They are the major companies and the

independents. The majors are relatively sma11 in number and

operate on a bigger scale. They operate mostly on the

national or international 1eve1. The independents on the

other hand operate on a much smaller scale, specializing

engaging ín
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Table 4-LI

Canadian Film DistrÍbution Industry *

Year

1964
196s
r966
L967
I 968
r969
197 0
r97 L >¡<*

L97 2
I97 3
r97 4
797 5

No. of
FÍ rms

No. of
Exchange

729
L28
r26
116
r20
TI7
TT2

12r
L26
L42
r44

No. of
Employee

807
767
803
763
76L
846
737

681
732
726
808

Salaries
In $ 1,000

4,092
4,011
4,425
4 ,667
4,733
5 ,253
5,305

5,787
6 ,460
6, 980
8,396

60
63
62
57
56
52
53

63
68
B2
B5

Notes * Between 1964 and 1970, these fÍgures reflect
total numbers of both male and female workers.
From 1972 onwards, it shows part-time and
f u11-time empl-oyees.

** Not available.

Source : Statístics Canada, Motíon Picture Theatres and
Fí1n Dístributors , no. 63-207 , 1970 and 1975.



mostly ona regional basís.

Essentially the

distributors and sev

formed the Canadian

(CMPDA). The two

As tral-Be 1 lvere-Pa the

major companies included two Canadian

en American distributors. Together they

Motion Pictures DistrÍbutors Association

Canadian or^¡ned companies

Company anrl Bellevue Film

101

are the

Distribution

(Avo-Embassy). The seven major foreign owned companies are

Columbia Pictures of Canada, fnternational Film Distributors

Ltd, Paramount Pictures Corporation (Canada) Ltd, Twentieth

Century-Fox Corporation, United Artists Corporation (MGM

Canada Ltd), Universal Films (Canada) and l{arner Brothers
10

Distributing (Canada). One outstanding aspect about the

majors ís their access to a steady supply of film products

which primarily comes frorn the United States. This is

possible because of their association with production

companÍes, through either franchise or distribution

agreements with parent companies in the United States. These

companies are also noted for their mutual cooperation in

matters such as sharing regíonal or branch office ancl

employee salaríes.

For the rest, the smaller independent distributors make

up the remaining some seventy firms. Though large in number

they operate on a much smaller sca1e, mostly on the regÍona1

or national 1eve1.

1 O. BMC, Film Srudy Vo1. ïfT, p.257 .
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The disparity of pov/er between these Lwo groups of

f irms is obvious -when Ï¡e conpare their scale of operations.

I,r/e can compare them in terms of employment and also the film

rental receipts they received from exhibitors.

Statistics on employment and rental receipts for these

two groups are listed in Tables 4-I2 and 4-I3. Apparently,

in I974, when these statistics \,ùere avaí1ab1e the majors had

a total of 25O employees while the rest of the independents

had 381. Expressed in percentages, the majors employed about

407" of the total workers. However, in the same year, film

rental going to the majors h¡as $56 mil1ion, about 837. of

total receipts Ín the distribution business. ft also meant

that only a meager L7%, about $12 mil1ion, was left to be

shared by the independents. These statistical data

therefore reveal the dominant posítion held by the majors

over the independents. This oligopolistic nature of the

distribution industry, as will be shown 1ater, has had an

unhealthy effect on the Canadian film production industry.
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Table 4-I2

Síze of Distributors L97 4

No. of Employees % of Total

Members of
C.M.P.D.A

fndependents

To tal-

Members of
C.M.P.D.A

Independents

To ta1

Source : BMC,

No. of Films
Distributed

Rentals in
$ Million

7 of Total
Rentals

83%

I7

100

250

381

631

s9 .6

60"4

100.0

Source: BMC, Film Study, Vo1. fII, based on
Canadían MotÍon Picture Distributor AssociaLion
(C.M.P.D.A) survey estimates.

Table 4-13

Film Rental Bstimates, I974

By Types of Distributors

637

264

901

Film Study, Vo1.

s6.0

12.o

68.0

Iff, p. 273.
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I]. CANADIAN FTLM PRODUCTION ]NDUSTRY

In the Canadian film production industry, there is a

mixture of both public and private endeavors. fn the

prívate sector, ín a sharp contrast to the distributíon and

exhibÍtion activities, the Canadian producers are noted for

their very 1ímited size of operation. Even though this

statement is essentially addressed to the feature fÍlm

industry, it is also applicable to the whole spectrun of

other film products. This includes the industrial,

sponsored and educational filrns. For example, according to

Statistics Canada, there r4rere 280 establishments in the

prívate sector engaged in the motion picture production and

laboratory activities. These concerns as a whole employed

I562 people paying them total salaries of $17.1 mi11ion.

During the same period these producers took in a gross
11

revenue of 944.2 mí11ion.

0n the other hand, according to one federal government

study, an estimated $111 million direct expenditures v/ere

incurred ín L975 in the public sector for the production of

fi1ms. This included the production activities of the
T2

federal agencies and provincial agencies. The public

sector r.ras therefore responsible for almost two-thirds of

1 1. Statistics Canada,
r97s.

Motion Picture Production, 63-207 ,

12. BMC, Film Study, Vo1. ïI.
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the total expenditures in canadian film production

activities. A1so, because of the governmental agencies

playing both the role of beÍng film producers and film

purchasers (a" represented by the Canadian Broadcast ing

Corporation), it has exerted a dominating Ínfluence on film

production activitÍes. Table L4 gives a relative comparison

between the private and public film production volume in

I975. The data ïrere collected by the BMC Report based on
13

empirical studies.

A. Public Sector

fn Canada, governmental agencies which have taken up

filrn production are found both at the provincial and federal

1eve1. The provinces are represented by various

departmental agencies whereas the federal government is

represented primarily by the National Film Board and the

Canadian Broadcasting corporation.

Provincial Agenc ies

The contributing factor that motivates provincial

13. Two observations should be made on the use of this
table. ( i) Because of the generally incomplete information
both on revenue and expenditure Ín the private and publÍc
sector, the BMC studies has resort to use the revenue
figures for the private sector while the publÍc sector r4ras
measured by direct cost expenditure. (ii) The discrepancy
between the $38.8 millions of revenue for the private sector
as listed in thÍs table and the $44.4 millions hre quoted
earlier from Statistics Canada was because, when the BMC
studies v/as done, no actual number was yet available and
thus an estimated number h/as used.
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Table 4-I4

Estimated Fí1rn 0utput fn Canada, 7975

MÍ11ion

Private Sector:

CTV network
Film Sponsored by NFB
Industrial, Documentary

and Commercial
Educa t ional
Feature Films

Total Private

Publ-íc Sector

Fe deral
cBc
NFB

Total Federal

Provi nc ia1
OECA
OFQ
0t her s

20.0
2.2

38. B

65.0
77 .O

82.0

To tal

Vo1. II, Table 2

0
0
6

6
2
B

38.8

82.0

7.0
L2.O
10.0

749.8

Source:
BMC, Film Study t
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departments to cone into the business of film production is

their need for a medium for educational and informational

purposes. Rather than relying on outside services, some of

these agencies resorted to building up their ovrn productíon

facilities and allocating part of their budget for

production expenditures. For example, the 0ntario

Educational Communication Authority (0ECA), an agency of

0ntario, was created in 1970 and by 1974 reportedly had an
L4

operating budget of $6,000,000 for film production. In

addition, it has developed a ful-1 network of television

broadcasting of íts products.

Similarly the Department of Agriculture in

of Manitoba has since 1960 procluced close to 30

films for relaying educational information

farmers.

the Provínce

documentary

to Manitoba

AS

the

NFB

National Film Board (NFB)

The National Film Board was first created in 1939

part of the Canadian war effort. It !/as placed under

control of the Secretary of State but in practice the

operated pretty much like an independent agency.

Asa

primarily

federal agency,

to represent the

t he NFB r4ra s

Government of

given a

Canada in

mandate

deal ing

I4. See Manitoba
Development of the

Department of
Film Industry in

and Commerce,
Appendix D.

Industry
Manitoba,
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with matters related to film activities. rt r{as also

mandated to produce and distribute films whích would
15

interpret Canada to both Canadian and foreign nationals.

As a result of this authority, the NFB has since the

early years become the producer of most documentary fí1ms on

Canada and has r4/on a world-wide reputation. lüith the

advance of television in the 1950s, the NFB also expandecl

into production of films for television programming. In

7963 the NFB broke further ner{ ground by moving into feature

film production.

By the niddle of the 1970s, as Table 4-L4 shows, the

NFB had grorrn to a 1eve1 which included an estimated annual

expenditure of $17.0 mil1ion. fts list of film products

included documenLarÍes, feature films , fictÍona1 shorts,

television series, theatrical shorts, animated fi1ms,

sponsored films community programs and multi-media
T6

products.

However, in addition to the important role as a film

producer, the NFB with its enormous holdings of advance

studios and production facilÍtÍes has over the years become

the de facto training ground for Canadian film technicians

and creative talent. It had been successful in producing

15.
the

See National Film Act, Section 9 for a detailed list of
mandate.

L6. BMC, Film Study, Vo1. II. p. 1 7b.
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numerous film directors, cameramen and technicians who
T7

achieved international reputation.

The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation is a federal

agency which is responsíb1e for a network of national

television programming services. To this end the CBC has

been playing the role of being both film producer and

exhibitor.

In order to maintain a constant supply of film

programs, the CBC has to maintain a stable of productíon

staff and studio facilities over a network of televisÍon

stati-ons. These activities involve a r elatively large

amount of operating expenditures. Especially because of

higher demand for Canadian content in its program the CBC

has since 1968 experienced a substantial increase in its

program production. By I973 CBC was estimated to have spent

an annual expenditure of $65 millions in film and videotape
1B

producti-on.

There are also

commission program

However its ability

occasions when the CBC would purchase or

production from the private sector.

in doing so is handicapped by unÍon

I7. I,rlilliam Litwack and Henry
ín the CanadÍan Screen fndustr

Manpower Training
1973) , pp .5 L-52.

Mint zberg,
(Montreal,

18. BMC, Film Study, Vo1. ff, p.171.
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agreements

estimated

with its broadcast

that a very limited

ï/as spent by CBC on outside producti-on

Effects of Public Production on Private Sector

As a result of extensive involvement by public agencies

as described above, over the years there have been two main

undesirable effects felt by the private sector in the

production end of the industry. Fírst1y, there is unfair

compeLiLion. This comes about because of the fact that the

public agencies are not obligated to make prof its. I^/ith the

support fron public funds, the public agencies ârê¡ able to

price their products f.ar below the príces charged by prívate

producers. Given this disadvantaBê, it Ís not surprising

that the private sector can hardly compete with the public

agencies.

Secondly, the market demand for film production from

the private sector is further reduced as a result of the

flooding of the market by products from the publÍc sector.

Because of the general ttmakett policy pursued by the CBC, a

large part of the television market is inaccessible to the

private producers. In the field of educational films and

sponsored films, the abundant supplies of NFB fí1ms in the

school systems also effectively reduces the need of films

staff and technicians. It is

amount of $B million a year
L9

19. rbid.
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from outside.

For such reasons the Canadian film producers in private

sector have long been overshadowed by the publíc sector and

contribute a minimal share of output, as shown in Table L4.

B. Private Sector

Because of stiff competition from the public sector and

foreign producers, the Canadian film production activities

ín the private sector can rea1ly be termecl very sma1l by any

industrial standard. By the mid 1970s ít v/as estimated that

the annual production expenditures would usually not exceed

$50 mi1lion.

Total Number of Fírms

The number of film-producing firms in any year is

influenced mainly by the cycle of demand. Any increase in

demand would tend to Íncrease the number of firms. The

opposite is true a1so. For this reason the numbers of firms

is always in f1ux. But according to the BMC Study, by the

end of this perÍod, there l,ùas only a core of 150 film

production units which had been actively engaged in the
20

industry.

20. BMC, Film Study Vo1. II. , p.I23.
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Size of Private Units

According to statistics available on the film industry

from current literature, the private producers have been

operating on a very sma11 scale either in terms of output,

employment or investment.

(i) 0utput

The measurement of output in the film production

Lerms of

of revenue

industry can either be the physical product in

feet-length of screening tíme or do11ar value

figures. However statÍstics on the latter

more readily available than the former and

nore useful for practical purposes.

index has been

therefore are

According to Statistics Canada, in L976 there v/ere 27L

establishments engaging in motion picture production or

laboratory operations. 0f thepe 271 establishments, 203

fa11 in the class of units having an annual revenue of less

than $250 r 000. fn other words, almost three quarters, or

74.97, of the units in the Índustry, belonged to this c1ass.

0n1y 2I units, or 7.77. of the tota1, have an annual revenue

above $1 mi11ion. These statistics thus portray an industry

which has a large distribution of sna11 scale producers with

only a few sizable ones. Table 4-I5 shows the detailed

breakdown of firm size distribution by revenue in L976.
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Table 4-15

DístrÍbution of Private Production Units

Canadian Film fndustrv

r97 6

Revenue Group
Less Than $50,000

$50,000-$99,000

1 00, 000- 249 ,oo0

250,000- 499 ,OOO

500,000-999,000

1 ,000,000 and more

To ta1

Source:

No. of Firms
-------10 g-

36

5B

26

2L

21

27r

7" of Total
40 .2

13.3

2r .4

9.7

7.7

7 .7

100.0

Statistics Canada,
63-206, L976.

Motion Picture Production

(ii). Employnent

The pattern of employment again paints a picture of the

fí1m production industry being occupied by a large number of

smal1 scale production units. In L976, the 27I units

employed a total of 1609 permanent employees. Thus the

average number of permanent employees within the industry is

about 6. But an outstanding feature of the statistics was

that in the class of firms havíng revenue less than $50,000,

a total of I54 people r4¡ere employed by 109 f irms. This

reveals the existence of a large number of single-person

operations. A1so, it has been found that three-quarters of

the firms have less than 10 permanent employees and only 12



7" have more than 20. The percent

number of permanent employees is

distribution

shown ín Table

114

of firms wÍth

4-r6.

Table 4-L6

Distríbution of Film Units by Employees

Permanent Employees 7" of Total Firms

20

Source

38

37

13

L2

from BMC, Film Study.

fn addition to permanent employees, the industry also tends

to retain the service of freelancers when market demand

induces production Íncreases. The practice of using

freelancers is a natural response of the production unj-ts to

the fluÍd environment and is a move to help reduce

operational costs. Some 50Z. of firms h¡as estimated to have

retaÍned up to 10 freelancers annual1y. Another 357" used

between 10 and 20, and only IO7" of the firms used more than
2L

20.

Less than 5

s- 10

10-20

and more

: Empirical studies

(1r_r_).

In the

a sector of

and facilities such

ïnvestment and Entry

film industry, there

serv]-ce specializes

as studios

has long been in

in film production

existence

equipment

Thus it is

2I. Ibid., Vo1. II., section 3

and laboratories.
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not a necessity for a film production company to enter the

business with large investments in fixed capital equipment.

Indeed mosË production units often resort to these special

services and rely on the outside resources. For this

reason, most production units have relatively 1ow fixed

capital investment by most industrial standards. It is

estirnaLed that 302 of the firms have $50'000 or less in

investments. Another 30% have between $50,000 and $100,000,

while 257. 1ie ín the range of $100,00 and $250,000. 0nly L57.

of total firms have an invesLment of more than $250,000 in
22

uneir fixed capital. Again statistics show a tendency of

sma11 scale operations within the film production industry.

rhus, in conclusion, there seems to be a correlation

between output, employment and investment in the private

sector of the Canadían filn production industry. All in all

they point to a private industry that is characterizeu uy

srnall scale operations, both in the aggregate and in the

individual sense.

rypes of Film 0utput

rrrê producers in the private sector are involved ín

the theatrical aIrLrproductíon activities that span both

rron-theatrical market. The production

their diversification which covers such

units are noted for

outpuL as sponsored

22. Ibid.



fi1ns, feature, documentaries, educatíona1

commercials. According to Lhe BMC studÍes, only

films

87" of

116

and

the

toal units
23

product.

the whole

have restricted their operation to one single

The percentage clistríbution of film

industry is listed in table 4-I7.

output in

Table 4-I7

Percentage Distribution of Canadian Films

Film Categories 7" of Total
Sponsored Film

Product for Theatrical Market

Television documentaries

series and specials

Education Materials

Commercials

0t her s

22

76

2T

9

L6

11

5

Source : BMC,Film Study, Volume II.

Feature Film Productions

From Table 4-18, it is obvious that the majority of

filn production in the private sector r.ras in non-theatre

markets. Eighty-four percent of the industry I s production

ef f ort r4ras spent Ín that market. 0n1y a meager sÍxteen

percent of outpout was for the theatre market.

23. Ibid. , p.I52.



Lookíng at the industry as

that Ín 1975 there was $8.6

output out of an Índustry total

means that feature filmts output

only contributed to 5.77" of the

117

a who1e, Table 4-I4 showed

million worth of feature film

Thi sof $149.8 mil1ion.

from the private

total film output.

sector

These data thus confirm the impression that Canadian

film producers depend mostly on the non-theatre products for

their survival in the industry. The sponsored films and

commercials had become what the industry termed as ftbread

and buttertt. Feature film on the other hand is generally

avoÍded and becomes an occasional venture when some of the

prÍvate producers could afford to take the risks. It was

estimated that only about 357' of the film producers had at

one time or another engaged in the production of at least
24

one feature fÍ1m.

Table 4-L8 showed the number

between 1964 and I975. Realizing

films were distributed annually

period, one would agree on the

Canadian producers have been able

film market.

of feature fÍlm output

that an average of 728

in Canada over the same

limited contribution the

to make to the feature

24. rbid.
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Table 4-18

Number of Production Companies and 0utput

1964-197 s

Year

1964

L965

r966

r967

I 968

L969

L97 0

I97I 'í<

L97 2

197 3

r97 4

797 5

No. of
C ompani e s

7L

74

B2

93

95

89

TT2

To ta1
Film 0utputs

Private Public

6

2

6

7

7

19

25

3

2

3

3

5

B

3

0

3

4

2

11

15 10

139 19

L43 32

187 28

280 36

: Statistics Canada,
no. 63-206

t< Not Available"

Motlon Picture Procution

74

31

27

34

5

1

1

2

S our ce
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C. Feature Film Production A Histori-ca1 Perspectíve

The scarcíty of Canadian production of theatrical

feature fÍlms is reflected ín both Tables 4-L4 and 4-18.

Actually this phenomenon has been long standing in the

industry. From a historical point of view, Table 4-18 also

indÍcates a long trend of limited production. Indeed before

the coming of government assistance on the feature film

industry , the produc tion of features ' especía1 1y in the

Bnglish language fÍ1ms, is almost unnoticeable.

From the very beginning there I{ere always attempts to
25

produce Canadian feature fí1ms. But from the early 1910s

to the 1940s Canadian film making q¡as dominated by

foreígn companies making films about Mounties and the

Canadian North. Later it Í/as dominated by those so ca1led

rquotar fílms to fill the British market. Canada being a

member of the Commonwealth became the ideal location for the

production of the tquotat pictures. After the war' a

Canadían feature film Índustry seemed to have begun in

Quebec. Some síxteen features were made in a period of ten
26

years, whj-ch incidentally r4rere mostly cornmerciall-y

successes, making their profit mainly in Quebec alone. But,

with the advance of television, furLher development of these

25. Peter Morris, ( ed. ) ,
Canadian Film InstÍtute),

Canadian Feature Films

26. Ibíd, Part II, p.iv.

( 0t tawa :
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endeavors v/as hindered for another decade. fn the resL of

the dominion there lrere always sporadic attempts to make

English 1-anguage fi1ms. However, most of these efforts
27

ended with fÍnancial disaster to theír backers. The maÍn

problem ís that few of these productions really gained

wide distribution and few Canadians could see them.

In such an environment Canadian production of feature

films was limited. Thus by 7967, out of the $22 mí11ion

already spent by the private sector on film productÍon, less

than half a million dollars vras spent on the rnaking of
2B

feature films. The virtual non-existence of a Canadian

feature film production industry by the late 1960s began to

stír up concern in the country. Both the private and public

sectors felt a need to establish a Canadian feature film

industry wíth its ov¡n identity. Ef f orts r4/ere made in that

direcLion. These efforts finally culminated in the active

government support of the Canadian feature film industry

with the establishment of a crovrn corporation, The Canadian

Film Development Corporation in 1967-68.

27.

28.

CFDC,

rbÍd.

Annual Report, 1968-69 p. 6.
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IIT. BARRIERS TO ENTRY INTO CANADIAN FEATURE FILM

PRODUCTTON INDUSTRY

As we have observed, hístorically there hras a lack of
definable Canadian feature film productÍon activities. rn
the decade that followed the establÍshment of the Canadian

Film r)evelopment corporation, large investment in film
production was made with the public assistance as the
spearhead for private productions. These Ínvestments

however have not yet yielded a ful1-fledged feature film
production Índustry that is strong and independent of
further governmental assistance. rt is therefore noü

surprising when one studies the recent literature on the

development of this Canadian industry that one fÍnds Lhere

is controversy and a sense of disappointment over the public
policies. rn order to facílitate a better understanding of
what future options are avaÍ1ab1e for public polici.es, it
may be helpful to direct our attention to factors which have

been actíng as barriers to the canadian entry into the
Índustry. 0n1y through a good grasp of these factors can a

meaningful discussion on public policies be possÍb1e.

A general- survey of the material

industry yields barrier factors that
classified Ínto fíve main groups. They

differentiation and the aspects of Arnerican

written on the

can be roughly

are (1) product

competítÍon, (2)

of productionlimited Canadian market size, (3) factor
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aspects, (4) financing diffÍculties and (5) inaccessibility

to the distrÍbution system.

A. Product Differentiation and Amerícan Competition

Since feature films belong to an area where each

individual- product is different from the other and the value

of productÍon depends on the merit of each indÍvidual film,
one might expect the advantage of an established producer as

a result of brand nane preference would be limited. rndeed

given the vacillating nature of filn demand, there seemed to

be no guaranteed formula for the success of an assembly of

films even from a single producer. For this reason one

would not expect product differentiation to be an important

deterrent force working against potent ia1 canadÍan

producers.

However, to understand the current difficulties

Canadian film producers have with product dífferentiation

competition, one has to recognize the influence of American
29

products. As one federal government study reporLs,

because of the simí1arÍtíes in language and cultures and

because of a general absence of canadían productions in
earlier times, the Canadian demand for film entertainment

29. The Social Survey
of the Problems in the

Research Centre Limited, An Assessment
Dís tribution of CanadÍan Films.

study kras done
Under-SecreLary
Survey Center,

for the Film Distribution CommÍttee in
Thís
the

of State Department. (Hereafter ci ted as
Assessment.
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has been largely shaped by their earlier exposure to

American fi1ms.

It ís noteworthy that there !üere significant

differences in philosophy between the canadian and American

fílm production. The American industry, since its beginning

at the end of the last centürT, r^/as a self-developed one

following a competitive-commercial line. rn additÍon to

being rartistict Amerícan film producers have been termed
t commercial I . They are in fact noted for their care for
t international appeal- I . 0ne common k¡ay to achíeve thís end

was to promote hÍgh quality films which usually neans a film
packed with stars and produced with a relatively high

budget. Thus there r¡/ere American f ilms budgeted with tens

of millions of dollars. According to industry estimaLes,

the average feature production cost of the U. S. major

companies in I974 rüas more than $2.5 mi1lions. By I976 this

production cost v/as reported to have rÍsen to $4
30

ni11íons.

0n the other hand, the Canadían production industry was

starled with a dífferent perspective. Apparently around the

late sixties, there were developments in the film industry

that 1ed to more Índependent films produced with 1ow

budgets. At the sane time the most esoterÍc films found

30 " See
Motion

the StatÍstics Section the I979 International
Quigley Pubffi**õõ.

1n
York:

Inc).
Pic ture Almanac ( New
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receptive audiences. I^lith these developments Ín the

background, it was not surprising that the CFDC at the time

of its establishment was excited at the possibilÍty of
31

promotÍng CanadÍan productions with 1ow budget fi1ms.

Indeed subsequent development has witnessed the importance

of this philosophy in influencÍng the Canadian films being

produced. In 1973-7 4, f or examples, L9 f ilms l{ere produced

wíth CFDC assistances. Five of these CFDC fÍnanced fÍlms

rr/ere produced with l-ess than $100,000. I,rlhile none of the

fí1ms was budgeted above $750r000, the average cost of all
32

the f ilm produced \,üas $374,000.

Also, because of its mandate to promote Canadian

culture, the CFDC in the first decade of its operatíon put

more emphasis on Canadian artistic value in its assistance

to private producers than on t Ínternational appeal | .

Because of these sígnÍficant differences between the

CanadÍan and American feature film products, and al-so

because of the long developed Canadian taste for American

entertainment films, it is therefore not difficul-t to

understand the part played by product differentiation in

hindering the Canadian producers in breaking into the

market. However, as stated earlíer, feature films are an

extremel-y heterogeneous product. It is noL conceivable that

CFDC,

CFDC,

Annual Report, 1967-7O , PP.4-5.

p .4.

31.

32. Annual Report, 1973-7 4,
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Canadian producers would suffer a permanent disadvantage

because of the competition frorn the American products.

Given a change ín production orientation it ís possible for

Canadian producers to make a successful break ínto the

market. The developnenL in the Canadian industry sinc e I97B

has definitely denonstrated this possiblity.

B. Smal1 Domestic Market Size

Like many other industries, the development of a truly

canadian feature film industry is also partly hindered by a

relatively sma11 domestic market. The existence of a sma11

domestic market which is deluged with foreign products

complicates further the difficulties of Canadian producer

both in terms of output, costs and profits.

ïn the first place, according to film industry

experiences elsewhere in countries such as the United

States, France and England, it has generally been observed

that one feature film could be produced for one mí11íon in

population per year. Canadian experÍence so far has also
33

seen productÍon at this rate. The significance of this

observation is that it implies a very 1Ímited Canadian

market that would be available to support a Canadian feature

film industry.

33. Bureau of Management Consulting, Evaluation of the
Canadian Film Development Corporation
AS BMC, Evaluation. )

p.17. (hereaf ter cited
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0f course matters are further complícated by the

fragmentary nature of the Canadian film market. The

division between the English-language and the

French-language sector practically means that about a 6

million audience is avaílab1e to the French language product

and 16 mi11íons for the English language produ.a.'4 The

potential- market size thus has a very restrictive effect on

the annual output of the industry. There is therefore a

pressure on the push for an international market to support

a fu11 fledged Canadian fÍ1m production industry. This is

especially true for the English language film products.

In addition, the diffículties created by a smal1

domestic market are further compounded by problems of

competition from foreign countrÍes, speciall-y those from the

united states. These thro elements together have a very

important influence on the cost and profÍtability of

Canadian films.

The American film product generally has a much hÍgher

production budget (average production cost in L974 was $2.5

mÍ11ion) and at the same time it enjoys an advantageous

position in terms of promotion campaigns because of

spilled-over effect of advertÍsing. Even though a large

budget does not necessarÍ1y guarantee the success of a fi1m,

experience does show that up to a minimum of a million

34. BMC, Film Study p.I92



dollars is needed for a

degree of productÍon

American filns, Lhere

productíon costs íf the

with the American films.

production activities

mentíoned earlier,

exceeded a budget of

eíght years since the
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major project to
35

success. hríth the presence of

is tremendous upward pressure on

Canadian filns are to be conpetÍtive

However, ín the feature filn business, it Ís recognized

that for a Canadian production to break even it takes a

revenue that is about five times as much as the costs.

Herein lies a paradox for the Canadian producers.

In order to make the CanadÍan product more competítive,

producers may choose to go for a higher cost production.

But the existence of a small domestic market makes the

business more risky and profítability more questÍonab1e. 0r,

alternativel-y, they can choose to minimize the budget in

order to maximize the potential profit margin. This latter

approach however coul-d mean production of low-budgeted films

whích might not stand up to the foreign products.

The strategy Canadíans have adopted

is apparently the

most of the films

$750,000. In fact

set up of CFDC,

ensure certaín

so far in promoting

second approach. As

produced have not

over a period of

180 films have been

35. See Position Paper Concerning the Motíon Pícture
Distribution Industry in Canada, presented by the Canadian
Motion Picture Distrib utors Association.
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produced at an average cost of about $279,000. As one study

poÍnted out, this approach indeed had caused the

uncompetítÍveness of Canadían feature films and thus

severely has undermined the financial situation of most
36

Canadian producers. It is also in this light that one can

understand one of the major reasons why the CFDC has so far

been experiencing a great loss in its investments.

fn either case, there is a strong Índication that in

order to make the Canadian film production commercially

vÍab1e, there is a need to break not on1-y into the Canadian

domestic market but also the international one. This also

would imply the need of products that have more

international appeal rather than just tCanadian contenLt.

This is an option whích ís not favored in an important

sector of the industry.

C. Creatíve and Technical Inputs

In Lhe producLion of a film, Íts success is dependent

on its artístic and technical qualÍties. Technical and

creative talents are therefore essential- inputs for a fÍlm

output. In Canada, it is generally recognízed that

technicians wíth the necessary expertise are readily
37

available. The qualÍty of these technícians is further

36.

37.

Surve y

rbid. ,

Centre,

p.9.

As s es sment pp.2-4.
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recognízed

standards.

as comparable to international professional

However in the field of feature film productíon, Canada

has been hindered by a lack of certain creative talents. In

this regard, there are two maín areas of concern. They are

the lack of good producers and script wrÍters.

Prod uc ers

In Canada, the general lack of good producers Ís a

result of insufficient experience in major film producti.on.

Most producers are simply not well trained. As one study
3B

puts it, the overall problem is that Canadian producers

lack a good sense of business. 0ften they fail to

objectively evaluate the narketability of the film property

at the very early stage. 0ften these producers attempt to

produce a film without audience objectives and try to cover

other production functions such as directing and writÍng all

by themselves. Thus they are more concerned about artistic

successes and fail to recognize the commercial aspect of the

production,The over-emphasi-s on productíon also makes them

neglect the important function of film promotÍon. hlhile

pre-production promotion is common practice in Amerícan

fi1ms, Canadian producers tend to ignore this aspect of

production.

38. Survey Centre, Assessment, p.L4.
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In all, the existence of non-commercía11y orientated

producers could partly explaÍn the difficulty of Canadian

productions in achieving a higher market share. Until the

arríva1 of lnore business mÍnded producers, Profit

opportunities for Canadian production remain a serious

pr ob 1em.

Fi lm Scriots

AnoLher dÍfficulty Canadian feature film productíon has

been facing is the lack of well written script and story

materials. There are two possíb1e explanatÍons. 0n the one

hand Canadían producers have problems in getting access to

relevant story materials such as stage plays or novels. Due

to competitÍve bidding fron the American industry, the costs
39

of these story maLerials have been rising steadily.

Because of a lower budget constrainto the Canadian producers

generally are not able to compete favorably wíth American

producers for these materials.

0n the other hand, there is also a lack of ne!¡

professíonal screenplay created by Canadian film writers.

Even though there are many experienced film writers in

Canada, nost of these writers seldom venture into the

feature film busíness on a speculative basís. 0ne of the

reasons for this lack of interest is that many of these

39. Council- of Canadian Filmrnakers, rrPolicy
Feature fÍ1mstr, Cinema Canada, March L974, p.8

Statement on



writers have

ínstitutions

the National

involved in
40

business.
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already found continuous employment in

such as the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation,

Fí1m Board, and private film companies that are

production activities other than theatre

This contributes partly to the scarcity of

writing talents in feature film productions.

D. Financing Difficulties

One of the rnajor barrÍers to Canadian producers I

attempts in feature film production is insufficient finance

available for working capital. Before the establishment of

the CFDC, there !ùere fewer than three films produced

annua1ly. After the setting up of the CFDC, productíon has

junped to an annual average of tïrenty fÍlms. This fact

manifests the high hurdl-e a lack of financing can create in

preventing the development of a Canadian feature film

production industry.

The lack of funds for Canadían

to a combination of several

Ínaccessibility to financial

projects. (2) limited investment

(3) insufficient production funds

film production is

factors. They are

institutions for

from private i.nvestors

wíthin the industry.

due

(1)

fi 1m

and

440. CFDC, Annual Report r97 4-7 5 p
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fnaccessibilitv to Fínancía1 fnstitutions

ft has been noted that in the United States, because of

the unique nature of the film industry, no more than a dozen

commercial banks have developed the expertise in film
4T

financing. fn Canada, since the existence of a feature

filn Índustry is only a recent development, most Canadian

banks have not been given the opportunity to gain the

necessary expertise in film financing. Also because of some

unfortunate experiences in fÍ1m financing, it is found that

most Canadian financial Ínstitutions shy away from film

productions and are reluctant to lend any money for that
42

purpose.

Lack of Private Investment

Another factor that hinders fund avaílabi1ity for film

producLÍon is the insufficient investment from private

investors. Because of a lack of production in the past and

because of a srnal1 domestÍc market already flooded with

foreign products, risk

important consideration

riskiness of invesLment

and uncertainty become 
î, 

very

f or potential f ilrn investors. The

is further íncreasecl by the fact

4I. Patrick McGilligan,
September-October, I976,

42. See BMC, Film Study,

Shotft, Film Culturetf Bank
p.20.

p.168; see
Chapter 3, p. 1 6

43. fbíd. , volume fI, P .I27 .

also BMC, Evaluation
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that in Canada productÍon Ís generally separated from

distribution activities.

The risk factor in ínvestment in film producLion,

however, could be offset by the tax incentives offered to

private investors. Thís is the accelerated capital cost

allowance ranging between 60 to IOOZ allowed a private

investor in film or video production. The ability to
shelter part of an Ínvestorrs income from taxation could

have helped to attract private capital Ínto film

production. Unfortunately this incentive was not well

publicized and most private and institutional investors r{rere
44

not aware of its existence. In addítíon, it appears that

these tax rules have been arbitrarÍ1y executed by Revenue

Canada, who tended to resist deductions with regard to
45

investment in film production. These factors therefore

tended to dÍscourage more investment from private i.nvestors

and thus helped to create financing difficul-ties to the film

producers. For example, it was reported by the CFDC that a

meager sum of $688 r 000 r4ras contributed by private investors
46

in the fÍscal year I975-76.

44.

45.

46.

Survey Center, Assessment, p.L2.

BMC,

cFDC,

Film Study p.166.

Annual Re ort I97 5-7 6 , p,4
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Limited Production Fund hlíthin t Industry

As rr¡e have seen in the last chapter, the distribution

ancl exhibition end of the CanadÍan fÍlm industry is occupíed

by foreign concerns. The thriving final market helps only

the operatÍon of these two branches of the Índustry.

Also r âs it r¡as poÍnted ouL, the annual percentage of

foreign film supplies between 1965 and 1g75 vras g7Z, This

created a serious drain of film rental funds from Canada to

foreign countrÍes. Together with the fact that most of the

distributors are Ínvolved in film production in their home

country, financing from distributors is generally not

available to Canadian producers. For these reasons a very

limited share of the revenue from the industry vras recycled

back to fÍlm productÍon in Canada. In L973, for example, a

total of $111.7 mi11Íon v/as grossed in Canadian theatres.

Some $39.2 million was earned by U.S. dÍstríbutot".Ot ,ua

on1-y $2.3 million \,¡as invested in Canadian f i1m production

from the Índustry by laboratories, distributors and
4B

exhibitors Ín the fiscal year L973-74, according to CFDC.

fn sum, the reluctance of commercial banks to fund film

projects, the shyness of prívate investors in investing Ín

Canadian film productíon and the drainage of film revenue to

47"

48.

See

See

Section f in

CFDC, Annual

thÍs chapter.

Report I973-74.
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other countries as a result of the dístribution and

exhibitÍon structures, all have created undue difficulties

for Canadian feature film producers in raising the necessary

capital. Thís helps to explain the excess reliance of

Canadian producers on funding from the CFDC. To achíeve a

ful1er development of the Canadian film production industry,

a solution to financing thus seems to be one of the top

priorÍties.

B. Problern of Distribution

As discussed in the previous sections, the lack of past

feature fÍ1m production activities in Canada could be a

result of financing difficulties. However, with the

establ-ishment of the CFDC, the financing dÍfficulties r.{ere

partially offset by the public financial assistance.

Unfortunately, with the increase in Canadian production,

experience has found a more handicapping barrier to the

establishment of a strong production índustry. Thís is the

problem of access to the film market, both domestic and

international. This is most comnonly termed as the problem

of distribution. There are several aspects to the

distribution difficulties. In a broad sense, the problem

could be categorized as ( 1 ) separation of Canadian

production and distribution activities, (2) foreign

domination of the distribution and exhibition branches of

the industry, and (3) vertical structure of foreign owned

film companies "
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Separation of Production and Distribution

As discussed earlier, there

expertise among Canadian producers

refers to Canadian producers t

distribution realities.

is a general lack of

as fÍ1m promoters. This

inexperience in fÍlm

fn the fÍlm industry, Ít is recognized that

dÍstribution companies play a role more than just a p1aín
49

middle-men or wholesalers. Because of a concern for a

steady flow of good film supplies, distributors are also

involved in film financing. They are therefore more

concerned with film products in which they have financial

interests than with products from outside producers.

fndependent producers have tried to use the distríbutors as

wholesalers. However experience in the United States showed
50

that it never worked that way.

Canadian producers , oblivious to this important fact

of film dístribution, tend to inÍtiate production without

prior commitment from a viable distributor. Thus by the

time the producer completes his film, he finds himself Ín a

relatively weak bargaining positÍon Ín negotiating a

dÍstribution agreement. This also led to unhappy sítuations

49. BMC, Fílm Study pp.257-252.

50.
and

David
S ound

Gordon,
, Autumn

ttWhy the Movie Majors
7973, p. 1 94-196.

are Ma jortr, Sight
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whereby

received

their products have not

Perhaps it is also because of inexperience in the fÍlm

industry, that separation of production and distribution I^Ias

created at the very outset when public assisLance to the

privaLe sector $/as established. As hle have seen the CFDC

was given a mandate to promote Lhe industry. But

apparently, the visÍon of the government at the tíme of the

creation of the CFDC was that with public funds available, a

viable producLion industry might be achíeved. 0peration of

the CFDC thus has been based on this expectation. Even

though it r¡ras arrare of the importance of distribution the

CFDC, limited by its resources, was not ín a posítion to

promote simultaneously production and distribution

activities. The fail-ure of CFDC to promote a better

distribution system for Canadían products thus has become
51

one of the strong critÍcisms Lhe industry has of the CFDC.

In Lhe absence of a well developed Canadian distríbution

system, producers have been forced to make use of whatever

system is available. As experi.ence shows this system has

not been working out for the Canadian producers. The poor

fínancial returns might well be a direct result of the

inadequacy Ín the existing dÍstribution system"

producers found that

proper handlÍng.

51. BMCo Bvaluation, p.31 .
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Foreisn Control of DistríbutÍon and Exhibítion

0ne of the difficulties Canadian producers have wÍth

the set-up of the existing distributÍon system is the fact

that most of the distribution and exhibition channels are

controlled by f oreign concerns. As r¡re have seen in the last

chapter, because of its early development, American fÍlm

conpanies have long since developed a well established

distribution and exhibition system, which well covered

Canada too. They thus control the largest two theatre

circuits and the largest seven distribution companies in

thís country.

0n the surface these American systems operate with a

very different philosophy fron that of their Canadian

counterpart. American film industry, being the only film

industry in the world that is without publíc assistance,

operates on a commercial basis. It is found that nost of

these distributors have been very reluctant to handle
52

Canadian fi1ms. Somehow these distríbutors are convinced

that Canadian films have a limited marketabilÍty. Citing

this belief, the major distributors tend to turn ar¡ay from

promoting Canadian films. Even when occassionally they are

i-nvolved with a Canadian film, they limit theír investment

and are concerned with minimi zing their ttlossestt.

52. Survey Center, Assessment p.20.
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The neË result of this control by a few foreign

concerns over Lhe system is that by the time when more

Canadian feature films v/ere produced, producers found that

they could not get access to the market through the exísting

dístribution sysLem. They hrere thus forced to go to

relatively smaller and unknown distributors. This is

especÍa11y true when the U.S. and international market is

involved. But even if they get access to such distributors

Canadian producers would sti11 suffer from unfavorable
53

deals.

uuwêv€r, from the perspective of some Canadian

filmmakers, the diffículties of getting access to the

distribution system is not just a question of
54rrmarkeLabilitytf of Canadian f i1ms. Rather Lhey see the

difficulti-es as more of a question of abuse of market

control by the foreign companies through practices such as

exclusive agreements and refusal to deal with independents.

These views have been raised in 1ega1 complaints by

Canadians against Lhe major foreÍgn concerns. At the same

53. Ibid.

54. fn L976, for example, nine Canadian individuals filed
with the Combines fnvestigation Branch of Ëhe Department of
Consuner and Corporate Affairs an application for inquiry
into market practices of foreign controlled film
distribution and exhibitíon concerns in Canada. Another
complaint r4ras made by one independent theatre operaLor in
Nova Scotia against the rnajor American system. See
statement by the Council of Canadian Filmmakers in Cinema
Canada
FæEìî

, March L976,
, Cinema Canada

p . 10 ; and I(i rwin Cox ,
, February I976, p"22,

ttRoçca t s Big
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Canad i an

the reluctance of

films could well be

are more concerned with
55

foreign distributors to deal in

explained by the fact that they

their commitment on other fi1ms.

Vertical Structure of Foreign Companies

The criticism of other commi-tments raised an important

question of the structure of the foreign film companies.

More precisely, it is the question of vertical integration

of the distributíon and exhibítion concerns ín Canada. fn

the previous chapter v/e have laid out the close relationship

between the two major exhibition ci-rcuits, Famous Players

and Odeon, and the seven major American distribution

companies. The most outstanding feature mentioned was the

exclusive arrangement whereby all the film products from the

parent companies of the distributors \,ùere p1-ayed in the two

major theatre circuits. Moreover ít is well understood that

most American fi lm distributors nowadays are involved

extensively in film productíon which, incidentally, does

include independent American production. Based on these

interlocking arrangemenLs, the foreign exhibitors and

distributors are therefore in fact vertically integrated in

structurer extending from the production stage to the final

market. This vertical integration of production,

distribution and exhibition activities has had significant

55. BMC, Evaluation, p .20.
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Canadian film

possibilities

for Canadian

i. Retardation of Competition

According to the federal report cited earlier, many of

the Canadian filmmakers interviewed had made contact wíth

the American owned distribution companies. However only one

English language producer had ever obtained distribution

from an American owned company at the time when the study
56

\¡/as done. This f inding thus makes one question the real

interests of the foreign companies vis-a-vis the development

of a Canadian film production índustry.

Throughout the history in the development of the

American film industry, vertical integration had been an

important method for the major company to dominate and

control the final market. Through the integration of the

three f unctions, Lhe ma jor companies \¡/ere in a postion to

foreclose the rnarket and prevent independent producers to

obtain an adequate distribution of their products. However,

Lhe vertical structure of the American industry r¡/as

dramatically altered when in 1948 the U.S. Justice

Department through a decadets antitrust effort gained a

56. rbid.
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court decree, commonly known as the Paramount decree, for

divorcement of theatre holding and distribution from
57

production activities. One of the important developments

in the United States since this court case v/as the emergence

of independent productions and co-operation between the

independent producers and the major distribution/ production

companies. But, unfortunately from a Canadian producers I

perspective, this decree only covers the operation of the

f i1m industry within the United States. The decree r¡/as not

extended to foreign markets in which the rnajor companies had

interests. Indeed after the Paramount case, many major

companies sti11 kept their Lheatre holding in the foreign

markets. Paramount I s holding of the Famous Players in

Canada is a good example.

Today many traits of a tight market control through

chains of ful1y integrated companies ís sti11 evident ín the

Canadian film market. ft is therefore not surprisíng that

the problem of distribution bas become one of the most

important barriers to a fu11 scale development of the filrn

production industry.

ii. Raising the Entry Barriers

Since the distribution are controlled by

f oreign companies, one !üay producers to break

c hannel s

for Canadian

57 . Tino Ba1io, op. cit. ; see also Michael Conant, op.
cit.
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into the market is by setting up theír oü¡n distribution

channels. fn other words, Canadian producers, in order to

be more competitive, have to integrate their production and

distribution activities. But the necessity in integrating

two functions of the índustry only helps to increase the

barriers to potential entry into the Canadian feature film

production.

As mentioned before, film disLribution nowadays is

actually a large scale industry and there seem to be a
5B

certain degree of scale economies. If Canadian producers

choose to set up their own distribution system, they would

need a much larger amount of capital to set up ârr

optimal-scale system. This in turn would increase the

difficulties in financing. Thus the vertical structure of

the foreign companies helps to reinforce some other entry

barrÍer factors such as the Canadian market size and

r inancing problems.

]V. CONCLUSION

Most of

are foreign

distribution

owned.

the film

imports,

companies

producËs

and

consumed in Canadian theatres

most major exhíbition and

operating in Canada are foreign

rne production sector consists of a mixture of public

58. Davíd Gordon, op.cit.
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and prÍvate endeavor, oriented toward the non-theatre

market. From a historíca1 perspective, before the arrival

of public support in 1968, there r^ras practically no f eature

film production industry.

fn view of these facts, it might be true to say that

even though there is a fu11y developed theatrical film

exhibition and distribution sector in Canada, Canada sti11

does not have its or4rn f eature f i1m industry. To remedy thÍs

deficiency, entry by Canadians into feature film production

is needed to foster Canadian aspirations by promoting films

unaL have more Canadian creative and technical contents.

I{owever, to do that Canadian producers need to overcome

several important entry difficulties which include problems

in obtaining financing, lack of ski11ful producers, a smal1

domestic market deluged with foreign products, and 11tt1e

access to a viable distrÍbution system.
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rrÌras mentÍoned ín the last

a feature film production
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chapter, Canada needs to

sector in order to

As

develop

a film

and add

examine

industry that would promote national-cu1tura1

to the nation t s economy. fn this chapter

the move toward that dírection since the late

create

va1 ues

k¡e wi 11

1 960s .

The prirne rnotivation of thís move came mainly from the

publíc sector. It r4ras inÍtiated by a direct approach to

production activities wÍth the creation of the CanadÍan Film

Development CorporatÍon (CFDC) . Subsequently, an indirect

approach to help the industry hras introduced with the

provisÍon of a tax incentive for film investments in the

private sector.

The achievements of these policies in promoting and

solving the difficultíes in production actívitÍes will be

descríbed and evaluated. A sectÍon will then be devoted to

examine the outstanding problems that are sti11 hindering a

fu11 development of the industry which, in this case, re1-ate

mostly to the problems of market access. A brief discussion

will also be directed to future options in dealing with the

fÍlm distríbution problem.
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I. D]RECT APPROACH TO FOSTERING THE INDUSTRY:

ESTABLISHMBNT OF THE CFDC

The lack of Canadian-produced feature films has long

been a concern for people Ínterested in the índustry.

Petitíons, especÍal1y by fÍlmmakers themselves, h¡ere made

for government assistance. But most of these efforts vlere

not wel-1-organized. However, in early L964, one of the nost

carefully planned petitions v/as made by an associatíon of

filmmakers in Quebec, the LfAssociation Professionelle de
I

Cineastes, to the Secretary of State. This petition vras

backed up by subsequent politickÍng. In the petition this

film association demanded and raísed several possibil-ities

of government support for the industry. Some of the

recommendations were (i) the establishment of a government

body to regulate Canadian film-making activities, (íi)

government support of feature production through loans to

film producers, (iii) direct cash premiums on box office

receipts and (Ív) the desígn of economically coherent film
2

policies between the federal and provincial governments.

vrere studies beingAt the

industry by

as a result

time there

the public secLors.

from

done on the

Apparently

the private

same

both

1

2

and prÍvate

of these lobbying actÍvÍties

Financial Post

rbid.
March 7 , 1964, Þ,17 .
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sector, the CanadÍan government decided by late 1964 to

support the feature filn industry. In August, 1964, federal

cabínet decisions rrere made to approve a po1-icy of

establishing a loan fund to foster and promote the

development of a Canadian feature film industry.

Then in 0ct ober , 1965 , a publíc announcement r^¡as made

by the Department of the Secretary of State about the

government I s intended policy of settíng up a Crown

Corporation to promote the industry. This corporation r,ì¡as

to be vesLed with the responsibÍlity for administering a $10

mí11ion revolving fund to promote production actÍvÍtÍes.

This fund would make the new corporation, the Canadian Film

Development Corporation (CFDC), a financing institution for

f eature f ílm producers. This r4ras based on the model of the

Industrial- Development Bank and the Britísh National Film

Fínance Corporatíon. The latter I s prímary function is to

help feature film production Ín the United Kingdom.

The government t s po1ícy r4ras introduced in the House of

Common in June L966. The bill thus introduced vras C-2O4

intituled as ttAn Act to provide for the establíshment of a

Canadian Film Development Corporatíontt. After some

dÍscussion in both the House of the Common and the Senate,

the bill !úas finally passed by the Senate without amendment

on March 2, L967. The Act ri/as duly enacted into the statutes

of the country. In ApriL 1968, after appointments of the

chairman and fÍve other members of the corporation had been
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made, the CFDC fÍnal1y came into being and met for the first

time to start their business undertakings.

A. Motives of Public Assistance to the fndustrv

There are several factors for the government I s decisÍon

to he1-p film production activities and to support the

establíshment of a feature film industry. Broadly speaking

these factors can be categorízed into economic and cultural

consÍderations.

Economic Aspects

Economically, the weak Canadian film production

industry together with a final market demand for foreign

film products has strong impacts on this sector of the

Canadian economy. In terms of productíon factor, Lhe lack

of productíon activities means the íd1ing of much Canadian

creati.ve and technical talent By taking measures to he1'p

the film industry, at least the government helps to increase

chances of employment and the possible enhancement of ski11s

and talents.

On the other hand, the high denand for foreign film

output had meant a large outflow of Canaclian funds Ínto

foreign countries from this sector of the economy. Ïf

Canadians could establish a production industry to turn out

Canadian feature pictures, it is possible for the country to

reduce the flow of funds out of the country. Furthermore,
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the establishment of a viable Canadian feature industry

could al-so understandably increase the export base of the

country. This could therefore help the country generate

more revenue abroad from the film products. If these things

happened it could conceivably enhance the balance of

payments situation of the country. Thus from an econonÍc

point of view thís government assistance should be

vrorthwhile.

Cultural 0b ectíves

However, the governmentrs venture into the promotion of

the feature film industry has also a cultural dinensíon. As

often cited, there may be an externality problem invol-ved in

a community of people viewing the same films. In the

process of film appreciation , values, ídeas, and other

information are often conveyed to the audiences. If this is

true, thenr âs some crítics have argued, the high demand for

foreign film would mean constant bombardment of foreÍgn

ideas and values upon Canadians. This would be a great

disadvantage to the CanadÍan Ídentíty because not many

Canadian fí1ms have been able to gaín access to the CanadÍan

audience. Thus the prornolion of a Canadían feature fÍ1m

industry could he1-p to reduce the ímpact of foreign

cultures. Furthermore, the success of this industry could

certainly help to foster the Canadían values among the

people and contrÍbute greatly to the unity of the country.

The establishment of the cFDc and the subsequent government
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industry can be viewed as an

of Canadian culture and the

impacts, especially those

orientation toward the

alleviation of foreign

from the south.

prono t ion

cul t ural

B. 0 erations of the CFDC

Since its establíshment in 1968, in order to carry out

its mandaLe, the CFDC has been extensively involved in fiost

Canadian feature production activities. This has included a

range of activities including investing Ín production

projecLs started by private producers, helping

pre-production preparation, making co-production agreements

with foreign countries, setting up specÍa1 investment

programs to encourage young film-makers and dealing with

promotional and distribution actívities. Also since the

CFDC r4ras given the por4ler mainly to promote features that

have significant Canadian I creative, artistic and technical I

content, it has also to decide on how thÍs aspect could be

judged ?Canadianr.

Definition of Canadian Content in Feature Film

Production

The basic elements the CFDC so far has chosen to use in

determining the t Canadian t content of a film ís the

employment factors in the creative, artistic and technical

aspects of the fi1ms. 0n the artistic and technical side

the CFDC seems to have had no problems in their decisions;
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but it has had difficulLies as far as creative contributions

are concerned. For íts operations, the Corporation nor^r has

adopted a principl-e that two of the three principal creative

contributors to a pÍ.cture, Í. e. writers, directors and

producers must be Canadian. 0f course, exceptions are

sometimes al1owed. As to other creative contríbutors, such

as the director of photography, the editor, music composers

and set designers, the Corporatíon does al1ow one or two of
3

these factors to be non-Canadian. Conceivably, the

tolerance of

objective of

distribulion.

one or two

enhanc ing
4

non-Canadian elements here has the

the possÍbi1Íties of international

fnvestment policies

To promote Lhe Canadían feature film industry, CFDC is

given the por4rer to invest in CanadÍan feature fÍlm

productions in return for a share of the commercial

profíts. A1so, the Corporation, under statute, ís al-1owed

to make loans to producers and to charge an interest.

However, Ín its operation so far, emphasis has been put on
5

investment raLher than 1oans.

One of the fundamental ideas of the government Ín

CFDC, Annual ReporL L969-70, p.9.

Drabinsky, op. cit. , p.126.

3

4

5 CFDC, Annual Report 1969-70, p.13.
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proposing the establ-ishment of the CFDC h¡as that the

Corporation should be operated very much on busi-ness

principles. This oríentation is needed in order to preserve
6

the very limíted amount of funds. As a result the CFDC as

an investor is av¡are of the need for commercial viability of

the projects in whích Ít invests. Thus in investing in a

certain project, one of the most ínportant requirenents the

Corporation imposes on the potential producers who want the

CFDC?s financial assistance ís that the producer should have

a solíd experience with the operation of the film Índustry.

Except for some specially 1ow budget projects, the CFDC thus

generally avoids investing in projects that have inherently
7

higher risks such as those proposed by beginners.

To qualify for the CFDCTs assistance, the Corporation

requires applicants Lo secure a valíd distributíon contract
I

with any distributor. An AdditÍonai- requirement on Lhis

distributÍonal aspect is that the dÍstributor will either

(i) invest in the producLion cost of the fílm or (ii)

guaranËee or advance payment when the picture Ís delivered'

or (íií) guarantee an amount of expenses for prinLs and

6. The Senate
lntituled:

Canada,
Act to

of
An

Com lete roce ed in s on Bí11 C-204
e for the sta 1S ment orov a

Canadian Film Develo ment Cor oration' , (0ttawa,
No .3 p. ereafter cited as Canada
Proceedings.

7967),
Senate,

7

B

CFDC, Annual R eDort

Ibid. , L969-70 p. B

,L97O-7r, P.5
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advertising which wí11 be mutually agreeable to all parties

involved in the project. But even when the Corporation has

approved assistance to a certain project it would limit its

investment to only half of the production budget, wíth an
9

unofficial ceiling of $300,000 in big projects.

SpecÍa1 Investment Programs

The Ínvestment policies as described above applied

mainly to big budget production and are geared to help

experienced film producers. ïn order to train a nev,

generation of young Canadían film-makers so that a stronger

base for future development woul-d be avaílable, the CFDC

initiated a special Ínvestment program in 1972-73.

Under this program a special f und of $600,000 Ì\ras

established for the production of 1ow budget fi1ms. The 1ow

budget films are designed to have a maximum budget of

$155,000 and the Corporation would partÍcÍpate with as much

as 60Z of the budget. Thís program ís designed to help the

young fílmmakers to make their fírst feature films.For this

purpose no distrÍbutíon guarantee is required before the

production and the private investors are allowed to recover
10

their costs before the CFDC does.

9 . CFDC, Annual Report, 7969-70, pp.B-12.

10. Drabinsky, op. cit., pp.127-I28.
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'Pre-Production As sistance

In promoting production activities, the CFDC also

undertakes pre-production assistance to potential projects.

ThÍs involves giving financial support to producers ín

acquiring fí1m propertiesr or engaging directors or writers

to prepare the scripts. The Corporation will particípate to

a rnaxi.mum of half the budget for the pre-production

requirement. For such assistance, Lhe Corporation usually

requíres a thirty-page synopsis of the story and the sLated
11

financial budget for such purposes.

But the Corporation I s experience wíth the

pre-production actívities has been very disappointing. By

I97O-7I, of 45 projects, only seven resulted in the

completion of a film. TwenLy-two projects had to be written
T2

off completely. As a result, the Corporation over the

years has been cutting back sígnificantl-y on these

ventures.

Co-Production Agreements with Foreign Countries

In encouraging film production, the government through

the Department of State has long been interested in making

co-production agreements wÍth sone foreígn countries. These

agreements are benefícial since, as Lhe government puts it ,

they will provide Canada I s film-makers with increased

fbÍd. , p.I27 .11.

L2. cFDC, Annual Report ,I97O-7I, p.5
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audÍence, and the

abroad who are more

Through the efforts made by Lhe Department of the

Secretary of State and the Department of External Affairs,

Canada so f.at has entered co-production with France, the

United Kingdom, and Italy. Sínce March L976, the CFDC has

been processing co-production applications on behalf of the

Secretary of State.

Promotion and Distribution Activities

since there real-1y ís no poínt in making movies if they

are not exhibited, the CFDC thus also places much emphasis

on the promotion and distribuLion of fil-ms produced with Ëhe

Corporationfs assisLance. 0ne of the maín CFDC activitíes

is its investment in pr omotional campaigns of Canadian fí1ms

that are clistrÍbuted by Canadían dístributing companíes.

For such purposes, the corporatÍon may put up half of the

cost of subtitling the fil-ms, i.e. makíng French-language

films ínto English and vice versa. The CFDC may also put

up half of the promotional expenses for these Canadían
T4

fílms. The main condition for the CFDCTs participation ís

that the fílm should have secured a guarantee of screen-time

13.

14.

Ibid., 1968-69, P.L2.

cFDC, Annua1 ReoorL , 1969-7O, P.10.



in the Odeon or Farnous P1-ayers theatre

metropolitan areas of Montreal, Toronto and
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chains in the

Vancouver.

For inLernational- distribution, the CorporatÍon since

its very early days of operatÍon has established in New York
15

a consultant on distribution of Canadian films. At the

same time Lo furLher the international promotion and

distribution of Canadian fíl-msthe CFDC, together wíth other

governmenL departments and agencÍes such as the Department

of Trade and Commerce, the Canadian Government BxhíbítÍon

Commission, and the National Film Board, has been actively

partÍcipating in fil-m festivals which have world-wíde

reputaLion and whích function as international fílm

markets. The most notable one is Lhe Cannes Fil-m Festíval

ín southern France whích the CFDC has been takÍng part in

since Lg7O. As the Corporation reported, these fílm

festival-s have been helpful for the promotíon of Canadian

fi 1ns

DomesLically, the dístributíon of canadían films has

been very disappoínting; there is a perennial problem of

limited distribution. Concerned with thís unhealthy

situation, the Department of State through the CFDC held

conferences with the two largest theatre circuits in the

country in L973. These meetings resulted in an informal

agreement between these two theatre companies and the

15. Ibid., I973-74, P.7
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government on the voluntary quota system. By thís system,

the two Lheatre chains agreed to guarantee a showing of the

Canadian English feature films, originally produced or

dubbed, for a period of at least two weeks ín each of the

country t s three largest cities, Montreal, ToronLo and

Vancouver. Further distributÍon would be assured in other

cÍËies for those films which do well in Lhe three bíggest
16

cíties.

II. EVALUATION OF THE CFDC : THB INITIAL STAGES

As has been pointed ouL earlÍer, the Canadian Fil-m

Development Corporation Í¡as created to help promote the filn

industry. Thus to evaluate the achievement of Canadian

efforts in building its o'rdn feature film industry would

almost be equivalenL to evaluating the success of the CFDC'

at l-east in the early stage of its development. This

section will scrutínize Lhe achievements of the CFDC to see

what its successes and failings have been.

It should be poÍnted out that an evaluation of the CFDC

can be based on tl4to maín consíderatÍons: economíc factors

and cultural aspects. This is essentiall-y a result of the

dual responsibility bestowed on the CFDC by its creators.

The CFDC vras given the power to invest or make loans to

Canadian film productions for a share in the financÍa1

L6. rbíd.



returns or ínterest. At the same tÍme,

supposed to promote film proiects that

creatíve, artistíc and technÍcal contents¡

both commercial viability and cultural
T7

expected of the CFDC.

15e

t he CFDC v/as

have ItCanadianrf

In other words,

achievement is

A. Cultural Aspects

Since our main attention here ís dírected towards the

working of economic factors in the establishment of a viable

Canadian feature filrn production indusLry, cul-tural

consideratÍons would be of no consequence to us had it not

been for their importance in the public policies i.nvolved.

As r{e have seen, cultural consideratíons have been an

important factor inducing public involvement in this

industry. Thus judgements on the cultural- aspect of film

products could affect the performance evaluation of the

industry and thus the shaping of policies. ft may therefore

be fitting for us to leave the evaluation on the tie between

cultural- results of fílm products and public po1-icies to the

consideratíon of public polícy alternatives. In passing, it

may suffice for us to poÍnt out that because of cultural

values upheld among different sectors of the Canadian

17 . For a good understanding of the government t s intent in
setting up the CFDC, see the statement made by the then
Secretary of State, Judy LaMarsh, before the StandÍng
gommittee on Bankíng and Commerceo the Senale of Canada, for
the proceeclings on BÍ11 C-204, during the first sessÍon,
Twenty-seventh Parliament, 7966-7967, ProceedingsrNumber 36.
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índustry, there is no consensus on the degree of success of

the effort in promoting a Canadian feature fí1m industry.

I,rlhile some Canadían productions haVe achÍeved remarkable box

office success, both domestically and internatíona11y, they

are sti11 not considered by some critics of the industry as

rf Canadiantt. The net ef f ect on the evaluation of f Íl-rn output

are acrimonious debates on public policies.

A. Bconomic Considerations

I'r/hÍ1e cultural aspects are too íntangible for precise

measurement, economic factors such as film output,

production cost and financíal returns can be subjected to

sLatistical scruLíny. Roughly, they can be used to measure

the general achievement of the public effort in promotÍng

feature film Production.

TnvesLment and 0ut out

To promote the growth of the canadian feature fil¡n

Índustry, the main strategy that was adopted at the very

beginning ïras an emphasis on production activities. I^lhen

Bill C-zO4 r{Ias considered before the Standíng CommitLee on

Banking and commerce in the senate in 1967, the then

Secretary of State, Judy LaMarsh, stated that an initial $10
18

million would be approprÍated for the CFDC. However '

ínstead of using this money directly to produce film by the

18. See Canada Senate, ProceedioBS, pp.661-663.
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itself, the $10 millions hlas expected to be used as

money to attract another $20 to $30 million investment

the private secLor for film production.

Since the establishment of the CFDC, the public

agencyts main orientation has been in helping producers lrr

the private secLor Lo get the production projects started.

This includes assistance such as CFDC t s investmenL ín

pre-production funds. The CFDC also helps by investing in

certain portion of the production budget.

>ubsequent to the establíshment of the CFDC, the

producti-on of Canadian feature films witnessed a steady

growth. For example, in I970, three years after the

establishment of the CFDC, Canadian private producers IìIere

able to turn out some 15 f i1ms. This I^Ias a 5007" increase

from the three films that were made in 1967. By I975' annuar

outpuL had risen to 34.t' ïrrduud between 1968 and Ig75 an

average annual output of trtrenty f ilms I^Ias achieved.

Compared to the annual ouLput of about three films prior to

1967, the increase in film production is remarkable.

ruvestment in film production also has skyrocketed. By

fiscal year I974-75, the CFDC reported that a cumulative

$44.3 million outlay had been made on private production,

which included $17.1 mi11Íon from CFDC. Thus over a perIOu

19. See Table 4-18 in Chapter 4"
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of seven years, the feature film industry lJas able to

attract an average annual investment of about $6.3
20

mi1lions. Again these statistÍcs proved to be remarkable

since in the private sector there was less than $500'000

investment on feature film productions as late as in the

year 1967.

There are several factors contributing to the increases

in film procluction. However, one dominant factor is the

public assistance the private sector has been receiving"

This can be demonstrated by the figures listed in Table 5-1,

which shows the overall assistance CFDC has given to the

private producers.

Table 5-1 shows that in the eight years since its

creation, the CFDC has invested $20.8 million in film

projects which attracted another fi29.4 millions from the

private sector. In all, 180 films were produced with a

total produc tion value of about $ 50.2 mi1 lions . However,

according to Statistics Canada, one can estimate that

roughly I98 films were produced in Canada as a whole over

the same period. These 198 films included production from

both the private and public sectors. This means that the

180 films produced with CFDC I s assistance accounted for

almost 9IZ of total Canadian production in this period.

20. See CFDC 
'

Annual Re ort, I974-75, p,4
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Table 5-1

Cumulative CFDC Assistance in Feature Fí1m Productio n

Since 1968-69 Fiscal Year

Fiscal Year
As of

197 0-7 1

7r-72

72-73

73-7 4

74-75

75-76

No. of Films
Produced I^/ith
CFDC Support

44

64

110

136

r62

180

Total Budget
of Films

( $ Million)

r2.o

17 .7

28.0

35.0

44.3

50 .2

CFDC I s Share
of Budget
( $ MÍ11ion)

4.0

6.7

10.5

13.5

17.1

20.8

Source : Compiled from CFDC Annual Reports.

All these figures point to the primary role public support

has played in bringing forth an ínfant industry. Indeed,

according to one federal study, it h¡as doubtful whether some

of these films could ever have been made wÍthout public
2L

assisLance. It is also doubtful whether a viable film

production industry can exist without the CFDC. The same

feeling has been expressed by people in the private sector.

2T. BMC, Evaluation "
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Employment 0pportunity

Another irnportant result of public involvement r{ras

Íncreased production activities. fn 7975-76, for example,

production activities of 1B feature films provided some 75

assignments for Canadian creative talents such as writers,

directors and producers. Another 1070 roles were created

for acting performers while 308 technicians lrere also

employed. Laboratories and equipment rental companies at

the same time received $800,000 and $300 ' 
000 worth of

22
business respectively.

Thus, in eight years, production generated by public

assístance has brought to the industry a grand total job
23

opportunities as follows : 783 for Canadian directors and

producers; 9681 roles for actors and employment for 2766

technicians; laboratories and equípment rental companies

earned $6.1 millions and $3 millions respectively. The maín

benefit of these increased work opportunities in Canada v'as

that ít helped to reduce the pressure on Canadian talent to

move to the United States to seek employment there. Prior

to the establishment of public support most CanadÍan talent

had to try their luck in Hollyruood if they lì/ere to succeed

in the trade. Thus public support in the feature film

CFDC, Annual Report , r975-76, p,422.

23. Compiled from CFDC, Annual Reports 797 4-75 and I97 5-76.
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production had been warmly hrelcomed by most interested

fí1m industry.groups in the Canadian

Financial Returns

As !ùe have seen, in the decade immediately fo11owÍng

the creation of the CFDC, there has been a steady increase

in Canadian feature fílm production. An infrastructure of

the feature film industry, which includes Canadian talent,

laboratories and equipment rental enterprise has also been

developed. ConsiderÍng the fact that there was close to

nothing in feature film productíon prior to 1968, most

observers agree that at least an infant production industry

has finally been established. However, this result has been

achieved only at a relatively high cost to Canadian

taxpayers.

ft should be poínted out that in setting up the public

agency to f oster the f eature f i1m Índustry, it r4ras the

government I s expectation that public assistance wí11 be

rendered on a hard-headed business principle so that the $10

million revolving fund could be judiciously used to carry on
24

needed activítÍes. However, experience in the first

decade of this public support to the industry has shown very

disappointing financial results.

Tables 5-2 and 5-3 show some financial aspects of

24. See Canada Senate, Proceedings.
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Table 5-2

CFDC Investment and Returns

Year Capital Advances

$

1968-69 366,639

69-70 r,54r,229

7O-7I 2,393,276

7L-72 2,506,242

72-73 3,657, 105

73-74 3,115,997

74-75 3,564,169

75-76 3,932,976

76-77 3,925, BB5

Total 24,7O3,5O7

Notes:
* Figures in brackets

BMC, Evaluat ion Vo1.
CFDC, Annual Reports

1976-77.

signify losses on investment

Revenue s

17,Br7

399,69r

300, 1 78

339 ,7 45

786,O2g

864,000

833, gg8

847,247

4,399,694

If, Table
, I974-75;

Returns ìk

(ee.o)

(83.2)

(88.0)

(e0.7 )

(74.7)

(7s.7)

(7 8 .2)

(77.e)

(82 .2)

o/
$

S ource
(i)
(íi)

11.
197 5-7 6;
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Table 5-3

Annual and Cumulatíve l,rlriteoff to fnvestment Ratio

CFDC 1968-69 ro L973-74

ü/riteoff $ Investment $ 7" writeoffYear

(A). Annual

r968-69

69-70

70-7r

77-72

72-73

73-74

r24 ,455

672,377

I , /+26 ,599

2,078 ,97 4

2,997 ,099

(B). Cumulative

1968-69 -
69-70 124,455

70-71 796,832

7L-72 2,223,431

72-73 4,3O2,405

73-74 7 ,299,504

Source:

366,639

L,54r,228

2 ,393 ,27 6

2,506,242

3,657 ,LOs

3,1 1 5,997

366,639

1,907 ,867

4 
' 
301 ,II+3

6,907,395

I0 ,464,1+9O

13,580 ,497

8.0

28.O

s6.9

s6.8

96.2

6.s

18.5

32 .6

41.1

53.7

(i)

(íi)

BMC, Evaluati-on Vo1 I
Tab 1eïbid., Vo1. ff, 11.
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CFDC I s ventures. During the first nine years of its

operation the CFDC, in maÍntaining a production program, has

been making capital advances to different projecLs such as

script-assistance, language revisions and post-production

activities. The capital advances have been in the form of

either dÍrect investments or loans to film projects. As

Table 4-2 shows, the annual amount of these advances started

from a 1ow of $366,639 Ín the fÍrst year of its operation.

In the eight years that followed this amount rose steadily,

reaching a high of $3,825,885 in 1976-77. fn all, the

cumulative total outlay of production funds reached

$24,703,507 in nine years.

During the same period, the CFDC received repayment on

these advances for princípa1 repayment' loan interest and

even some profit from investment. However, the overall

returns lr¡ere dismally 1ow. Even in the year I973-74, during

which the CFDC received the most revenue in the period, it

witnessed a fÍnancial loss of 7 4.77" on investment.

Comparing the total returns of $4'388,694 to the capital

advances of 924,703,5O7, the CFDC actually has experienced a

total fÍnancial loss of 82.27" on investment in a period of

nine years.

Apparently, during all these years of operation, the

CFDCrwas ful1y a!üare of the financial weakness of some of

the O:ojects . To recognize the 1itt1e chance it would have

ín recouping the investments, the CFDC simply had been
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writing off part of the advances. Table 5-3 gives some

statistics on the write-of f aspects on CFDCTs investments

for the first síx years of its operation. A cumulative

figure of 53.77" wrÍte-off on investments certainly indicates

the high risk and cost of public support to the feature film

production industry.

fn view of these financial aspects of the publíc

assistance, it is therefore not surprising to find that Ín

its fourth fiscal year, the CFDC had actually reached the

limit of the $10 nillion fund committed by the CFDC Act.

0n1y through further negotiations with the Treasury Board

had the CFDC in December L97I been able to secure a $10

million supplenental appropriation to continue its
25

function. Unfortunately this extra $10 nillion v/as agaín

reported exhausted by August I975. Another $5 mÍ11ion

fundÍng to the Corporation !¡as approved by the Treasury

Board after prolonged deliberation. By L979 this additional
26

$5 million r¡/as again being exhausted.

fn sumnary, ü/i thín a decade of direct public

assistance r ât Ínfant CanadÍan feature film producLion

industry r4ras developed. Over two hundred f eature f ilms had

been produced and opportunities r¡/ere open for employment and

25. CFDC, Annual Report 197 I-7 2 .

, L978-79. See notes to Financj-a126. CFDC, Annual Report
Statement, p.15.
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development of Canadian talent and technicÍans. However,

wíth market access difficulties unresolved, whích will be

discussed later, the success in building an embryonic

production industry had proved to be very costly to Canadian

tax payers .

III. INDIRECT ASS]STANCE: TAX ]NCENTIVES AND SUBSEOUBNT

DEVELOPMENT

As stated Ín the last section, half way through the

first decade of government assistance to feature film

production, it had become apparent there were serious

barriers to a healthy development of a fu11 scale production

industry. FinancÍng was certainly one of the Ímportant

hurdles. The sítuation had become such that over 907" of

private productions relied on government financial support

before their project could get off the ground. At the same

time prívate investment I{¡as scarce.

Dissatisfied with the financing system Ín the industry,

many filmmakíng organizations began to voice their concern

and petÍtion the government to give more incentives to
27

private invesLments. Arguing that film production Ís a

risky venture which should receive the same treatment as the

oi1 exploration industry, groups such as the Council of

27. See for examples the petitions in L974 from the Council
of Canadian Filmmakers to the CFDC on additíonal assistances
to the industry, rf Council of Canadian Filmmakerstr, Cínema
Canada,June-July, L974, p.64"
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taxCanadian Film Makers ca11ed for a more generous

incentive to prívate investors in filrn production.

The government on its part also recognized the high

fínancial risk in feature film investments and agreed that

incentÍves for legitimate investment ín film is
28

justified. A1so, possibly out of a desire to channel more

private investment into the industry and cut down the heavy

reliance on the publÍc support, the government by 7975

decided to give a more generous tax incentives to private

investors in feature film productions. The Íncentive v¡as ín

a capital cost allowance treatment of taxation.

A. Tax IncentÍ.ves ¿ LOO% CaPital Cost Allowance

on August 5, I975, the then Secretary of state, J. Hugh

Faulkner announced a nell Íncome tax regulation which woul-d

a1low Ínvestors in a canadian film production to write off

IOO7o of their investment as a capital cosL allowance in one

29
yeaf. This accelerated depreciatÍon allowance thus

províded a good tax shelter to peopl-e in a hÍgh income tax

bracket. In addition, the LOO% write off incentive, which
30

forrnerly had been 60Z , wâs made doubly attractíve in the

Cinema Canada,28. See CFDC reply to the CCFM petítion,
June-Ju1y L974,- p-.66.

29 " ItFiln Newsfr, Cinema Canada, July-August 7975, p.8

30. Kaspar s Dzeguze, ttListen, Baby: l{e can get
p.47.Moviêstt, Canadían Business, November I977,

you Ín the



May I976 federal budget.

governmentfs decision in

traditional shelters such

1i vestock.

To qualÍfy for this neu¡ tax

invest in eÍther (a) a certifÍed

a certified co-production wíth a

This r¡/as because of

wÍthdrawing incentives

as airplanes, boxcars

4 't')I IL

the

from

and

shelter,

Canadian

an investor had to

production or ( b)

treaty country.

Under the def Ínition of rf certif ied Canadian f ilmsft, as

defined in subsection 1104(2) (h) of the incone rax

regulations r Érn investor hras e1Ígib1e f or the capital cost

allowance if the film in which he Ínvests (i) is at least 75

minutes long, (ii) is produced by a canadian citízen or

landed Ímmigrant,(ííi) has a mínimum of 6 points out of a

possible total of 10 points allocated for Canadíans on the

basis of tï¡o each for director and screen-v/riter, one each

for lead role¡ ãl t director, director of photography, music

composer and editor, (iv) pays canadÍans 75% of the

remuneratÍon for all other personnel and (v) has at least
31

757' of the technical- services performed in Canada.

For a t certified co-productiotr t , the films to be

produced have to be under an existing film treaty betr4reen

canacla and a foreign country. As long as the canadian

31. See ttFilm Newstt,
See also I,ü. G. f vens,
Canadian Bankers and

Cinena Canada June-Ju1y L9
"Bankers Star in Supporting ' P.8.

Rolestr,
ICB Review April 1980, p.5.

75



co-producer

budget r{as

be eligible

makes sure that no less than 207" to

and on Canadians, the

capital cost allowance,

I tJ

307, of the

fílm would

dependíng

spent in Canada

for the IOO7"
32

on the treaty involved.

By providÍng this nev/ incentive, the government hoped

to stimulate private financial support to the industry. As

it turned out, the development in the feature film industry

after the introduction of this tax legislation r^/as indeed

extraordínary. Both the government and f ilm people tì¡ere

surprised at the overwhelming response of prÍvate investors

to the tax shelter. The Lax provision in turn brought forth

two very important developments. They ürere (a) a revolutÍon

in Canadian f i1m f inancing and ( b ) the emergence of a ner4r

breed of producers.

B. New Financinp Svstem

wruh the introduction the nell tax regulation,

investment in feature film productíon had become very

attractive for Canadian private investors and the investing

instituti.ons. trrlhereas there rras very limited investment

rrom outside of the film industry, investment from the

private sector since 7977 has accounted for over several

hundred million do11ars. I,rlhereas there was no f inancial

32. For examples, for a French coproduction
required whereas for Britain and fta1y, a 3OZ
ùee Kaspars Dzeguze, op. cit. , p.47 .

a
ís

2O7" wi 11 be
required.
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institutÍon involvement in the industry before, investment

houses and commercial- banks ï/ere drawn Ínto the industry

with a newly developed system of fÍnancing.

Because of a large number of private investors seekÍng

benefits from the tax shelter, and also because of the

ruling by the securíties commissions in regard to film

investment, the history in Canadian film financÍng system

was dramatically changed almost overnight. Publíc financing

of film production r4ras introduced for the first time in the

entire continent of America. At the same time, new

innovative approaches hrere developed by fí1m producers to

take advantage of the sÍtuation. These Ï/ere the development

of t cross collateral ization t and corporate approaches to

film financÍng.

rn this section highlÍghts are gÍven to the new methods

of financing in the CanadÍan film industry, including such

features as publÍc offering and private placement as well as

interim financÍng by financial j.nstitutions. Examples are

also given to indícate the Canadian producerrs innovative

approaches to the neu¡ financÍa1 system.

Public 0fferÍns and Private Placement

A neu¡ systen of publíc financing (or equity financing)

was gradually brought into being after the LOo7" capital cost

allowance r¡/as introduced. This system was established out

of a necessity because of the policies of securíties
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conmÍssions. 0nce the tax incentive r.{¡as in p1-ace, the

securitíes commissÍons required fílm producers to file a

prospectus when they sought more than fifty inve"aor".33

rn a prospectus, fílm producers by law are required to
disclose a set of facts to the prospective investors. This

information includes a detailed breakdown of the budget, a

description of the fÍlm and the proposed príncipal artists
and the way it would be financed. The prospectus is thus a

device for the private investors to evaluate the proposed

film project. Thus private investors are offered a chance
34

of buying into the ownership of a film.

I^lith the existence of a large number of private

ínvestors who u¡ere ready to risk their money and partly

because of high commÍssion opportunities, brokerage fírms

and investment dealers l{ere attracted into the nev/ financing

system. These factors all contributed to the rise of the

33. Susan Cana d ian
Business

Co1e, ttBay Street Gets into Moviêstt,
August L979, p.59.

34. Generally a film is sold in tunÍtst, with each unit
representing a portion of or4rnership of the final film
product. By kray of example, a fÍlm budgeted at $s million
could be sol-d to 500 investors wÍth each unit priced at
$10,000.rn fact the fírst canadian movie that was financed
through the prospectus route was cal1ed tAgencyt, produced
by the Movie corp. in r978. The film offered $4"05 mí11íon
worth of securities first in Quebec and then to provinces in
the rest of Canada. rn the same year seven prospectuses r4rere
filed with the 0ntario Securities Commission"
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neu¡ equÍty

f ilrn basis.

financing system in the industry on an individual
35

A benefit of the new public financing system is better
p1-anning in fÍ1m production actÍvities. Because of the

prospectus requirement, producers seeking public financing

have to disclose a detailed plan for the proposed project,

which would include information such as the budget, the

story outline and the prospective talent. A1so, since

public money is Ínvo1ved, provincial securities commÍssions

play an active role in scrutinízing each proposed project.

rn this process, film producers are forced to have better

1aíd-out p1ans. For this reason, public financing, in

addition to generating more capital for private productions,

also he1-ps to irnprove the ínternal efficiency (X-efficiency)

of the film concerns which seek equíty financing.

At the same time, producers have another option Ín

raísing their capital. This ís the possibility of seeking

out those big Ínvestors r+ho are looking into film both as an

investment and as a tax shelter. rf a producer has access

to a small group of investors who are willing and in a

position to contribute to a budget of one or two million

35. Examples of investment house involvement : $4 mi11Íon
was handled by Levesque BeaubvÍen Inc. for the film
t Agencyt ; $3.6 million r4¡as sold by Shearson-Haydon Stone
(Canada) fnc. for the film 'Running I ; $6.6 million was
íssued by Merit fnvestment Corp. for I Changelingt;$3.8
million offered by GreenshÍe1ds Inc, for 'A Man Ca11ed
Intrepid t " See Susan Cole , op. ciL . , p.60
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dol1ars, and as long as the number of investors invol-ved is

under the limit placed by provincial securities commissions,

there is no need for the producer Lo file any public

disclosure. The advantage of prívate financing Ís that
36

1ega1 and interim finance costs are generally lowered.

Good examples of prívate financing were the four films

produced by the DAL Productions, a Quebec Company :

Meatbal-1($2 million), Happy Birthday to Me ($S.S million),

My Bloody ValentÍne($2.5 mÍ1lion) and Heartaches ($4.9

mi11Íon).

fnterim Financin

I4lith the development of public fÍnancÍng cane an

ancillary financíng program ca11ed I Interim Financing t .

Through thÍs program canadian banking institutions which had

prevì-ous1y been cautÍous in being involved in the film

financing business because of risk factors r¡ere nor¡r

attracted to film production financing.

The development of tinterim financingt has mainly to do

with the timing of the public financing being available.

This is a system developed in the industry to brídge the

financing gap existing between the beginnÍng of a film

production and the time when film unÍts could be sol-d

through the prospectus route. Generall-y, before a producer

36. I{oward
March 1981,

Goldberg, ttReducing
p.24.

the RiskttrCinema Canada



could raise his capital through publÍc issuing of securitÍes
on his fÍlm, he musl come up with the development money for
packaglng the different elements of a filn production, such

as the screenplay, the name actors and director. The anount
37

of this initial cost could be very high. At the same time
tax shelter ínvestments in the industry are often skewed

tor,¡ard the latter part of the year. Thus there is a need

for the producers to borrow interÍm funds at the begínning
of the year when some production activíties must be

completed. This interim financing is available from both
the CFDC and prívate commercial banks.

The cFDc first embarked on the interim financÍng
program Ín its fiscal year L97B-79. Through this program the
cFDc made loans to producers so that they could begÍn
production early in the year before permanent financing

3B
become available 1ater. 0ne condition on the interim loan
Ís the repayment of fees and interest when the productíon
funds are raised toward the end of the year when the tax
shelter money is ín ful1 swing.

commercÍa1 banking instítutionsr €rs noted earlier, had

traditionally been shying away from financing feature fí1m
production because of the complexities and rÍsks involved"
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cost can be close
p.60.

37. AccordÍng to one
to$200,000. See Susan

estÍmate
Cole, op.

this
ciL.,

38. CFDC, Annual Reoort 1978-79, p.5
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However, since the development of equity financing in the

industry and the rÍse of interÍm financÍng, commercÍal
39

bankersr interest in the industry has started to pÍck up.

Given a proper guarantee, canadian connercÍal banks deal

with film producers on a short term debt financing basis.
usually they are the last to join ín the financing but

specify that they are to be the first to be paid off. The

Canadian Imperial Bank of commerce and the Bank of Montreal

are turo promÍnent examples of the bankers I new role in
/+O

fínancing film productions.

ïnnovative Approaches to FÍlm Financins

Since the introduction of tax incentives large amounts

of prívate money have been attracted to the film industry.
This offers more production opportunities and enables the

producers to learn more about the financial aspects of the

trade. I4Iith increased experience and expertise, canadian

producers developed some innovative financial methods

through which it k¡as hoped that risks to the private

investor would be reduced and thereby some stabí1ity brought

into film investments.

39. ll. G. f ven, op. cit . , p.6

40. The Canadian fmperial Bank of Commerce and the
Montreal were reportedly involved Ín $5 million
mÍ11Íon'fínancÍng deals respectively in 1980 on tworBellsr and tUtí1itiesr. See Ron Bâse, ttl{hy Bob

Bank of
and $1
movÍes,
Coopers

p .32.Going Corporaterr, Canadian Busíness , December 1980,
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At the very beginning of the feature film productíon

industry, canadian producers followed the independent

production model whÍch existed in the united states, i.e.,
productÍon v¡as organized on a film by film basis. As soon

as a f ilm r{ras completed, the f i1m production company would

be disbanded. rt had the advantage of minimi zing the

production cost. However, Ít also suffered a disadvantage

of being a more rislcy venture and thus lacked the stability
investors desÍred.

when public financing came ínto p1ay, film production

in Canada vras sLil1 being financed on an individual picture
basis. But by 1980 there v¡ere moves in the canadian fÍlm
community to move a$/ay from this model and fo11ow approaches

whích woul-d enhance private investorst confídence.

One of these approaches rüas tcross-collaterarizationt.

This is a scheme by which two or more fí1ms are offered to
the investor in one package. By all-owíng the investor to

buy into two or more films in one single unit it v/as hoped
4T

the ínvestors will be able to spread the risks. ThÍs

would increase the attracLÍveness of the film investnent and

thus the producerst ability in raising productÍon funds.

For exampl-e, two canadian production companies have followed

Ëhis approach. cooper-Rosenfeld sold unÍts in two movies,
ttBelltt and ttutilitiesft, all under one issue. so díd

47. Howard Goldberg, op. cit. , p.23.
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FÍ1mp1an rnternational on three movÍes, ttGastt, ttThe Frighttf
and ftComícstt.

An outgrowth Lo the ttcross-collateral izationtf approach

r4ras the ttcorporatetr nethod in f inancing f ilms. The

emergence of the corporate approach is a very logical

devel-opment because it would offer more stability to both

the investors/financiers and the índustry at large.

ïn the corporate approach, the filrn company rather than

an individual film product is publicly offered to the

investors. rn this k¡ay an effort is made to build an

industrial base to the industry. cornpared to the

independent mode of production, this corporate structure of

the ner,ì¡ film compani.es offers a sense of permanence to the

industry. Through this nev/ structure, producers hoped to be

able to raíse the production funds first and then select
fí1m projecç9 later which they believe would be commercially

42
successf ul. ThÍs ner4¡ approach Ín turn would aËtract
Ínvestment from the prívate sector by offering a vÍab1e

stock in the market. rt would also move the film producers

fron relying excessively on the tax-shelter money. For the

bankíng institutions the new approach would offer a more

healthy business venture.

By 1980, a group of companies had índeed moved away

42. See
FÍnanc ia1

Method
May 77,

of Film
1980.

ttNew

Post
FinancÍng Ís Premieredft,
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from the independent mode and organized their companies on a

sound industríal structure. Examples of these conpaníes

include the Robert Cooper Productions, Famous Players Film
43

Ltd., Seven Arts Studios Inc, and Jarnac Film Hol-dings.

Emerqence of a New Breed of Producers

since the Íntroduction of the tax incenËive into the

industry, a new type of film producer also emerged in the
44

Canadian film community. As noted before, most Canadian

producers in the past had been over-emphasízing the artistic

and creative side of film production. TheÍr apparent lack

of business expertise and realisrn had híndered a fu11-scale

development of a commerciall-y viable feature film industry.

Because of the new tax íncentive, production of feature

fÍ1ms had become a very rewarding enterprise financially. A

neh¡ breed of producers, who are noted for a business

orientation, are attracted into the industry. This group

includes professionals such as lawyers and chartered
4s

accountants and enterprisers. They see that their

functÍon in the industry ís to rrpackagert films Ín such a way

43. Ron Base, op. cít. , p. 34.

44. Kaspars Dzeque, op. cít, p.47.

45. By v/ay of exanples, Garth DrabÍnsky, producer forftDisappearancetr, ttChangelingtt and tf silent Partnerfr, is an
attorney by training; Robert Cooper, who is noted for his
production of trTicket to Heaventr, ttRunningtt and ItMiddle Age
C.razy't , is also a lawyer. Davíd Perlmutter, who producãdItDouble NegatÍvett is a chartered accountant.
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that makes them marketable. They believe thís can

products and emphasÍzing

be

theac hi e ved

function

by

of

promoting qualíty
46

distribution.

As a result of their business approach, these producers

are noted for their abÍ1ity in raising production funds and

for making deals with distributors, both domestic and

inLernational. rn fÍlm financÍng, many producers, in taking
advantage of the tax incentives, offered different financing

packages to attract the nev¡ tax-shel-ter mone ,.0' In

additÍon these producers r{ere innovative in raísing their
production f unds r €rs vre have seen in the last sectÍon.

Also, because of their stress in film distribution,

some of the ner,Í producers r4¡ere outstanding in their

achievement Ín gaíning access to major American distribution

outlets. Several examples will suffice here. The producer

of films like trAtlantic city u.s.A.tr and ttvÍolette Nozierett,

the International Cinema fnc., for example, had been able to

make a deal with rwentieth century Fox through whom the

fí1ms produced by the former would be distributed in the

American market. Another company, DAL, producer of
ftMeatballrt, r4/as able to rnake arrangements with Paramount to

46. A good example of this orientation of
is Pierre DavÍd, presídent of Fílmplan
I,üayne Grigsby, trMoguls MasterÍng the
September 1, 1980, p.52.

the new producers
fnternational. See
Role tt ,

47 . See Kaspars Dzeque, op. cít. , p.98-99.

Mac lean t s
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distribute another f il-m ttMy Bloody Valentinett. Garth

Drabínsky I s ttTributetr, on the oËher hand r wâs distributed by

Twentíeth Century Fox in the United States. Robert Cooper I s

ItRunningtf Ï/as aired by the Ameri.can BroadcastÍng Company and

dÍstributed by Uni-versal ín the U.S. market.

These exarnples show the ability of the newly arrÍved

to haveproducers in makÍng films dea1s. They seem

developed the business expertise which had been

the CanadÍan feature film Índustry.

missing in

Achievement of the Tax Incentive

I4lith the Íntroduction of the tax íncentive, and the

subsequent development of a new fÍnancing system as well as

the emergence of a nevr type of film producers, the Canadian

feature film industry in the latter part of the 1970s

underwent a revolutionary change. By I978 film production

had achieved a ner¡¡ industrial 1evel. At the same tÍme the

film quality also became more commercially appealing. This

made the fÍlns a far cry from those produced just a few

years back. Several distinct characterÍstics of the neï/

índustry can be observed.
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ïncreased Private Bndeavors

0ne notable developmentr â.s soon as the tax incentive

r,üas in place, k¡as the increase in the number of f ílm

productions undertaken without the financial assistance of

the CFDC. In t976 thirteen such privately f unded f ilms r¡/ere

produced while in 1977 the number l{as fourteen. 7 These are

signíficant figures since a total- of 29 and 34 Canadian

filns vrere produced respectively in 1976 and 1977. These

private efforts represent a 1itt1e over I+07" of the total

productions.

As stated earlfer, over 907. of Canadian feature film

productions in the period prior to I976 received some form

of financial assÍstance from the CFDC. The increased private

production thus vras an important improvemenL in the industry

in the sense that less dependence \,üas placed on the publ-ic

funds for production starts. As matters stand, Lhe trends

toward private production in I976 and I977 v/ere only a

harbinger of the revolution that r.¡as to come by 7978.

Film 0utput and Investment

By L978, because of the generous tax-write off and nevi¡

setup of film financing system¡ âtr abundant supply of

capital became available to film productions. This had a

profound effect on the workÍng of the industry.

Table 5-4 gives some statistics on Lhe Índustry between
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the years 7976 and 1980. It shows the annual output and

investment duríng the períod.

Table 5-4

Fílm Production 7976-1980

Year No. of Output Average Cost
per Picture

l_ 10n ($ Million)
r97 6

L977

197 B

197 9

1 980

29

34

31

55

53

Total Annual
Budget Costs

NA*

NA **

63.7

150.0

205 .0

2.05

2.7 2

3.87

periodícals.

n the total budget
CFDC assistance Ín
$12 mi11ion.

the total budget of
around $5.5 million

Source: Compiled from current

Notes-
'k Not available. But esti-mates o

of the 16 films produced with
fiscal year I976-77 was about

>t>F Not available. Estimates on
20 CFDC assisted films hras
for fiscal- year I977-78.

Comparing Table 5-4 and Table 5-1 in thís chapter, one

can detect the significant íncrease in terms of both output

and ínvestment Ín the industry since 1978. Between the years

797O and 1975, Canadian film output had been ranging between

20 to 30 pictures annua11y. However, with the increased
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capital supply, film production jumped ,from the 31 films

made in L97B to a little over 50 by 1980. More significantly

though v/as Lhe dífference Ín the annual amounL of money

invested in fí1m productions. Again from Table 5-1 one can

estimate that over the first half of the 1970s the average

annual investment in film productíon vras around $7.6

mil1ion. fnvestment in L97B r{as $63. 7 mil1ion, a

comparatively astronomical number. The subsequent increase

in investment to $150 million in L979 and $205 míllion ín

1980 only helps to point out the trenendous push the

tax-Íncentive gave to film productions.

Film Quality

Table 5-4 also portrays a change in the quality of

Índividual movies, if one accepts the índustryts notion of

quality being commensurate wíth costs. fn the three years

since 1978, 139 films were produced wÍth a total budget of

$418.7 mi11ion. This means that the films produced during

this períod had an average cost of $3.01 mí11ion. Compared

to the average budget cost of less than $300,000 for the 180

fílms produced in the first eight years of CFDC I s
4B

operation, the budgets of the neü¡ f Í1ms are j-ndeed

impressive. lrrhile 'h¡e have observed that in the earlier

period there were few pictures produced with a budget over

$750,000, some of the ner,ü f ilms have been reported with a

48. See section II of this chapter.
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budget reachíng over seven or eÍght million dol1ars. Indeed

the trend toward big-budgeted movies \¡ras so prevalent that,

by 1981, trade journals, when compiling statistics on some

current fílmsr budBet, could handily list forty four films
49

that cost over $1 mi11ion. As the industry reported, O,t

L978 any film that was produced under $2.5 million ran the

risk of being considered 1ow-budgeted.

One observable result of the change in the budget cost

of these neÏ¡ films is in the box office success. As one

industry source puts it, in prevÍous years there were

scarcely any financíal1y successful Canadian films.

However, in just two years sÍnce I978, one can cite at least
50

Len or more commercially successful movies. In fact, the

successes of some films turned out to be overwhelmíng.
rrMeatballtt, for exampl-e, was produced with a budget of $2

mill-ion. Its box offíce receipt was $50 mil1ion. 0ther

fil-ms such as ttScannerrr(cost $3.8 mi1lion, received $L2.4

mí11ion),rrProm Níghttt(cost $1 mi11ion, received $14 million)

and ttRunníng'r(cost $3.6 mÍ11ion, received $7 million) added

49. For example, rrQuest of Firett was reportedly produced
with a budget of $9. S mi11-ion; "Heavy Meta1" has $7.3
mi11íon and ttHarry Tracy-Desperadott had a budget of $8.3
million. fn the May 1981 issue of Cínema Canada, the
breakdown on the distrÍbution of recent films by budget size
rras as follows: 6 pictures at $1-2 mÍllion; 6 at $2-3
ni11Íon;9 at $3-4 million; 10 at $4-5 million; 7 at $5-6
million; and 5 over $6 mi11íon. SeertRecent Features, Sales
Inf ormatíontt, Ci nema Canada, Ma

50. Ron Base r op. cit. , p.35.

y 1981 , pp.28-34.
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to the successful list.

Another significant implication of the change Ín budget

costs is that it sígnaled a nehr strategy by CanadÍa',

producers in breaking inLo the market. As noted earlier,

the initÍa1 approach by Canadian producers had been to

undertake 1ow-budgeted films that r4¡ere geared primarily

toward the Canadian domestic market. I{owever, with the

new-f ound f inancing resources, the ner¡/ producers managed to

package films in such a rday that they offered strong

competition to the American products and offered an

equivalent international appeal. This was achieved by using

some name actors in the American industry and high cost

scripts. At the same time, pãtt of this ner/ international

orientation v/as also due to the co-production between Canada

and treaLy countries.

Fina11y, lest u¡e give a false impression that the

recent trend in big-budgeted productions is a welcome

u.rrêction in improving the qualiLy Canadian fílms, ít should

be pointed out that there are serious debates on the wisdom

or such an orientatíon. In fact some film critics are

alarmed by the public support of production activities that

are geared more to the international market than Canadian

audiences. Because of the recent emphasis on using foreign

named talent and story rnateri.als, most of the f ilms produced

si-nce 1977 are not perceived as reflective of Canadi.au

Ídeas, values and talent. Rather they are viewed as



products through which slick enterprisers can

commercial gains in the continental market. Due to

cultural aspect, the achievements of recent production

serÍous1y open to questíons. It also brings into focus

need of a balance between the I cultural objective t and

need of tcornmercial vÍabilityt in the public support of

productj-ons.
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IV. MARKET ACCESS DIFFICULTIES AND COMBINE

INVBST IGATIONS

wruh the íntroduction of the CFDC and the IOO7" capital

cost allowance, public policies have successfully ovêrco¡'e

entry barriers on the production side . Unfortunately,

despite a surge of productíon activities, the fu11

uevelopment of the industry rernai-ns hindered by the problem

of market access.

As maËters stand, the distribution system CanadÍan
5tproducers had difficulties with earlier, remains intact.

ruê new films that are produced with public assistance and

tax shelter money stil1 have to rely on the rnajor foreigrr

distributors for a viable dÍstribution arrangement. fn

51. ït was reported many of the fifty-five films conpleted
in I979 fail-ed to gain any international distribution. The
CFDC reportedly estj-nated that only one quarter of the films
made between L976 and 1979 will return any part of their
investment. See Susan Cole, op. cit, p.62 and Patricia
Best, ttStruggling to make the Big Leaguett,
May I6, 1981.

Financial Post
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spite of a few examples of cooperation between some Canadian

producers and major American distributors, the fact remains

that most of the filrns produced did noL have any

distrÍbution guarantee.

Both the publÍc and private sectors made several

attempts to overcome these distribution dífficulties. So

far, these efforts have net limited success. Two measures

stand outstandingly among these attempLs. They are the
I voluntary quota t system and the call for combine

investigation of the distributíon system operatíng withÍn

Canada.

As explained in an earlíer section, the voluntary quota

system !úas negotíated between the government and the two

largest exhibition circuits in Canada. Through this

agreement the two theatre chains agreed to show Canadian

films for a minimum period of tvro weeks in their theatres in

each of the largest three cíties. By this agreement the

governrnent hoped that Canadian films would be guaranteed

screen access. The dÍsmal- returns on most Canadian fí1ms

shows that thÍs system has not been effective.

0n the other hand, Ín an effort to overcome the market

access problern, nine citizens from the prívate sector of the

film industry made a formal applicatÍon to the Dírector of

ïnvestigatÍon and Researcho Combines rnvestigation Branch,

of the Department of consumer and corporate Affairs. The
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application vras for an inquiry into the market practices of
the foreign-owned theatrical exhibition and dístribution
system ín canada. ThÍs was based on their belief that the

major concerns had abused market control through practices

such as tie-se11ing, exclusive agreements and refusal to
52

deal with independents. All these practices help to

lessen competitÍon in the supply of films and thus prevent

CanadÍan fÍlms from havíng reasonable access to the Canadian

exhÍbÍtíon market.

Because of the long-term nature of combíne

investigation activities, the main Ínquiry that sternned from
53

this application is stí11 continuing at the present time.

However, ín the course of the inquiry, the DÍrector of

rnvestigatíon and Research has found evidence of price

manipulation among the distrÍbutors. This evidence h¡as

turned over to the Attorney General of canada. subsequently

charges were made against several najor dístributors

including columbia Picture rndustries, rnc., united Artists
Corporation, Bellevue Film Distributors Limited and I,iIarner

Brothers DistríbutÍng (Canada) Limited. Bxcept for htarner

Brothers, aLL these distributors pleaded guí1ty. They u¡ere

issued prohibÍtÍng orders against any future príce

52. See organization reports
No.26, p.10.

in Cinema Canada March 1976,

53. Director
fnvestÍgation

of Investigation
Act, Annual Report

and
1980,

Research,
p.57.

Comb ines
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maintenance and fined accordíng1y.

However, the combíne investigation activities so far
have not yet achieved the resurts the inquiry applicants had

hoped for, which ís the opening up of the exhibition a'u
arstribution system to the Canadian prod.ucers for more

market access. This result will depend on the final outcome

ur the investigation.

V. POLICY ALTERNATIVES FOR MARKET ACCESS

Ii/ith the Íncrease in production act ivity, removal of
the market acess barrier becomes a prerequisiLe for a fu11er

development of this industry.There are several plausible
alternatives, each r+ith its own merit and weakness. Here we

will examine some of the major options which include the use

of legislative quotas, vertical Íntegration of the índustry,
alternate dÍstribution media, and investigation of the

current system.

Le islative uotas

0ne

solution

cinema is

stricter

Proponents

54. Council o
Feature Fílmstr,

f Canadian Filmrnakers, trPolicy

of the popular alternative often cited as a

in gettíng Canadian fÍlm production into Canadian
34

the use of legislatíve quotas, which would be

than the voluntary system currently in use.

argue that the quota system has been uscu

Statement on
797 4, p.50-51 .Cinema Cana da , February-March
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andpractically all

is an effective

over the world except the United States

tool to get a national product shown.

However, even though quotas can guarantee access to

screen time for Canadian films, there are several

considerations that would negate the benefits of such a

system. rn the fÍrst place adoption of a compul-sory quota

system might lead to retaliation from other countries. This

might unduly resLrict the market potential of the Canadian

fÍlns and aggravate the difficulties ímposed by the small

domestic market síze. secondly, the quota system rvould run

the risk of protecting medÍocrity in fil-m productíon. since

audiences could not be legislated to see certain types of
fÍlms, Lhe effectiveness of this system is doubtful.
Finally there is the questÍon of practÍca1Íty. The

jurisdictíon over theatre exhÍbition ín canada ís withÍn the

provínces. To carry out a national quota system would

requÍre cooperation fron the provÍnces. BuL Ít appears that
there are different objective among the provinces, which

makes the quota system impractícal and even dangerorr".tt

rn view of these consideratíons, the benefit reaped

from a legíslated quota sysiem may welr be less than the

cost Ínvo1ved. such a system thus is not advisable.

55. Jean-Pierre Tadro r trA Conversation
May I976, Þ.34.Cinema Canada

with Hugh Faulknerrt,
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Vertical fntesra t ion

An option which would help to íncrease the narket
access of CanadÍan films is the creatÍon of a completely
Canadian-owned distribution and exhibition systern. This
means a move toward vertical integration of the industry and

an extensÍon of the current production activities ínto the
distríbution ancl exhÍbÍtion branches of Lhe industry.

The benefit of such a vertically-integrated operation
would be a reduction of the risks in fil_m productíon .l4rith
the assurance of a viable outlet and proper promotÍon , the
risks of a canadÍan production could signíficantly be

reduced. This Ís due to the fact that such an operation
could give the canadían concerns the ability to achieve rísk
spreadíng by offsetting losses agaÍnst profits reaped ín the
exhibition fie1d. Furthermore, involvement in the
distributÍon and exhibition activities would assure that the
revenues from this market stay Ín the country and possibly
return to further production.

But to achíeve such an integrated operation, it would

ner¡/ or to purchase existing

facilítÍes. The cost for such a
56

prohÍbitive. In vÍew of the

be necessary

distribution

business move

create

and exhibitÍon

appears to be

56. As one federal studies
for such an operatÍon would
hundred mi11Íon do1lars. See

concludes, the i.nvestment need
be in the order of several

BMC, Evaluation , Vo1. 1, p.44.
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large amount of resources involved, serious doubt exÍsts as

to the advísabi1íty of such a move. As has been stated in a

prevíous chapter, there appear to be substanti-a1 economies

of scale in the dÍstribution of fÍlms. Inherent pressure

exists for distributing as many pictures as possible in
order to reduce the cost. Given the sma11 market base in
canada, there will be a forced dependence on the

international market. At the present tíme when there is
sti11 serious debate between ? commercial viability I and

tnational cultural valuer, increases in the allocation of

resources toward this industry would be open to doubt.

Alternative Dístribution Media

ïf the creation of a canadian-owned dÍstribution
structure ín the theatrical market does not seem appealing,

there remains one possíble alternatÍve for getting the

canadian production to the canadian publíc. This is
distríbution through television and the neh¡ technologies

such as pay-television and video cassettes.

As has been díscussed earlíer, network television

screening of rnovies during prime time has been a signifícant
revenue-generating factor for filrn productions sÍnce the

1960s. Because of program demand, there are at present filn
productíons primaril-y geared toward television showings ancl

in which the cFDc is Ínvo1ved. rt appears, though, that the

move toward prímary distributíon through tel-evision is not
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necessarí1y kre11 receÍved among crÍtics in the fÍ1rn
57

conmunity. However, ín view of the dífficulties in the

access to the CanadÍan theatrical narket and the fact that
there are well-establÍshed Canadian televisÍon networks,

both public and private, Lhe television market would be a

feasible and practical solution for Canadian productions. A

re-orientation toward the television market mÍght require
1itt1e additÍona1 resources for a viable distribution
outlet. rn thís hray televisíon networks such as the

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation could play a significant
role in enhancÍng the production Índustry.

More importantly, the recent development ín the

pay-television and video cassette industry might open up a

more lucrative ¡narket for film production l^lith the ever

increasing popularity in home movies through both

pay-tel-evision and video machines, a more conveníent and

less costly distributíon method is open to canadian

producers. rt is therefore Ímportant, especially in the

establi-shment of a pay-tel-evision system in canada, that
these neh¡ facilitÍes should be kept under Canadian control
so that the readily available market will help to reduce the

risks and thus enhance fulure investment in canadian

productions.

57. It is primarily
dÍstÍnct difference
feature film which ís
Council of CanadÍan Fi

due to their beliefs that there is a
between a fÍ1m for televisÍon and

ultÍmately shown on television. See
lmmakers, ItPolicy Statement on Feature
February-March L97 4, p.5 1 .Filmsrt, Cinerna Canada
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Investisation of Current Market Structure and Conduct

A re-orientatíon toward alternative communication

mediar or the other hand, should not be construed as the

abandonment of the theatre market. For a viable fÍ1m

industry, the theatre market is stil1 needed for successful

Canadían productíon. hlhÍ1e distribution through televi-s j-on

showings could be a relatively short-term solution, a

long-term approach to the problem of theatre market access

might be a detaí1ed investigation of the industryts market

structure and practices.

As mentÍoned before, the foreign distrÍbutors have been

reluctant to handle Canadian productÍons essentially because

of their commitments elsewhere. More recently, some of
these major concerns have been found guÍ1ty of price
manipulatÍon in the dÍstribution of films. These findings
point out the exístence of anti-competition forces wÍthin
thÍs sector of the market. The canadian producer may have

been unf airly shut of f f rom their or4¡n market.

Because of the difficulties experiencecl by canadian

producers, a thorough examinatÍon of the 1egal and economic

aspects of this distrÍbution/exhibítíon sector of the

industry rnÍght be warranted. since most companies Ín thÍs

sector are workÍng on an tínternatíona1r basis, thÍs study

should be conducted on an t international t context. The

primary object should be to see whether the structural
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elemenL, especially the vertical structure, and the conduct

of these foreígn concerns, have bestowed upon themselves a

market control that is detrimental to canadian interests.

Through such studies, it Ís hoped that the causes of the

Canadian diffÍculties in this marlcet could be determined.

0n1y then coul-d remedíes be possible.

VI " SUMMARY

fn an effort to

industry, Canada adopted

creation of the CFDC and

promote a feature film productÍon

two important public policies: the

the LOO7" Capital Cost Allowance.

The CFDC Ínvested ín production projects undertaken by

private producers. By providing financÍal and

pre-production assistance, the government hoped to stinulate

ínterest in feature film production. The tax-shelter

íncentive, on the other handr wâs used to attract more

capital from the private sector for productions.

As a result of these two policies, Canada has witnessed

a steady increase in feature fílm output. It jumped

than 15 times from 3 films in 1968 to more than 50 in
The growth is rernarkable. Employment opportunities

increased for Canadían technical and creative talents.

more

1980.

t hus

In the course of this development, Canada has

undertalcen different approaches to solve the market problem

of a sma11 domestÍc market overwhelmed by foreÍgn
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competition. Ïn the begÍnning, the cFDc Ínvested ín fÍ1ms

that had rel-atively 1ow budgets but which Ì¡ere noted for
i

their orientatlon toward canadian sub ject matter. rt Ì,ùas

hoped that the costs could be recouped frorn the domestic

market. A more recent approach led to the production of
films that had a budget comparable to qualÍty pictures from

abroad, Ín the hope of recoverÍng the costs from the

continental market. Therefore, there usually has been more

ínternatíonal appeal- than canadian value in these fÍ1ms.

rt should be noted that, prímaríly as a result of
public po1ícies, barriers in the production area have mostly

been removed. creaLive financing systems hrere set up wíth
the development of a nelr class of producers. Interest v¡as

also generated among banking institutions wÈich now would

readily participate in ?interimt financing systems.

But the development of the industry during this decade

has sti11 been hÍndered by dífficultÍes ín the market access

area. The CFDC, in helpíng wÍth the distribution of films,
has funded promotion canpaígns and other Ínternational
f estivals. Negotiation r^ras undertaken with the two ma jor

theatre circuits, leading Lo a voluntary quota system for
showÍng an annual minÍmum amount of canadian fílms Ín their
t heatres

Apparentl-y, the

dífficulties has not

emphasÍs on

been enough"

the dístribution

stí11 does not

solving

Canada



have a viable distribution structure of its or4¡n.

exhibitíon and distribution sectors are sti11 domínated

foreign concerns. Thís may have been partly responsíb1e

the lack of financíal success of canadÍan productÍons.

201

The

by

for

To brÍng this industry into a more advanced stage of
development, a solution has to be found for gettíng the

canadían film to its audiences. several optÍons are

possÍb1e. However, legislative quotas would unduly restrict
the market potential of the canadÍan films in an

ínternational context. EstablÍshment of CanadÍan-owned

distributÍon facilities seens infeasible because of huge

addÍtional resource requirements. A reorientation toward

other distributíon and exhÍbitÍon medÍa, such as existing
television networks, the coming pay-televisÍon system and

home video machínes, seems to be the most welcome option.
But a change to alternative distribution media should not

signify compl-ete abandonment of the theatre market. rn

depth investigatÍon of market sLructure and conduct among

foreÍgn distributíon and exhÍbition concerns operating Ín
Canada should be conducted. rf necessary, legislative or

executive remedies should be prescribed so that Canadian

producers will have a fairer share of the domestÍc market.
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In the course of this study, it has been found that

scale economies and product differentiation are noL critical

entry barriers in the feature fí1n índustry. However,

because of the unique nature of thÍs industry, product

differentiatíon is an irnportant attribute to marketabilíty.

The inherent requiremenL for heterogeneous products makes

the filrn production industry a highly risky and uncertain

business.

fn Canada, there are several important factors

hindering entry into feature fí1m productions. 0n the

production side they are the general lack of financial

resources and ski1lful producers; on the market sÍde,

foreign competition , a small domestic markeL, and

ínaccessibility to dÍstributíon facilities. This last

factor is further aggravated by the vertical structure of

the exhibition and dístribution sector of the industry.

In the production area, financÍng difficulties are due

to three maín reasons. Firstly, there is defíciency in

Ínvestment from prÍvate investors because of few track

records of success in the production of Canadían feature

films. These investors are further díscouraged by the hígh

risk nature of the industry. Secondly, producers have

1ítt1e access to banking institutions, partly due to the

l-ack of experíence and expertise on the part of bankers.

Lastly, because of high consumptíon of foreign products,



most of the admÍssíon revenues from Canadian

remittecl abroad Ín the forn of film rentals.

money 1s reinvested into producLion of Canadian

201+

cínemas are

Not enough

films.

0n the

markeL and

1itt1e room

more risky.

of access

essential-1y

exhib i t ion are foreign-owned. They are

abroad and less inclined totied to production activíties

handle Canadian products.

The above-mentioned factors conLributed to the lack of

feaLure fil-m production before the arrival of publ-ic

assistance. Since the l-ate 1960s, however' there has been

remarkabl-e devel-opment in the industry. irrithin a decade of

public support, production output increased almost some

fífteen-fo1d. Employment opportunitíes also have been

increased for Canadian talent. ThÍs change has been brought

about primarily by public assistance aimed at overcoming the

production difficulties through two different approaches.

A direct approach was the creation of a federal agency'

the Canadian Film Development Corporation, which is funded

and mandated to invest financially or make loans for the

productíon of feature films that have significant Canadian

market side, the combination of a sma11 domestíc

strong competitÍon fron foreign products leaves

for spreading losses, makíng the busíness even

However, the most critical element is the lack

to a good distríbution system. This is

due to the fact that most distribution and

concerns in Canada
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artistic and technÍca1 content. An índirect approach k¡as

through a tax incentive ín the form of L)O% capital cost

all-owance for Canadian feature fílm productÍon. This

tax-shelter approach has been used to encourage more private

investment in order to help the industry overcome the

barrier of deficíent production capital.

As a result of these governmental policies,

difficultÍes in the production area have essentially been

removed. Seed money for new production become available

through the CFDC. The tax íncentÍve spurred a vigorous

response from private ínvestors. FÍ1ms are noh¡ financed by

prospectus for the first Lime. Interest has also been

generated among banking instÍtutions in partÍcÍpating in an

I ínteri-m t financing system. New entrepreneurs has been

attracted, forming a ner{ class of producers who are more

business-oriented and skí11fu1.

Unfortunately, for fu11 development of this Índustry,

market access remains to be an area of great concern. At

the early stage of CFDCts operation, 1ow-budgeted films with

relevant Canadian content were produced; they were expected

to recoup the production costs within the domestic market.

A more recent approach has been to produce films with hÍgher

budgets and more internaLional appeal, aimed at gainÍng

profits in a continental- context. Both approaches attained

dubíous results and are open to debate.
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At the same time, even though there is a vo1-untary

quota system, and sone combine investigation activities,

CanadÍan films stil-l- have diffÍculties in receiving proper

dÍstrÍbution. The fact remains that the dÍstrÍbutíon and

exhibition facilitÍes are stí11 controlled by foreign

ínLeresLs. No viable distribution structure exísts yet for

Canadian production.

As productíon

has shown

ís not an

that Canada

in itself,

failed to

the market

put enough

To develop

to be dealt

end

hasweakne ss

emphasí s

a better

with more

on removing the distrÍbution barriers.

feature film índustry, this barríer has

effectively.

There are several possible options in dealing wíth

narkeL access difficultÍes; they include the use of a

compulsory quota, verLical- íntegration of the industry '

distribution through alternative media, and investigation of

Lhe distribuLion/exhibition structure.

A compul-sory quota does not appear to be advisable,

sÍnce it may lead to foreign retalíation, resul-ting ín undue

restriction on the market potential of Canadian films in an

international conLext. Also the question of practical-íty

would also restrict the effectiveness of this system.

Ver t i ca1

ot creation of

integratíon of the industry through purchase

a new dÍstribution/exhibition system would

the audience. However, this approachguarantee access to



seems doubtful

requíred and

invol-ved.

because of the

also because of

additional

scale of
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resources

operation

huge

the

The most feasible alternative in solving the market

access problem might be a re-orientation toward other

communication media such as television and home video

machines. Because of the exÍstence of Canadian-owned

televísíon networks, thÍs approach night require 1íttle

addítional investment. The potential market resultíng from

neI4I vídeo technology also makes this alternative attractÍve

to Canadian productions.

But the use of alternative media should not mean the

abandonment of the theatre market. In this regard, a long

range approach to the access problem would be an in-depth

investígation of the market structure and practices of the

existing dístribution/exhibítion sector of the industry.

The object of such a study should be a determination of

whelher unreasonable market restrictions have been imposed

by foreign concerns on Canadian productions. Legislative

and executÍve remedies should be prescribed when necessary.

Final1y, a review of the overall governmental objective

of fosteríng a Canadian feature film industry may be

warranted at this time. As hre have seen, one of the maín

goals of publÍc assístance to thÍs industry q¡as to promote

cultural values and awareness in the country. However, the
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government also assumed that this industry would be

commercially vÍab1e. The development of the Índustry in the

past decade has certainl-y demonstrated a certain degree of

incompatÍbÍ1ity between these th¡o objectives. This conflict

is illustrated by the facL thaL the early productÍons, with

rel-evant CanadÍan content, proved to be financially

dÍsappoíntirg, while the more recent financially successful

films are characterized by theír ?internatíona1r appeal and

dimÍnÍshed Canadian relevance. A balance between the two

values has to be found if governmental objectíves are to be

fulfil1ed.

However, in a broader perspective, the wisdom of

restricting public support to feature film production is

also questionable. Gíven that theatre-going nowadays ís

less than a universal hobby, the effectiveness of using this

medium to promote national cultural values is debatable.

One may ask whether it might not be more beneficial to

diversify publÍc resources into other communication media

such as non-theatre films, Lelevision, broadcastÍng and

publÍshíng. I/üith large amounts of resources already

expended in the past decade brínging marginal cultural

achievement, it does appear that a reallocation of public

resources from the feature fÍ1m industry to alternate media

is highly advisable. But in the process of reducing public

involvement, measures should be taken to protect to a

reasonable degree the prívate interests that have developed
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in the industry.
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